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Introducing the HE Innovate Awards 2021
Anna Jackson
Head of Customer Insights, Pearson Higher Education Services

Over the last 18 months every one of us has been
pushed to do new things. It’s been overwhelming
and unnerving, challenging and strangely liberating.

different institutions. Above all, we hope you will feel
inspired by the work of your colleagues and excited
about the future of higher education.

The pandemic has been a catalyst for many
changes, but perhaps the most important and
lasting one is a shift in mindset. It has shown that
we are all capable of implementing change quickly
and learning new things when we are truly focused.
University staff have had to adapt and embrace
change like never before. In doing so, they have
trialled new technologies, co-created solutions with
students and found ways to meet a plethora of
unprecedented challenges.

Thank you to our supporters and judges for your
insight, objectivity and diplomacy.

We launched the HE Innovate Teaching, Learning
and Student Support Awards to celebrate
innovation and to learn from the wonderful work
happening across the sector. Through these awards
we want to encourage collaboration and to help
spark new ideas.
There is so much we can learn from these projects –
many of the ideas and implementation approaches
could be adapted for different subject areas across

Thank you to everyone who took the time to put
forward a submission.
And huge congratulations to everyone involved in
the superb winning and shortlisted projects.
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Introducing the HE Innovate Awards 2021
Nick Hillman
Director, The Higher Education Policy Institute (HEPI)

I jumped at the opportunity to involve HEPI with
these important Awards for three reasons: they
promote good practice; they encourage us to pause
and reflect upon the past 18 months; and they
reward professionalism.

has worked out, if you had asked two years ago how
higher education institutions would cope with a
serious global pandemic that repeatedly locked the
country down, few would have predicted so much
top-quality education would have occurred.

First, the crisis has shown how higher education
institutions, which are so often caricatured as slow
and resistant to change, will move mountains if that
is what is necessary to protect teaching and learning.
In the past few months, new technology and other
innovations have been rolled out more rapidly
than ever before. Whatever happens next, as the
pandemic hopefully recedes, some positive changes
will be left behind and these Awards enable a wide
range of proven good practice to be promoted.

Thirdly, the commitment of staff towards students
– whether academics, professional services staff
or students’ union sabbatical officers – has been
incredibly impressive to watch, and it shines through
in all the submissions in the following pages. Staff
have been expected to respond to an entirely new
environment, often while facing extra challenges
in their home lives. This has taken its toll on staff
mental health as well as their work/life balance, so it
is particularly important that we take some time to
recognise and reward the professionalism of staff
through initiatives like these new Awards. Students
have proved to be more resilient than the ‘snowflake’
caricature too, helping guarantee the success of so
many new initiatives.

Secondly, education is about learning from what
works but also from what does not work, and –
importantly – the Awards encourage us all to pause
and reflect. The last few months have been an
uncontrolled experiment, some elements of which
have worked better than others (and for some
students more than others). While not everything

We spend a lot of time in higher education talking
about competition. But I am struck by the fact that

many people are often keener to share what they
know with one another, or even to collaborate
actively, than they are to compete. These Awards
will help us do that by providing us all with some
excellent case studies that show how others are
solving shared challenges. They provide not only a
rear-view mirror’s perspective on what has happened
over the past 18 months but also act as full-beam
headlights to guide us on the unknown road ahead.
I congratulate everyone who entered these Awards
and particularly all the worthy winners, runners-up
and shortlisted entrants. Long may you continue to
educate today’s students so that they are ready to
face tomorrow.
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Introducing the HE Innovate community
Paula Shaw
Academic Lead, HE Innovate
Associate Professor of Online Teaching and Learning, University of Derby

Hello, my name is Paula Shaw and I’m the Academic
lead for the Pearson HE Innovate community of
practice. I’d like to explain why I took on this role
in 2020, at the height of the Covid-19 pandemic
and why communities of practice like this are so
important. There is no denying that the pandemic
has created the conditions for a global shift in
educational practice, and online and digital education
has been at the spearhead of that change. We have
reached a new threshold and there is no going back!
Yet, we are realising that digital inequalities, access
and innovation are shaping students’ experiences for
better or worse.
I liken our current position to that of ‘the pioneers’
– trailblazers, explorers and eventual settlers
within a new educational landscape. We need to
bring all kinds of people along with us; students,
parents, policy makers and practitioners and assure
them that we are working hard to secure the best
experiences and outcomes.
I took on this role because I am one of those
pioneers, and I want to encourage honest debate
amongst practitioners, share good practice, stay

ahead of the curve and challenge the status quo. I
believe that the HE Innovate Community of practice
reaches out to the HE community and provides a
home for all of this. As editor of WONKHE, Debbie
McVitty recently said, ‘we need to meet people where
they are and strive to frame difficult concepts in
relative terms.’
And so, I am delighted to help shape and steer this
community, so that it is engaging and pertinent to its
members. I invite you to join the community, it is free
for anyone with teaching and learning responsibilities
in the UK and Ireland Higher Education sector. We
host very popular live themed events where you
can explore ideas for embedding technology into
teaching, or join one of our interest groups and
collaborate with peers across the sector.
Finally, in recognition of excellent teaching and
learning across the sector, we invite you to join us in
celebrating the Pearson 2021 HE Innovate Awards.
If you are not already a member of HE Innovate, you
can find out more and join the community here. We
look forward to welcoming you.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative approach to supporting students
Mo Wiltshire

David Gilani

Director of Education and Youth,
Stonewall

Head of Student Engagement and Advocacy,
Middlesex University

At Stonewall we imagine a world where all LGBTQ+ people are free to be safe,
seen and heard. Where learners are free to be themselves, safe from bullying
and harm, and see LGBTQ+ people, our families and our histories throughout
their education and where those working in universities center queer
voices and views when designing and delivering inclusive support services,
assessment approaches and curricula.
We have come so far in the 32 years since Stonewall was formed, but there
is so much more to be done. Partnering with others who share our vision
is vital to moving the world we live in closer, to being more like, the world
which we imagine. Pearson have been a valued supporter of our work for
many years, they are Diversity Champions and a Proud Employer and have
also supported our School and College facing work, including our Primary and
Secondary Curriculum guides.
Higher Education is such a transformational force for change. For those
experiencing it as students or researchers and all of us whose lives
will be shaped in the future by those learning today, it is vital that such
transformations are accessible, inclusive and liberating experiences for all of
our LGBTQ+ community and allies.
At Stonewall we are proud to be part of the Pearson HE Innovate Awards.
We are glad to champion innovation in student support and excited to see
so many applications focused on new and thoughtful ways that the individual
needs of students can be met, to enable access to fulfilling university
experiences.

Back to contents

Back to award start

Jump to winner

Jump to shortlisted

Student support means a lot of different things to different people and that
was wonderfully reflected in the nominations that we saw for these awards.
In particular, it’s been clear that staff across the sector have recognised
the increasing role that technology and innovation could play in supporting
students, especially since the start of the pandemic.
We saw entries that focused on the important role of building community,
collaborative working and social opportunities amongst students, to engender
peer-to-peer support and to increase the perceived accessibility of staff.
We saw entries that focused on pinpointing specific parts of the journey
where students were making big changes so that support could be targeted
to them.
We saw entries that bravely took on important topics such as mental health or
equality, diversity and inclusion… using creative and technological approaches
to make a difference to students.
It was also great that nominations often came with supporting documents
that helped give us a better picture of how these projects looked when put
into practice.
Overall, the entries showed some brilliant use of technology to help support
students, especially where their learning had moved online, but also a clear
recognition that this can never be a substitute for the importance of building
relationships and offering personalised support.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative approach to supporting students
Leoarna Mathias

Tom Hill

Senior Lecturer in Student Engagement,
Newman University

Head of Service Development,
Pearson

A detailed marking rubric for each entry enabled each of us as judges to
assess the quality of submissions on measures that included Originality,
Transformation, Impact and Transferability, and Impact for Students.
We submitted our rubrics for each of the long list submissions prior to
meeting, which enabled the Pearson team to collate scores and provide a
starting point for our conversation.
Then, crucially, we came together to talk about how we each saw the spirit of
the awards, and what we felt were the features of the successful submissions
that were scoring highly on the rubric. This conversation allowed us to add
flesh to the bones of the raw scores, and allowed us to clearly identify those
who had made it through to the shortlist and the 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions.
Submissions to this category were exceptionally diverse, and yet the rubric
Pearson provided helped us to make sense of this diversity and high quality
range of submissions. Some were grounded in community, others in
innovative use of technology to support learning, others in strong pedagogic
approaches and collaborative working practices. We endeavoured to reflect
this diversity in the eventual shortlist and the ‘placed’ entries.
I really enjoyed being part of this process, and as is always the case, the
opportunity to learn about the great practice of others in our sector, and
discuss this with colleagues from other institutions, was much appreciated.
Thank you Pearson, and congratulations to our worthy winners, placed
submissions and everyone on the shortlist!

Back to contents

Back to award start

Jump to winner

Jump to shortlisted

The entries to this category were diverse in their approach and
implementation but every single one demonstrated the incredible work
happening within HEIs to support students. From individuals implementing
innovative initiatives, through to cross-faculty collaborations, the entries
provide fantastic examples of how universities can best support students.
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Winner: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Coaching for Academic Success
School of Psychology, University of East London
Dr Sophia Bokhari (Project Lead), Ms Claire Meade (Project Co-ordinator),
Mrs Ifeoma Dan-Ogosi (Project Evaluation Manager).

Challenge or rationale
The Coaching for Academic Success project is
based on Professional Coaching for Foundation
year students. It delivers in direct response to
UEL’s commitment to widening access to higher
education. The project began as a pilot in 19/20 and
is now being delivered across two academic years
from 2020-2022 for the whole of the Foundation
Year. Funding is secured from the Office for
Students (OfS).
The intervention addresses current retention and
progression concerns. This is through personalised
pathways developed with Coaches to enhance
academic success and resilience. The model is
innovative and unique in that it makes use of our
School’s MSc’s in Applied Positive Psychology and
Coaching Psychology (MAPPCP) student Coaches
and graduates and connects them with our L3
students (Coachees). A symbiotic relationship is
established as our MAPPCP Coaches need to accrue
hours of Coaching for accreditation to become

Back to contents
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recognised as Master Practitioner by the European
Mentoring and Coaching Council (EMCC) and our
foundation year students need the intervention
(based on theory, evidence within literature and
evaluation output from the existing intervention)
to enable them on their HE journey and wider
(employability pathways).
The purpose of this intervention proposal is to
continue to actively offer our foundation year (L3)
students an opportunity to access individually
tailored and/or group Coaching sessions so they
can be enabled to: increase self-efficacy and
response efficacy by, for example: recognising their
strengths; address potential issues and challenges;
improve goal-setting and motivation; and develop
their academic and emotional resilience, thus
enhancing their success, progression and retention.
The intervention will help students to meet
academic challenges, overcome and achieve
success. The intervention is already being delivered
and funding is now sought for the continuation
and development of this into academic year 21/22.
The students are and will continue to be mapped

Jump to shortlisted

throughout their learning journey and destination
post-graduation.
The students are and will continue to be mapped
throughout their degree. The impact of Coaching
psychology as a far-reaching intervention is well
documented in literature. The existing project
shows promise as recipients describe the
intervention as contributing towards their course
success and progression. Although the end of
year progression boards are still to be held, at
the present moment, out of the Coachees there
is a progression rate of 86% to the Level 4 (first
year Psychology). The exact factors impacting
progression in relation to the project are being
explored within the ongoing evaluation.
The project delivers three key interventions to
work towards our Access and Participation Plan
( APP) targets: 1) Lectures and workshops from
the start of term 1 - aligned with Coaching and
development, embedded within our core Mental
Wealth module; 2) Individual Coaching, aligned
with TEF metrics of student support and success
and 3) Group Coaching.
The Coaching for Academic Success project benefits
a wide range of students reflecting our student
populations, including those from areas of low
HE participation; students with multiple indices of
disadvantage; ABMO students and mature students.
Our outcome-based targets are to demonstrate
improvements in retention and progression rates
and improvements in the percentage of students
who achieve a 2:1 or higher assessment grade.
After 21/22, the aim is to rollout the intervention
upwards into the main UG courses in the School
of Psychology and sideways into other Foundation
Year courses across the institution. MAPPCP
has capacity to cope with demands and with the
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projected growth of this course (3-year projection)
being promising, the possibilities of impact in terms
of students being supported and achieving higher
classification degrees and securing industry specific
employment is encouraging

Implementation approach
The project is designed in such a way that it can
be delivered online/remotely, due to Covid 19.
Our Coaches are based locally, nationally and
internationally. The intervention is achieved through
the following key objectives and simultaneous
deliverables –
1. Lectures and workshops: Weekly lectures/
workshops (Term 1) incorporated into the core
Mental Wealth Module scaffolds the intervention.
The intervention is organised around all UEL’s
core competencies which relate heavily to
metacognitive principles in Psychology and there
is much overlap in the proposed intervention:
The core competencies are:

• Digital Proficiency (DP)
• Industry Connections (IC)
• Social & Emotional Intelligence (SEI)
• Physical Intelligence (PI)
• Cultural Intelligence (CI)
• Community Connections & UEL Give Back (CC)
• Cognitive Intelligence (COI)
• Enterprise and Entrepreneurship (EE)

Back to contents
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Lectures and workshops aligned with
Coaching Psychology include:

• ‘Adapting to change’, which helps students

develop SEI & CI by teaching them about culture
shock and emotional barriers to adapting to
change.

• ‘Motivation, mindset, & resilience’, which helps

students develop SEI and DP, by enabling students
to understand their own motivations and to
become more resilient learners and learn to
navigate HE resources and platforms like LinkedIn
Learning.

• ‘Well-being & stress’, which develops SEI & PI by
helping students understand stress and how to
cope with it.

• ‘Positive psychology’, which develops COI, SEI,

and CI by teaching students about human
strengths and positive psychology interventions.

• ‘Goals and goalsetting’ will specifically address
how to engage effectively with structured
challenges such as the Coaching offered.

Crucial to the effective delivery of this material
is partnership working with entities within
UEL’s Centre for Student Success ( CfSS), the
Peer Mentoring and Student Wellbeing Service.
This combination allows students to become
increasingly familiar and confident in navigating
HE structures and provision. Within the existing
intervention for 20/21, sessions have been
provided through CFSS to facilitate potential
community connections (CC), advocating and
highlighting volunteering opportunities for our
cohort together with the potential for enterprise

Back to start of submission
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and entrepreneurship (EE, IC) through the
application of their developed transferable skills
awareness.
2. 1-2-1 Coaching sessions (delivered across an
academic year) aligned with TEF metrics of
student support and success. The Coaching
fosters a sense of belonging at UEL, develop
skills in self-reflection, motivation, goal setting,
planning and accountability in students; hence
boosting confidence, resilience and achievement.
3. Targeted Group Coaching sessions delivered
in direct response to cohort need. This year,
sessions included:

• The effective management of challenges,

including procrastination and unexpected
threats, such as those presented by the
Pandemic.

• Supporting students to reflect on their

foundation year journey, development and
progress, academically and personally.
For 21/22, the intention is to expand these
sessions across two terms and offered in two
phases. Phase 1 will focus on meeting learning
challenges and phase 2 will explore development
and continuity.
Networking events – on campus and online have
been designed and delivered. Coach profiles are
collated including Talking heads/photographs
and a blurb on their background. Ice breaker
sessions are held. Coach and Coachees Contract
templates are also part of the project collateral
signed by both.
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Impact

“Definitely, time management, understanding
evaluation. Being able to like manage my everyday
life.” SM24

Outcomes, impact and success of the project are
being evaluated using the NERUPI praxis- based
framework (http://www.nerupi.co.uk), designed
for capturing the impact of widening participation
activities.
Impact is measured via a mixed method approach,
making use of: classroom activity data (positive
psychology scales and psychological literacy),
Qualtrics surveys, PowerBI analytics on the cohort,
module activity data ( attendance, engagement with
curriculum, submission rate and pass rate) and
qualitative focus groups and 1-2-1 interviews with
both Coaches, Coachees and non–Coachees.
Early messages on the benefits of the project from
the perspective of the Coachees, captured for the
formal ongoing evaluation, via focus groups, include
improvements in:
1. Wellbeing both emotional and physical: “solid
evidence of like the things they did for you really
working in changing something for like your
wellbeing and your life satisfaction and then being
able to use that as inspiration to go forward.” PA19 “I
could see the progress more on a personal level than
an academic level. I could see that I was getting better
week by week, so for me it was. It was perfect timing.”
QF29. Many students reported getting fitter and/
or happier. “And physical health and it actually, you
know, like helps me in the long run.” SM24 “I haven’t
smoked since that last session.” LB20
2. Time management (reducing procrastination).
“Some of the things I did was like. Making schedules
and plans to do specific things at specific times
that would benefit me, that kind of thing.” PA19

Back to contents
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3. Self-awareness (including powerful moments of
self-realisation). “She kinda pointed out that I have
that kind of thinking that I didn’t realize I had and it
was like a slap in the face. Like “Oh yeah, I do think
like that. How do I stop thinking like that?” Yeah,
yeah.” LB20 “At first I was like I wish she would be a
bit more like.. pushy. A bit more like straightforward
telling me, but then like, later on, I kind of realized
she was almost like setting it up really slowly to get
to this like, um, really powerful place of like selfrealization” PA19 ”I found exactly the difference.
She wasn’t giving me like um. Uh, direction where I
have to go. She was just like helping me to to realize
where I am, what I achieved, what I’m…Which is
exactly, probably, what they supposed to do, what
they should do.” PE28
4. Mindset “it’s really helped me to change my mind
about what’s happening and that it was my choice.
And you know it did. The problem wasn’t as big as
I thought. The problem was actually so small and I
could control it, whereas before I thought you know
that it was taking my life. It was like a very big issue.”
CM27 “A big issue with me was like self-diminishing
thoughts, so where I get so worked up in my head
and overwhelmed, I would say like I can’t do it. Like
this is too hard and me and xxxx worked on that.
Like instead of saying I can’t do it. Just say like you’re
just getting started. But if I say like this is boring I’ll
go maybe on not understanding it. So when I’m now
doing academic work or in everyday life and those
thoughts come to mind. I kind of then catch them
in place and change it.” OL26 especially when
connected to confidence “personal things like selfconfidence and all of this and I was given very good

Back to start of submission
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like little steps.” SD30 communication “if you’re
struggling to, uhm? I don’t know - communicate with
people, for example, or something like that, and
you’re wanting to peak that, then sometimes they
can kind of give you different avenues that could
that could help you.” FS40 and self-esteem “self
esteem and things like that and one of the things I
took from it was, you know that my opinions have
equal value.” SE37
5. Goal-setting “I was setting up goals every week,
but these were very small ones and they really work.
They work very well so I think that helped me a lot.”
(visualising) “kind of visualize your end goal and
every time you’re sort of like feeling demotivated
or you’re procrastinating a bit just think of that
end goal” QF29; prioritisation “the number one
skill that I got out of Coaching was this kind of
like prioritisation” PA19; motivation “need to fully
commit to it. I can’t just like sorta do something. I
need to fully commit to something if I’m gonna do
something.” LB20; creating positive habits “Like
um, reading a newspaper or reading something
every day at the end of the day or in the morning to
help me stick to the plan. So it’s it kind of became a
habit now and I got addicted to it, so yeah. It really
does work.” QF29; breaking tasks into achievable
chunks “it helped me even more on how to you
know when to do them and, you know, break them
down better to achieve them.” CM27).
6. Academic success. Several students reported
on positive academic improvements as a result of
the programme. One student reported that she
achieved the best marks so far in her course (two
firsts) despite simultaneously going through a
difficult time. “The two assessments that I did during
that time I got my best grades out of the whole course
so. I got two firsts, so. I mean and that was going
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through like, a very really hard time so to manage to
do that and keep focused while I was going through
really hard time. I’m really pleased.” QF29
The longer-term benefits of Coaching which
they reported included:
1. Improved motivation “it helped me to come,
you know, get the motivation sort of back,” CM27;
and practical strategies for overcoming issues
and challenges. “it helped me to come, you know,
get the motivation sort of back, and try to focus on
putting the issue, the personal issues aside and try
to focus more and that I could actually do it. The
academic things.” CM27
2. Transferrable skills and strategies (particularly
planning and chunking work into achievable
sections) which they could use in their psychology
and counselling courses. ”I did realize that by
speaking to someone about what I’m planning to
do, will kind of. Uh, untie all the thoughts that are in
my head and will try to make like a specific plan with
steps that I can follow… I ended up making a plan
step by step and then having some alternatives as
well which really really helped me. So it did. Yeah, it
did help me meet my needs.” VQ22
3. Specific academic strategies “relating to reading
journals and researching academic areas of interest
so we, we, we focused on things like my attention
span, my memory, reading tricks.. So, each week
we will do something like er, set me to look at
psychological tips on how to read and then I come
back to xxxx next week and I have the whole thing of
- Did I use those tips? Did it work? What would I do
different next time?” OL26

Back to contents
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4. Understanding on a practical level the
differences between Coaching, mentoring
and counselling. Seeing Coaching (and
particularly active listening) being modelled for
them and being able to reflect on this in terms of
choosing a future career.

Evaluation and next steps
We regularly meet with colleagues within the
NERUPI umbrella. Nerupi is the Network for
Evaluating and Researching University Participation
Interventions. We also meet with other OfS funded
project with similar Access and Participation plan
(APP) targets. Discussions are held on process,
resources, good practice, areas of growth and
reflection and effective participatory evaluative
methods. This project, as mentioned above is
planned to be rolled out wider within the institution.
We currently have funding for dissemination and
attending events. We have recently drafted a paper
on Processes and Early Findings of a Coaching Project
for Foundation Year Students in East London. There
are discussions currently ongoing with a publisher
for a text related to this intervention.
The project team are keen to see the model transfer
to other settings and diverse cohorts of students,
ideally with the involvement of MAPPCP. They are
sharing openly with their networks on the multiple
benefits this intervention is showing in early findings
for all stakeholders, in terms of progression,
widening participation and improving student
support and experience within the HE sector.

Back to start of submission
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The Project has the following outcomes:
1. To better understand how Coaching develops &
enhances personal development, learning and
employment opportunities.
2. To align Coaching with key TEF metrics of student
support, attainment, and success.
3. To constantly reflect and review content, metrics
and structures based on student need and
literature evidence.
4. To lower programme attrition rates and build a
sustained progression, retention framework that
works for Foundation year students.
5. To close the gap in attainment between mature
and younger students.
6. To use Positive Psychology and Coaching
psychology throughout the academic year (not
just term-time) to support students and sustain
engagement.
7. To develop UEL Coaching Participation
Badges –for Coachees on completion of whole
programme, to go onto CV’s.
8. To share learning across the university on the
project outputs, especially with the Office of
Institutional Equity and work on plans based
on impact evidence to rollout the intervention
wider to help contribute across the university in
meeting the APP targets.
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Second place: Most innovative approach
to supporting students

see it grow, knowing how beneficial it would be for
students who had the opportunity to undertake it.

The Learn with US Transition Programme

Implementation approach

University of Southampton
Dr Emma Thompson, Dr Becki Nash and Dr Richard Penny

Challenge or rationale

especially so for students from underrepresented
backgrounds, as demonstrated by the data
contained within our Access and Participation Plan.

The Learn with US Transition Programme works
with 16-18 year olds in schools and colleges across
the UK to develop the research and academic skills
they will need in order to make a smooth transition
to studying at university. The project is designed to
support the access of students to higher education
and promote their continued success throughout
it and progression from it. It was created primarily
in response to a challenge that is experienced
sector wide; the perceived disconnect between the
skills expected of undergraduates and that which
they acquire through completing the requisite
qualifications to secure a place at university.

We wanted to ensure that students had the skills
they required to not only do as well as they possibly
could in their assignments and examinations, but
also that they would feel a sense of academic
confidence and belonging at university, that would
propel them to achieve their potential and access
all that higher education could afford them.

As a university we recognised that whilst students
enter higher education with an appropriate level of
knowledge to study their chosen course they have
not all had the opportunity to develop the academic
and research skills that will allow them to access such
a different style of learning and teaching. We know
that this is a challenge for many students, but often
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The project aims therefore to introduce students
to our world of research-led education by providing
a range of taster lectures and skills workshops to
showcase this style of learning whilst simultaneously
equipping students to cope with it and prepare
for undertaking new forms of assessment. We aim
to make research skills teaching more tangible
and interactive by engaging with students as they
undertake their own research, focusing in particular
on supporting the Extended Project Qualification
(EPQ) AS Level, an ideal vehicle for bridging the divide
between the two tiers of education. We wanted to
not only support the qualification but promote it and
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The Learn with US Transition Programme has been
in operation since 2009, expanding over the last
12 years in terms of both committed staff time, the
number of schools we work with and interactions
we have, as well as increasing the scope of the
work we undertake with prospective students. We
primarily support the taught skills delivery of the
EPQ, complementing the work that schools and
colleges already do. As research active members
of staff we create sessions for every step of the
research process as well as articulating the value we
see in doing the qualification, something that has
real salience coming from an HE perspective. Some
of our most popular workshops support students
in developing a research question, undertaking
literature reviews, academic reading, referencing,
writing up and presenting. Our 1-2-1 mentoring
sessions are also a popular offering, very well
received by students and teachers alike.
The project has required initial and ongoing buy-in
from the university and relevant stakeholders.
Initially, we required an injection of financial
resource that would afford two full time members
of staff to work on the project. Thankfully, we were
not only successful in acquiring this but also in later
achieving additional funding to take the team up
to three full time staff. This has been as a result
of demonstrating the value of the project to the
university’s executive board. We have also had
to secure buy in from teachers and students in
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schools and colleges, and additionally exam boards
who offer the qualifications we have used as our
key focus for promoting and developing academic
and research skills.
We have worked hard to extol the virtues of
research led learning in easing the transition to
university level study and we are proud of the
impact that we have had on the significant growth
in EPQ student numbers (now in excess of 40,000
students completing an EPQ each year). Our project
has similarly mirrored this development; where we
once worked with a handful of institutions we now
have over 150 well-established relationships with
schools and colleges, supporting approximately
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5000-10000 students each year. The success of the
project also saw us develop a MOOC, Developing
Your Research Project, which has seen in excess
of 125,000 learners worldwide. We have not only
been able to demonstrate the value of these
types of qualifications through our lectures and
workshops, but also via the development of an EPQ
admissions policy and sharing of our research that
demonstrates the positive impact for students.
The project is innovative in that it was the first of
its kind within the sector and we are recognised as
the sector leader. We were the first university to
establish this type of intensive support for these
qualifications and similarly the first to create an
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admissions policy that would reward and recognise
the steps students were taking to go above and
beyond the standard curriculum. Similarly, the
MOOC was the first of its kind in supporting
learners to develop research and academic skills.
We have been lucky in that we have not
encountered many obstacles throughout this
large and ongoing project. In fact, we have been
consistently overwhelmed by how well it has been
received by the sector and our institution, where
we received a Vice-Chancellor’s award for the
successes of the project.
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Impact
The work of the programme forms an important
first step in the student experience and learning
journey and we strive at all times to ensure that
students’ first introduction to higher education is
one that reflects the quality of provision that the
University of Southampton provides and aspires to.
Our data shows that working to support and
promote these types of qualifications has

No EPQ

EPQ

Progress

87.6%

93.9%

Repeat

5.5%

2.2%

Withdrawn

3.7%

1.8%

Transfer

1.0%

1.0%

Suspension

0.7%

0.5%

Transfer (as failed to
progress)

0.6%

0.3%

Repeat Spec Cons

0.5%

0.1%

Fail Terminate

0.2%

0.1%

n

15378

3524
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been successful. As a university who heavily
promotes research led learning we have seen a
disproportionate number of students with these
qualifications applying to study with us; the national
average is that between 10% and 12% of students
undertake an EPQ, whereas we attract a student
population that benefits from approximately 20%
having completed the qualification.
Students’ outcomes have also been improved; we
see that students who have done this additional
type of work have a higher UCAS tariff from their
best three A Levels compared to those who have
not undertaken it. Similarly, our combined research
with a large exam board has demonstrated that
completing an EPQ sees students outperform
expectations of them based on their GCSE score.
Finally, we have seen improved outcomes in terms
of progression and success for students with an
EPQ who have enrolled with us. The tables, charts
and description on this page and the previous page
demonstrate this impact.
Our data has shown, consistently, that students
who come to the university with an EPQ are
outperforming their counterparts in all measures.
Firstly, we see higher proportions of students
with an EPQ progressing from their first year to
second year, with fewer EPQ students dropping out
because of reasons of academic failure. Progression
is not the only benefit as we also see higher
proportions of students with an EPQ achieving first
class or upper second-class degrees compared to
their non-EPQ counterparts.
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Evaluation and next steps
We are continually striving to adapt and improve
our project and have demonstrated this over the
course of the project so far.
In the last year we have begun to use the
project to more actively address our widening
participation agenda, in terms of both access,
success and progression. We want to support the
growth of qualifications like the EPQ in schools
where students are underrepresented in Higher
Education. Whilst we have been, thus far, fairly
successful in promoting this type of learning to
schools where there is a high level of buy-in, there
is still room for growth and an opportunity to
widen access. We hope that this will also allow us
to reduce some of the awarding and progression
gaps that we are committed to tackling. We are also
joining our pre-entry academic skills transition work
up with our post-entry support such that there is a
high skills offering across the student lifecycle.
We also firmly believe in the power of collaboration,
which we have done for a number of years already
with the University of Leeds, and all the leading
exam boards offering the EPQ. We established an
EPQ Teachers’ Conference to provide free teacher
CPD for the EPQ. In subsequent years we have
further developed this offering working together
with our colleagues in Leeds. This is something
that we would like to do more of, working more
extensively with the exam boards and perhaps
additional universities.
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Third Place: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Accelerated & Personalised Large-Scale Feedback in STEM
The University of Nottingham

Can you imagine being a first-year STEM student
with the opportunity to conduct real-life tasks
just six months into your university career, and
you receive personalised feedback within ten
minutes that helps you to quickly master a skill?
Or, being a STEM academic able to deliver specific,
personalised feedback to hundreds of students with
individual input datasets within ten minutes, freeing
your time up to focus on other elements of the
teaching and learning process?
Early, personalised formative feedback is vital to help
students to develop their confidence and competencies,
so we felt that we should be addressing, in more depth,
how to provide more actionable and timely feedback
mechanisms for our student community. As a result,
our project has started to revolutionise the way in
which STEM students are learning key professional
skills and has allowed a broad student community
unparalleled access to feel like a professional
engineer or scientist. The project provides a safe
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constraints) is related to time constraints and
the scalability of the feedback mechanisms when
dealing with ever-increasing numbers of students
leading to high student-to-teacher ratios.

• The third challenge (individual capacity)

is related to the capabilities of both students
and staff; particularly the lack of engagement of
students with the provided feedback due to the
lack of similar learning experiences where they
can action and demonstrate their ability to use
the feedback.

Dr Daniel Beneroso and Dr John Robinson

Challenge or rationale

• The second challenge (contextual

and accessible environment within which students
virtually learn through observation and adjustment
processes, in an environment where they can make
mistakes and learn from them, to eventually become
more self-confident with their engineering and scientific
decisions.
A variety of frameworks for feedback have
been proposed in the educational literature,
spanning from traditional information transmission
approaches to more dialogic approaches in the
other end of the spectrum. The first approach –
widely extended in higher education – relies on
feedback processes that simply tell learners what
has been done well and what could be done better
next time. Yet, there are major challenges faced by
the wider sector to provide feedback that is specific,
actionable, and timely by means of the information
transmission approach:

• The first challenge (feedback practice) is

related to the quality of the content and the
desire for deeper and more interactive modes of
feedback.
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The second approach proposes that feedback
should be a dialogic process to help develop
learners’ abilities to self-evaluate and selfregulate their learning and hence, overcome the
major challenges outlined above. Research in
pedagogy and student support has addressed the
effectiveness of several dialogic methodologies
on the student learning, these including the
application of digitally recorded feedback to
resolve feedback practices and content limitations
(Henderson and Phillips, 2015), the implementation
of pre-assessment guidance instead of posttasks comments to reduce turnaround feedback
constraints, or the active support to students in
developing an active role in self-monitoring their
own work in progress (Winstone and Carless, 2019).
Feedback personalisation as part of feedback as a
dialogic process has become an area of interest
over the past years (Liu et al., 2017) this is because
it has the potential to become more specific and
helpful to the individual learner. Personalised
feedback – as piloted in this project – can be
understood as information with which an individual
can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune or restructure
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information in memory. Examples of personalised
feedback methods are the provision of feedback to
large cohorts using behaviour and performancebased information found in the logs of virtual
learning systems (Schaffer et al., 2017) or the
optimisation of virtual quizzes functionalities to
personalise the type of questions and feedback
response for each student (Gamage et al., 2019).
However, the overall learning gains can still be
compromised if feedback is not further used by the
student in later tasks and assignments.
This project is therefore led around the idea of
developing a universal tool for quantitative tasks
able to provide specific, timely, actionable, and
personalised feedback prior to the final submission
of STEM tasks and assignments with the aim of
supporting self-regulated learning in students and
encouraging self-assessment and a deeper approach
to learning along the way.

Implementation approach
Our project has transformed the student experience
in several STEM courses by means of an innovative,
in-house developed technology, whereby students
learn about real-world tasks that they will be facing
later in their careers in a truly tangible fashion.

This project was gradually designed and
implemented over a period of two years, starting
by the inception of the tool and its adequacy for
prompting targeted learning through to pilot and
large-scale experiences, and the dissemination of its
value across the wider STEM educational context.
Step 1: Tool Development
Two senior academic staff (project leads) led
the development of the proposed technology
in Microsoft Excel. Rather than taking a
conventional approach whereby students learn
compartmentalised knowledge as opposed to ‘how
to use it’, the practise of making relevant engineering
and scientific decisions is central to our feedback
tool, following recent evidence-based educational
research on expert-thinking development (for
instance, Price, 2020 – see figure below). Students
decide what concepts and models are relevant to
the problem, what information is relevant, irrelevant
and needed; what approximations are appropriate,
what potential solution methods have to be
pursued or whether their solutions and conclusions
make sense.
To be able to provide personalised feedback
requires that the tool monitors the learner’s
thinking in some way, and then uses that
information to provide feedback to guide the
improvement in that learner’s thinking. We
developed a set of tuneable spreadsheets that

are able to automate the generation of individual
Excel files containing personalised feedback to such
decision-making exercises using a traffic-light colour
system, with red cells showing incorrect values,
amber cells showing values close to the correct
value, and green cells showing correct values
(see Supporting Evidence 1). These files include
personalised scores for each of the hundreds of
variables involved in real-world engineering and
scientific tasks that could have not otherwise (e.g.,
manually) been assessed.
As an example of the scale of this innovation,
one of the modules where this tool was later
piloted required students to calculate 513 values
corresponding to a real-world engineering process.
This means 102,600 values were to be marked for
a class of 200 students – now, this is one of the
real assets of this project: it is virtually impossible
to undertake such marking workload and provide
personalised feedback to every single submission in
a sustainable manner whilst ensuring it is done in a
timely and actionable fashion.
Step 2: Pilot Experience
Originally, the tool was piloted in a 10-credit
BEng module (Process Engineering Project) in the
Chemical Engineering degree at the University of
Nottingham, UK. In its most basic form, the tool
did neither open every single student submission
nor generated the personalised feedback files

References:
Gamage, S.H.P.W., Ayres, J.R., Behrend, M.B., Smith, E.J., 2019. Optimising Moodle quizzes for online assessments. International Journal of STEM Education 6, 27.
Henderson, M., Phillips, M., 2015. Video-based feedback on student assessment: Scarily personal. Australasian Journal of Educational Technology 31.
Liu, D.Y.-T., Bartimote-Aufflick, K., Pardo, A., Bridgeman, A.J., 2017. Data-driven personalization of student learning support in higher education, Learning analytics: Fundaments, applications, and trends. Springer, pp. 143-169
Schaffer, H.E., Young, K.R., Ligon, E.W., Chapman, D.D., 2017. Automating individualized formative feedback in large classes based on a directed concept graph. Frontiers in psychology 8, 260.
Winstone, N., Carless, D., 2019. Designing effective feedback processes in higher education: A learning-focused approach. Routledge
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automatically. Instead, these tasks had to be
manually done which meant ca. 3 – 5 hours to
complete the assessment of a class of 200 students.
The pilot experience is described as part of the file
‘Supporting Evidence 2’, and it was the first of three
within the module, designed to boost the confidence
of students undertaking during the first few weeks
of study. Consequently, the target grade average
was >90%. We observed an average score was 89.1
± 14.5% for the pre-feedback sub mission, which
increased up to 95.9 ± 6.0% in the final submission,
this being an overall increase of 6.8 marks.
One of the biggest features that we developed
during Step 2 was the prevention of academic
misconduct and collusion as each student is given a
personal input data set, with outputs not scaling up
in a proportional or rather simple fashion.
Step 3: Large-scale Experience
Other areas of core STEM knowledge were
identified to integrate the use of our feedback
tool on a larger scale, and whose performance
was enhanced based on the outcomes from Step
2. A new functionality was also added to reduce
the processing time of submissions down to
1 second per student file. At scale, this meant
that for a class of 200 students, the tool could
generate 200 personalised feedback files in less than
4 minutes, assessing a large number of variables and
interconnected concepts usually involved in realistic
and complex engineering and scientific systems.
After completing Step 3, we realised that the
developed tool had the real potential to be widely
transferred to and implemented across other
STEM courses with large numbers of students,
with little changes. Especially in courses where
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more personalised support could be required
to enhance the competency of students on
underpinning engineering and scientific concepts,
tools, and methodologies. To this end, we
developed specific step-by-step instructions to
help others to tailor the tool to their teaching and
intended learning outcomes.
The impact of large-scale experiences on the student
experience is discussed in the next section. At this
stage, robustness of the tool was confirmed, and we
foresaw no financial implications beyond a standard
license for Microsoft Office for wider implementation.
Step 4: Dissemination
We disseminated our methodology in the
form of a peer-reviewed scholarly output,
including supporting resources, to guide other
STEM institutions (e.g., schools, departments,
universities or colleges) to integrate our tool in their
programmes and enhance their evidence-based
teaching practice and student experience by means
of large-scale, personalised feedback: D. BENEROSO
and J. ROBINSON, 2021. A tool for assessing and
providing personalised formative feedback at scale
within a second in engineering courses. Education
for Chemical Engineers, 36, 38-45.

Impact
In our project, students were offered an optional
submission before being provided with feedback
from which an individual score was awarded, along
with accompanying personalised feedback. This
feedback contained an individual-based indication
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of the right, wrong and nearly right values as a
source of information with which students could
potentially confirm, overwrite, or tune either domain
knowledge information, beliefs about the tasks, or
problem-solving methodologies, and also sustain their
motivation for both developing their engineering
and scientific skills and obtaining an improved mark
in the final submission.
We have measured the impact of the tool on the
learning experience of our students with regards
to their learning gains once they made use of
the personalised feedback. As an example, the
distribution of marks in one of the assignments,
comparing the scores before and after feedback
was provided in a cohort of 156 students. The
average score was 59.2 ± 19.0% for the first
submission, which increased up to 82.5 ± 14.7%
once they used the provided feedback, an overall
increase of 23.3 marks.
Very similar trends have been found in other STEM
assignments and these represent quantitative
evidence of the substantial improvement on the
quality of submissions as a result of specific, timely,
actionable, and personalised feedback.
Particularly interesting is the case of struggling
students; in absolute terms, we have observed that
their overall improvement is virtually the same as
the overall cohort improvement if not a bit higher
(up to +10%). In any case, struggling students benefit,
at least, equally from the feedback as compared to the
whole cohort, and our tool provides an appropriate
intervention to ensure they get the support they need.
Although some students may find a high level of
challenge in tasks involving such a large multiplicity
of concepts, variables and methodologies, this
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project has demonstrated positive impact on the
student experience upon 500+ students every year.
For instance, a student wrote in a module survey
“Formative feedback was really good, and I really
needed it to show where I went wrong to improve for
the final submission. It was a nice coursework linking
together teaching and earlier and future topics.”

Evaluation and next steps
Our work developing engaging, high-quality
feedback processes is transforming the assessment
methods in our department and currently, the
tool is used in four 10-credit modules. We have
influenced several colleagues who will also be
adopting the tool in the next academic year after
encouraging them a desire to improve existing
assessment methods. In going forward, the tool
could be specifically tailored to the assignment
to include targeted written feedback beyond the
traffic-light system.
The tool solves the conventional challenges reported
in literature with regards to the delivery of
personalised feedback with individual datasets
- namely, interactive feedback practice, time
constraints and high student-to-teacher ratios, and
targeted engagement - since only one academic is
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required to run the tool, and students can receive
their personalised feedback within the same the
day of the submission. Limiting the opportunity
to receive feedback to one attempt virtually
removes random guessing, because there may be
an infinite number of wrong answers beyond the
tight tolerance limits for each of the values to be
computed. Providing individual datasets also helps
to minimise plagiarism issues.
This work on personalised feedback at scale has led
to a peer-review publication, and therefore the tool
is globally available for access and use, with a couple
of case studies and demonstrations of its use
reported in different engineering courses. The tool
has the potential to become particularly valuable in
engineering and scientific courses characterised by
low staff to student ratios in which providing useful,
personalised feedback with a quick turnaround
becomes a gigantic challenge.
We are particularly interested in helping others
across higher education institutions to deliver
impact on their own student community through
our innovative tool. A substantial improvement in
the achievement of the intended learning outcomes
have always been observed when the tool is used
as a feedback mechanism between formative and
summative submissions, as it acts as a ‘stage-gate’
in the student understanding that can potentially
help them to comprehend and attempt once
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again the more challenging components of the
assessment prior to the final submission.
The project could be enhanced through
collaboration with subject-matter experts who
can take forward our work across other STEM areas
(e.g., Physics, Mathematics, or Mechanical and Civil
Engineering). A potential route for this would be
to create a board of STEM educationalists able to
influence higher education institutions.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Creativity for Wellbeing
Manchester Metropolitan University

In this way, the project addressed both a local
challenge (the immediate wellbeing demands of
Man Met students under lockdown), but connected
to wider sectoral challenges around wellbeing and
the potential for creativity to act as a solution. Our
aim was to use the space to improve outcomes for
our students whilst exploring the potential of wider
impact of this type of working method.

Elle Simms

Challenge or rationale
Creativity for Wellbeing has seen over 200 students
working collaboratively in groups, with industry
professional mentors and external organisation
partners, to develop public facing creative and artbased interventions that promote positive wellbeing
and have a meaningful impact on mental health
across Greater Manchester.
The project rationale sat across two spaces.
Firstly, considering student wellbeing through
the pandemic, supporting greater Manchester’s
wellbeing, and the wider issues of mental health
and wellbeing in HE, the project has embedded
the 5 Ways to Wellbeing as a framework to
explore positive impacts on feelings of wellness
for all involved. Secondly the project wished to
develop peer-led learning environments where
power to produce projects and implement ideas
into real world scenarios was placed in students’
hands. This was underpinned by exploration of
student’s own core values, reflective discussions
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set boundaries for the student’s roles, opening
discussions around appropriateness of discussions
and specific training required to undertake
work in the mental health sector. This gave the
students permission to act as creatives facilitating
engagement, not professional wellbeing workers.

and student-led ideas. Through self-examination,
unpicking meaningful experiences and having
open, honest conversations through lockdown,
students used personal narratives and their values
as the foundation for their projects. Connecting
their values to those of our partner organisations,
students built meaningful relationships and
networks with these partners across Greater
Manchester. Partners included START Inspiring
Minds, a social prescribing arts-based intervention
charity in Salford, 42nd Street/The Horsfall, a young
person’s mental health charity with creativity
throughout its core activity, ARC in Stockport,
an Art recovery Centre, as well as student’s own
connections across the city.
We were clear that the project was not going to
be examining audience’s specific mental health
and wellbeing problems, or look to solve people’s
issues; rather we were going to use creative activity
as a resource to explore ideas around wellbeing,
and how active engagement or participation can
intrinsically support wellbeing in a positive way.
This was made clear from the start of the project,
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Implementation approach
This project took place within the institutional
wrapper of Rise at Manchester Met, a platform for cocurricular learning experiences that takes students
beyond their degree programmes through work
on open learning activities. As with many other
live activities, the start of lockdown in March 2020
meant a rapid transformation of the programme
to pivot to online delivery, which was significantly
more challenging given the nature of Rise activities,
which rely on being ‘live and in person’. Plans
already existed for creative, teaching, and wellbeingrelated activities in May 2020, and through Rise
over 300 students had self-elected to take part in
these. This audience provided the foundation as
existing activities were flipped and reinvented. We
moved online, although this was new and strange
for everyone, we have found community and
collaboration in this space.
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Students initially engage through a programme of
training around what wellbeing is, how creativity
has supported mental health, the wider social and
political agenda for Arts for Health, and skills-based
workshops to support project ideas and production.
For example, we examined the most recent report
by the APPG Health and Wellbeing group1, students
found this insightful and inspiring, they stated that
it added value to their work and they felt that their
projects were purposeful based on the research
explored. “I couldn’t believe the numbers! Why isn’t
this on the front pages of newspapers? Why is art being
discussed so negatively when we know this is the change
it can make?”2 These skills-based sessions were
centred around discussion, students quickly realise
that by not attending weekly sessions, they actually
miss out. Watching recorded sessions just did not
cut it, and community was noted to have developed
through online workshops. “In my uni sessions nobody
has their camera on or speaks, breakout rooms are
awful. I really feel like I’ve met people at university
through this project. I am already working on new ideas
with some of the girls I met in my mentor group.”3
Then, supported by industry professional mentors
from across creative sectors, each student writes
and delivers individual or collaboratively devised
outreach projects. Ranging from social media
campaigns to spread awareness of positive mental
health and how creative activity can support this, to
community focused workshops bringing previously
disparate neighbours together to learn, make,
connect and talk, to postal packs filed with textiles
materials and guides for children to design banners
about their hopes and aspirations for their futures.
A recurring hurdle for students engaging appeared
around project ownership and confidence to
produce ideas. The project methodology is
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scaffolded to hand power away from ‘staffing’ roles
and look at ways students can collaborate to create
supportive and peer led working environments.
This meant that mentoring sessions became
places to develop confidence and redefine what
students thought about their own capabilities.
The project became a permissive space in which
dialogue between all parties was valued and
explored. Students are co-learners with mentors,
and collaborators with external partnership
organisations. They felt valued because mentors did
not solve issues that arrived, students are instead
able to solve problems themselves, while being
supported to do so with mentors and peers.
Creativity was explored and defined as a group.
This was really important as students came from
a range of disciplines and ideas of skills and ability
to create or teach art, were sometimes worried
about by students outside creative degrees. Play,
risk taking and the unknown were scaffolded into
the project to develop a space where students felt
that it was okay to jump in and say something- it
was okay to not know the answer and just give it a
go. In result of this space, we saw students directing
themselves, setting their own deadlines and
keeping to them. Students were not answerable to
mentors, they worked together to support project
planning. Project ownership was highlighted as a
core success, students became responsible for
themselves and were driven by their own goals.

Impact
Opportunities to work with peers outside of
their subject areas meant skill sharing. Online
and group zoom sessions saw critical reflection
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and collaborative approaches to learning and
supporting each other. Working with professionals
outside of the university saw strong relationships
being built, where students took ownership of their
learning, their own deadlines and stepped outside
of comfort zones to produce innovative and exciting
outward facing projects in multiple formats.
The work produced within the project is always
creative, innovative and richly underpinned
by wellbeing strategies and truly supports the
communities it reaches. Students learn how to
manage a project, design and deliver a workshop,
either in person or remotely, and find ways to
connect through art or creative practice at a time
when we have all felt rather separate.
Peer to peer learning is stated as one of the most
important factors in the success of the project,
and relationships across the university have been
reported to continue, with creative wellbeing
outputs still underway from some students.
The project was valuable and positively impacted
everyone’s wellbeing, mentors noted that
opportunities to learn with and from students was
really useful for them, and students found working
with professionals outside of the university, to
be extremely helpful in learning about careers,
developing skills in relation to professional practice
and ways to communicate across discipline.
Working with the 5 Ways to Wellbeing4 the students
built a core understanding of what they aimed to
achieve, relating their ideas and project aims back
to their core values, and building in at least one of
the 5 Ways. What we saw as mentors, working with
small groups of students, is how the project itself
began to build positive wellbeing for the cohort
themselves, not only the audiences they reached
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out to. Particularly feelings around connecting and
giving were stated as ways they felt to be making a
difference and boosting confidence and skills.
Throughout each iteration of Creativity for
Wellbeing (we are on #3 now), students have
taken ownership of their pandemic experiences.
Emotive experiences such as isolation, loneliness,
feelings of anxiety, disconnection from course
peers and the university community, have all been
mentioned. Students have reflected on these to
produce supportive and creative engagement for
others, reframing their experiences and translating
disengagement or even traumatic experiences into
positive outcomes for others. Although the project
never advertised itself to be a way to improve your
own wellbeing, instead acting as a call to action for
students to develop creative wellbeing activity for
others, we started to see that the positive results
from the projects were not purely for the audiences
which students connected with. Students began to
comment on their own positive wellbeing, feeling
supported and connected by peers, learning new
skills, feeling proud of their own work and having
deadlines and purpose were all recorded.
Relationships that developed through the
project work were stated as instrumental to their
experiences, student to mentor relationships
were different to that of tutor to student. Mentor
Jamie-Lee says “not taking somebody’s light bulb is
something we have stuck with; this really pushed
the collaboration by not giving someone an answer.
What questions can you provide for them to figure
it themselves? I found myself learning how to do
this much more, because I would feel like ‘this is
obviously the solution!!’…for me, but this might be
different for somebody else. They have a different
mentality, how else might they approach it, they
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have different skills so what’s better for them? Not
answering for you has led our collaboration.”

to see how my academic studies apply to real world
situations.

An amazing success is with our partnership with
42nd Street/The Horsfall who have hired students
as artist facilitator roles throughout the charity.
This networking undertaken in the project has
given students a real-world experience and led to
paid work which they continue to facilitate outside
of the project.

Personally, the experience has given me a new
confidence in my abilities and shown me that I am
capable of making a tangible difference to people’s
health and wellbeing. The experience has also
helped me understand how to overcome doubts and
challenges as they arise.

Under the Rise programme accreditation
framework, students were also able to gain
recognition for their work by submitting reflective
portfolios that summarised their experiences and
highlighted their value. Grades for these portfolios
can then be used to enhance grades at the end
of the academic year. Whilst it is not year clear
how many students will end up using this option
at the end of their degree programmes, the work
submitted by Creativity for Wellbeing students was
of a particularly high standard and their reflections
on their learning are a testament to the impact that
the experience had on both their learning and their
lives beyond university.

Note a couple of online projects that are still
active:
Eleanor: https://www.manchesterstories.co.uk/
taking-notice

[The project] has given me a purpose during
quarantine, it has provided me with the confidence
and mindset to achieve anything that I put my mind
to. It has given me the freedom to express myself but, it
has also come with personal growth and achievement
during only a short period of time.
Gradys Nyka
Taking part in the [Rise] project has been an invaluable
experience. In terms of skills and employability, I have
been able to build on my experience volunteering
in the arts for wellbeing sector. The training on the
process of planning and funding outreach projects
was particularly helpful. The project was also a chance
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Ellen Samuel

Maria: https://spark.adobe.com/page/
CA9zx74AdrNmh/
Sophie: https://www.instagram.com/
iamgoingtobekit/
Link to project video: https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1i1LwDfDyKUsxJfeEnAT38aumIbktgXFd/
view?usp=sharing
Also please see:
The collaborative illustrative book made in by the
public and Student Edel– The Shrubbery

Evaluation and next steps
“The Arts for Wellbeing has been hugely beneficial for
me. It has enabled me to explore the link between
wellbeing and creativity and encouraged me to
consider this as a career path. Had I not chosen this
[Rise] programme it is unlikely that I would be so sure
that this is what I want to continue to do.”
Alabama Hall
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The project provides the opportunity for students to
really explore a model of working that is often new
to their learning experience. It provides a safe space
to take risks and try new ways of working, under
the umbrella of working creatively. The creative
space is instantly made playful and explorative,
we invite curiosity and innovative ideas from the
start, and this sets a precedent for our work and
develops curious and independent students. This
model is replicable, the scaffold for the project is
about allowing for space for student development.
As staff, we do not know what will happen, what
ideas will be put out there, how students will react
to the fluid and open working environment, or
how relationships will develop. However, we put
the power to shape the project in the hands of
the cohort and trust in their ability to reflect on
themselves as humans, define their core values,
explore their wellbeing, and connect to the 5 Ways
to Wellbeing model, to be able to produce their
own projects. Linking to industry professionals adds
value to the experience and beneficial relationships
develop for both mentor and student. Out of the
scaffold emerges students who are critical, reflective
and organised, with a true sense of themselves
and their aims. As a methodology we would love to
share this widely, the simplicity of the framework is
adaptable to other contexts, wellbeing isn’t only for
creative practice! We want to highlight the power
students can foster and shout about the impact
that project work with true student ownership can
have such positive effects on student wellbeing.

students noted that they were going outside more,
that they took notice of nature and found value
in time spent in greenspaces, they felt they were
active citizens in their community and proud of their
connections; Take Notice: each session started with
a grounding exercise, and we took notice of small
things to center our minds and connect our bodies
to the moment, this was noted to be a completely
new but radically impacted their wellbeing;
Learn: students learnt skills, industry knowledge,
developed career aspirations, and ultimately learnt
about themselves in a positive space; Give: students
gave their time to this project in a way unlike any
core unit on their course, they took their own time
to develop projects and learn new skills, they gave
their skills and time to audiences and communities
and benefited from this experience. This as a
model is sharable, replicable and transferable, it is
underpinned by evidence that the 5 Ways supports
wellbeing, in a simple and digestible way. To engage
in the 5 Ways requires no money or technological
or cultural capital. In a sense the scaffold is “easy”,
ultimately it is all about leveraging local connections
and working collaboratively, which can be done
anywhere!

Each of the 5 Ways to Wellbeing have been engaged
with, while also noted by students to be impactful.
For example, Connect: students noted instant
feelings of connection and a community developed
even though we never met in person; Be Active:

We are embedding this model across the wider Rise
programme and are writing further projects that
mimic the scaffold to embed wellbeing and build
creative currency across a range of projects.
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We hope to share this project and invite ideas for
future iterations or potential collaborations beyond
the borders of Manchester Met University. Ultimately,
we are not precious about keeping this project to
ourselves, as we have seen first-hand the positive
impact on student wellbeing and ways that the model
can build support structures for the cohorts.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Interactive Learning Documents: Building Student
Confidence during a Pandemic Year
Newcastle University Business School
Dr Pascal Stiefenhofer, Kate Wildish-Jones and Liangxun Xie

Challenge or rationale
The recent transition from high school into higher
education has been exceptionally challenging for
students and university educators. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, all secondary education
examinations in the UK were cancelled in 2020.
Consequently, an alternative method of assessment
had to be designed and implemented to determine
the qualification grades to be assigned to students.
Teachers had to provide estimated grades for
students depending on what they believe they
would have achieved in their A-level exams. A
grades normalisation algorithm was developed
and implemented at short notice by the regulator
Ofqual to combat imminent grade inflation. The
publication of the moderated grades showed that
nearly 40% were lower than teachers’ predictions.
That’s life-changing news for anyone who needed
to achieve their predicted grades to secure their
place at the university of choice. Moreover, the
moderated grades seemed to discriminate between
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public schools and independent schools, from
which the later benefited disproportionately.
Nationally, students and teachers expressed their
dissatisfaction and only after severe criticism,
Ofqual, with the support of HM Government,
withdrew these grades reverting to all students
being issued grades by Centre Assessment Grades,
which had been produced by teachers.
Qualification grades are key indicators of individual
academic potential by which university admissions
asses student applications. Reverting the grades,
which evidence significant grade inflation, implied that
many more students have now become eligible for
places at their first-choice provider and on high tariff
courses. Increased demand for places and movement
of students has caused significant “turmoil” in the
admissions and clearance processes, and higher
education providers faced unique challenges over
meeting offers and increasing capacity.
The implications of the “A-level grading controversy”
in the UK do not stop at admissions level. Educators
teaching on core stage one modules are for the first
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time challenged by the unusual circumstances of
the pandemic and composition of student cohorts
who somewhat after all this uproar feel anxious
and uncertain about their studies. The pandemic
has rapidly shifted the learning environment and
new technology-based solutions had to be adapted
much quicker than anticipated.
In this project we address the issue of supporting
secondary students in their transition to tertiary
education under the difficult pedagogical
circumstances created by the pandemic at stage
one module level. On top of these circumstances,
it is well documented in the pedagogical literature
that many social science students face difficulties
in transitioning from high-school mathematics/
statistics to the much more rigorous university level
mathematics/statistics curriculum. For example,
the “fear of mathematics/statistics” and “lack of
motivation and passion” for the subject are among
the most reported obstacles preventing a smooth
transition for social sciences students.
Our project is designed to address the following
challenges at stage one module level:
1. To help students build confidence
during the transition from high school
to university education under the
circumstances of the pandemic.
2. To support students in the transition from
high-school mathematics/statistics to
the much more rigorous university level
mathematics/statistics curriculum.
Both challenges due to the circumstances of
the pandemic tackle sector-wide problems
which are not restricted to the UK. Our project
provides a contribution to the partial solution of
the first problem and a substantial contribution
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to the solution to the second problem. Our
solution approach contains building new learning
technologies that build student confidence under
the teaching restrictions provided by the pandemic.
Sue Hubble and Paul Bolton, “A level results in England
and the impact on university admissions in 2020-21,”
Briefing paper Number 8989, 2 September 2020.
House of Commons Library.
Hazell, Will. “A-level results 2020: 39% of teacher
predicted grades downgraded by algorithm amid calls
for U-turn”

Implementation approach
In this project, we develop a set of new learning
material for stage one statistics instruction delivered
to 215 social sciences students at the University of
Newcastle Business School. The material extends
the static book content (Statistics for Business and
Economics”, by Newbold P., Carlson W. and Thorne
B., ninth Global Edition, Pearson 2020) to interactive
learning material distributed over a web browser.
The key novelty of our interactive learning material
is the human-machine interaction features that we
specifically developed as a response to personin-person teaching restrictions imposed by the
covid-19 pandemic. We built a full set of Interactive
Learning Documents which enable stage one
students to engage with statistics in novel ways.
An example of such a document is provided here
https://stiefenhofer.shinyapps.io/CH5_Merged_1/
for inspection.
We develop a full set of Interactive Learning
Documents and employ machine learning to
support students in their learning within a new
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machine-human personalised learning pedagogy,
which, as a consequence of this project, is just
about to emerge. The Interactive Learning
Documents are built within the R open-source
software environment and distributed via the
shinyapps.io server in form of HTML files. These
documents are artificially intelligent in the sense
that they communicated with each other and
helped students in their personalised learning.
Students can open these files in any browser and
on any technological platform including mobile
phones, hence providing them with flexibility in
their learning.
A technical innovation of our project is to embed
R-Shiny components into R-Markdown files and
to therewith build human-machine learning
feature previously not available to students.
While R-Shiny applications are a new trend in
statistics pedagogy, they are essentially limited to
data visualisations via dashboards and provide
little options for organising large quantities and
varieties of lecture material. The combination of
R-Shiny with the “learner” package of R-Markdown
is new in the pedagogical literature. There are
several advantages in combining R-Shiny with
R-markdown:
1. We can fully exploit interactive R-Shiny features
while benefitting from the full potential of the
R-Markdown environment.
2. We can efficiently organize complex learning
material in various forms.
A typical HTML file as provided by the link above
corresponds to a “weekly homework activity.” In
its production, it requires on average 1,500 lines
of R-code and 36 hours to build. A team of three
colleagues have passionately devoted their time
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and energy towards building a full set of Apps to
be distributed via open source on “The Economics
Network” before the start of the academic year
2021. Our Apps will enable stage one statistics
educators to freely modify our source code and
lecture content to their specific needs. A further
advantage of our Apps is that only little knowledge
of coding is required to adapt them to individual
specific needs.
An official introduction about how to use these
Apps provided to a large international audience
of education experts will be delivered at “The
Economics Network Conference” (2-3 September
2021, Edinburgh 2021), a leading education
conference in Europe. It is only with the support of
a NUBS Digital Technology Innovation Award that
it has been possible to develop a new technologybased pedagogy in support of transitioning
students to university education under the
conditions of the pandemic.
Why do we believe that our human-machine
personalised learning pedagogy supports students
in their transition to university education under
the circumstances of the pandemic? Our pedagogy
is built on the concept of building confidence in
students, who due to no person-in-person teaching,
tutoring, and mentoring are faced with exceptionally
difficult initial learning conditions. We designed
engaging interactive learning material addressing
various psychometric parameters of the “SATS-36”
survey. One of the six dimensions of the Survey of
Attitudes Towards Statistics measures students’
feelings concerning statistics. Our interactive
human-machine learning activities were built to
positively affect these variables. Some features of
our Interactive Learning Documents are:
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• Instant feedback to problem solutions.
• Real time feedback on overall course
performance.

• Dynamic Interaction and Visualizations helping to
understand complex statistics concepts.

• The opportunity to run pre-existing code (and to
implicitly learn coding).

•

Solve real world problems based on real data
sets, available to students via pre-written code.

• Video solutions to applied problems, embedded
pdf files with detailed mathematical solutions to
technical problems.

• Capacity to effectively organize large quantities of
learning material in various forms.

• Built in machine learning to support students in
their personalised learning.

The Interactive Learning Documents are designed
to build student confidence in a human-machine
interaction during the transition to university level
statistics curriculum under the restrictions of
reduced person-in-person interaction between
students and instructors, personal tutors, seminar
leader etc. The next sections provided evidence to
what extend our project achieves these aims.

Impact
We have conducted a preliminary study about
how students engage with our Interactive Learning
Documents (ILDs). We show the results related
to the ILDs provided by the link above. A random
sample of 32 out of 215 students reported
feedback to an online survey. 56.3% were male
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and 43.8% female. Most students consider their
mathematics skills as average (53.1%), while 18.8%
reported above average mathematics skills, and
28.1% report below average skills. Most survey
respondents spend sufficient time to inspect the
ILD provided to them via email (81.3%) and only
18.8% spend about 10 minutes assessing the ILD.
In support of our hypotheses, the results show
that students with average and below average
mathematics backgrounds benefit most from the
ILDs developed under this project in terms of
building learning confidence.
Nearly all students report that the ILDs are easy to
use, easy to navigate, and engaging. However, the
majority of students say that ILD’s lack a “fun factor”
and they are not fully convinced about their visual
appeal. We lay out a strategy of how we aim to
tackle these issues through collaboration with other
researchers in the next section of this document
(Prof. Cortinhas, Dr.Ding).
The survey reveals that the most appreciated
features of the ILDs are: (i) the effective organization
of complex learning material, (ii) the embedded
pdf files, which provide in-depth mathematical
explanation to problems (worked out solutions) and
theorems (proofs), and (iii) the interactive features
allowing students to choose parameters for
dynamic visualisations of difficult statistics concepts.
The survey also shows that students like: (i) the
short questions which check their understanding
of definitions, (ii) worked out solutions of multiplechoice problems, and (iii) applications with video
solutions. Students seem to like least features with
coding components. While they seem to enjoy (i)
code boxes which run solutions to multiple choice
problems, and (ii) code boxes which generate
graphs and solutions to statistics problems, they
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seem of find less value for (ii) code-boxes to
be used to modify problems or write their own
code. This is an issue that might be related to the
module syllabus which does not require students
to learn code. We believe that a small change to
the syllabus, including learning coding, will improve
student satisfaction.
When students were asked about what features
they like most about the App they mentioned (i) the
compact organisation of all learning material, (ii) the
easiness to navigate the App, and (iii) its usability
on mobile phones. On the opposite spectrum y
mentioned (i) the lack of being able to store the
files in other formats. They also expressed little
(ii) preferences for coding exercises. When asked
what further features, they would like the App to
have they mentioned: (i) the possibility to download
files in multiple formats (pdf, doc), (ii) a print pdf file
option, and (iii) access to statistics tables. We will
collaborate with Dr. Hakim to tackle the issues listed
here. A strategy for how we aim to improve them is
outlined in the next section of this document. Only
time has prevented us to provide these technical
features, which, when implemented will increase
variation in learning.
The Interactive Learning Document seems to
perform the task of building students’ confidence.
The large majority of students express that ILDs: (i)
contribute to students liking statics, (ii) reduce the
feeling of feeling insecurity when doing statistics
problems, and (iii) reduce the feeling of being
scared by statistics. The ILDs also (iv) significantly
contributed to students enjoying the statistics
course. (v) The ILDs, however, show only little
evidence of reducing in class frustration with
statistics. There is also only a week correlation
between (vi) ILDs helping students to reduce stress
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during statistics class. Both, (v) and (vi) are related
to in-class activities. Our ILDs are designed as
homework activities and hence cannot effectively
address in-class related psychometric variables. To
improve on this, we have launched and extension
of this project in collaboration with colleagues
from Switzerland (Prof. Nikoulina) and Japan (Prof.
Matsuno). The details are provided in the next
section of this document.
The next set of questions of the survey address
how students benefit from ILDs in their learning. (i)
Students mostly benefit from the learning variation
provided by ILDs, (ii) they feel ILDs improve their
confidence in learning statistics, and (iii) ILD’s are
more effective for exam revision that other types
of learning. Most students express that they (iv)
prefer learning with ILDs compared to other types
of homework activities, and they say that (v) ILDs
help them better understand complex statistical
concepts. (vi) ILDs also show some evidence of
improving learning motivation in students. (vii)
There is little evidence, however, that ILDs help
students learn more effectively compared to other
learning methods. The latter is surprising feedback
to us, because, on average students performed
much higher compared to the cohort of the
previous year as measured by exam grades.

Evaluation and next steps
The survey reported here is an initial step towards
learning about what students like and dislike about
our new learning technology and how it contributes
towards the two challenges that we address in our
project. While we can demonstrate some clear
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evidence of the effectiveness in improving student’s
confidence during the transitioning phase to
university education under the circumstances of a
pandemic, we have also been able to identify some
key issues of our human-machine based learning
pedagogy that require improvement. To improve on
our ILDs we have liaised with colleagues from the
University of Exeter, Professor Carlos Cortinhas and
Dr. Weihan Ding (Department of Economics), and
Dr. Layal Hakim (Department of Mathematics) to
collaborate on the following issues.

• Professor Cortinhas and Dr. Ding are contributing
towards developing a formal Attitudes Towards
Learning Statistics study. This work will lead to a
controlled field experiment, where students from
the University of Exeter act in the role of control
subjects and students from Newcastle will be
learning with the improved set of ILDs. Measuring
student attitudes towards statistics will help us to
rigorously measure the effectiveness of the new
learning pedagogy. The study will include over
400 participants and run over the entire duration
of a 20-credit stage one statistics module.

• Dr. Hakim is helping us to improve the technical

aspects of our learning technology. The student
survey presented here demands further
technological developments: (i) to produce a file
conversion from HTML to pdf button, (ii) download
file button, (iii) print file button, and (iv) build in an
option to access statistics tables. Moreover, Dr.
Hakim is also contributing to building automated
grading systems where students can practice
machine generated and graded mock exam
problems. She is also contributing to improving the
“fun” factor of our ILDs and their visual appeal, as a
requested by our students.
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We have been awarded a “Global Innovation
Fund Award” to collaborate with the University
of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern
Switzerland (Professor Anya Nikoulina) and Nihon
University Japan (Professor Yutaka Matsuno),
on the extension of our Interactive Learning
Documents to incorporate Artificial Intelligence in
support of Personalised Learning. This is a major
extension of our project. Two research assistants
(Viana Zhang, Data Science) and (Scott Dickins,
Econometrics) support the technical development
of this research. The aim of this project is to build
the next generation AI supported Personalised
Learning, where AI helps human learners to
optimise their learning. We build algorithms which
are capable of understanding the learning curve
of individual learners better than humans do, and
to deliver learning material according to individual
learning types. All our research output is aimed
to be available as open-source and available for
free to educators around the world for adaption to
individual needs.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Library Peer Network
University of Manchester
Adam Cooke and the University of Manchester Library Student Team

Challenge or rationale
The University of Manchester, as with all institutions,
had to react to the challenges faced by students
transitioning to university against the backdrop
of a global pandemic. For students from widening
participation (WP) backgrounds the effects of the
pandemic on their education and progression to
further study were disproportionate and unfair.
The University of Manchester Library was well
positioned to utilise its experience in staff-students
partnerships and transition support to develop
a bespoke, innovative and reactive project in
response to these challenges – the Library Peer
Network (LPN).
Universities struggle to create the necessary
structures and programmes that allow students
from widening participation (WP) backgrounds
(see Kikabhai, 2018) to access systems in the same
manner as those from majority groups, leading
to attainment and retention gaps (Brooman and
Darwent, 2013; Jones, 2017; Stevenson, Clegg
and Lefever, 2010). As part of the University of
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Manchester’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic
and its efforts to recognise and moderate the effect
on students transitioning to life at university, the
University Library received funding to develop a
digital community space to support students from
WP backgrounds
The University of Manchester has one of the
largest intakes of students in the United Kingdom
and has an above average number of students
from underrepresented backgrounds (University
of Manchester, 2020a). The University’s Access
and Participation Plan recognises the changes
needed to ensure better access to, success at,
and progression from university (University of
Manchester, 2020b). The University of Manchester
Library (UML) is embarking on an ambitious
ten year vision, Imagine2030, that highlights
the importance of ‘our students’ as ‘partners in
our ambition’. Furthermore, the University of
Manchester is unique across the sector for having
social responsibility as one its core goals.
LPN extends the staff-student partnerships
established as part of the University Library’s
Student Team where the students work as part
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time members of staff. Recognising that WP
students were likely to be more affected by the
impacts of the global pandemic exacerbating
existing barriers to learning such as tensions in
class (Archer, Hutchings and Ross, 2005), identity
(Reay, Crozier and Clayton, 2010) and language
(Bruce, Rees and Wilson, 2016), the Library
secured additional funding to extend the Student
Team’s roles into peer support. Library teaching
focuses on collaborative, collective and connective
models in a student led space (Bell, 2011; Giroux,
2010). Therefore, LPN is an additional layer of
support for students who are less likely than their
peers to have the support networks and social
and economic support (Clark and Hordósy, 2018;
Hordósy and Clark, 2018) to enact the accepted
habitus of elite higher education in the UK (Reay,
Crozier and Clayton, 2009). Students from a range
of underrepresented cohorts, were identified
through their admissions data including specific
socio-economic and transition routes creating
a private, invitation only digital space to target
support.
The aims of the project were threefold:

• Support the creation of reciprocal networks for

students to access peer led expertise in all areas
of university life including academic and pastoral
support.

• Provide access to a series of resources and

talks to unlock social and cultural capital, with a
particular focus on academic transition to higher
education and longer-term employability.

• Allow student participants to grown in confidence
challenging imposter syndrome and recognising
their exceptional abilities and potential for
success.
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Implementation approach
LPN launched in October 2020 in the challenging
circumstances the new academic year started in.
For students, this was a time of increased stress
and anxiety. Furthermore, for students with atypical
backgrounds and experiences, they had to navigate
these turbulent waters without the support
networks and stability of their peers.
Additional funding allowed for the expansion of
the Library Student Team who themselves are a
diverse group of local, UK, EU and international
students speaking over 15 languages, drawn
from across Schools and Faculties. Most identify
as underrepresented or from disadvantaged
backgrounds and have been able to use their
collective, current experiences as working
students to develop this pilot from the ground
up whilst spread across a range of kitchen tables
and under duvets. The recruitment of three key
recent graduates of Manchester, all of whom were
able to bring the lived experienced of being from
WP backgrounds at university and facilitate the
relationship between the staff-student partners
and wider Library in the Teaching, Learning and
Student team at UML and university wide widening
participation networks.
To achieve the project’s aims, a tiered model
of support was established with an open set of
online resources hosted via a Medium publication,
faculty specific channels in the Teams space
and an individual peer mentor within the Library
Student Team for participants to reach out to.
There is extensive research on the efficacy of peer
learning and collaborative co-creation of learning
environments and materials (Bovill, Cook-Sather
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and Felten, 2011). This system attempted to
recognise that participants would benefit from
support tailored around their existing university
experience with a faculty, school, and course
structure (Bovill, Bulley and Morss, 2011).
The Library’s Student Team produced original
content firstly centred around transition support,
habitus and ‘rules of the game’ (Reay, Crozier and
Clayton, 2010) and later, in conversation with
participants, developed written and audio support
on academic skills and employability through a
collection of blogs and podcasts.
LPN has been able to offer personalised academic
support in many forms; helping first years
understand their academic feedback, how to
navigate their course handbooks as well as how
to format their essays and other assignments and
helping with mitigating circumstances or applying
for financial support. The team developed weekly
content including LPodcastN, a podcast covering a
whole range of subjects including tackling imposter
syndrome and reflective accounts of being an
atypical student at an elite Russell Group institution.
The popular, Opportunity Tuesday where students
were encouraged to apply for insight days and
internships. Wellbeing Wednesday to share some
tips on self-care and raise awareness on mental
health and the very successful Student Team Tips
which covers weekly themes and honest, unfiltered
advice from the Student Team on topics such as
Online Exams - what to expect, how to prepare for
a tutorial, and tips on self-care. LPN also acts as
signposting service to many of the events at the
University including the Students Union as well as
the Library’s My Learning Essentials resources.
The Library Student Team also acted as a point
of contact for students, sending regular Teams
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chats and signposting wider support where
necessary. This proved to be the most intensive
and impactful part of the project with some strong
support relationships being formed. The Student
Team allocated the targeted students amongst
themselves using their subject area experiences to
be able to offer academic insight and wider pastoral
support in an authentic WP student voice.

Impact
The 2020-21 pilot year has created a new layer
of sustainable support at the University for WP
students transitioning to HE and across all years of
study. The model of support has created bespoke
transition materials and, moreover, participants
from the inaugural year are due to enrol in the
Library Student Team as staff-student partners in
the forthcoming academic year further enhancing
a WP voice in the project and developing on
lessons learned.
The project placed student voice and collaboration
at its centre and specifically elevated the voices of
students from underrepresented cohorts (Dawson,
Charman and Kilpatrick, 2013) making a significant
contribution to WP discourse across the institution.
LPN became an advocate for WP voices and an
accessible route through which colleagues across
the University could disseminate information and
receive feedback from otherwise marginalised
voices as part of a partnership model (Bovill et al.,
2015) recognising each other’s voices and collective
experiences (hooks, 1994)
Around 15% of students who accepted the invite to
join the space as identified through their admissions
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data. The Medium open access publication receives
over 1000 visits a month. Students particularly
valued the access to their peers and often utilised
the chat function to reach out for support.
The project continues to try to centre marginalised
voices and it therefore seems appropriate to ensure
the impact of this submission is voiced by the
participants:
“The LPN has been a bit of a lifeline this year, all the
opportunities it’s given me and having someone to
talk to and having someone to relate to on things like
working part-time and being a role model for your
siblings made the first semester less isolating. Add
that to being nudged out of my comfort zone to apply
to things in the second semester like scholarships and
internships (which I didn’t even know were a thing
until this year). I didn’t realise how valuable it was
for me to have someone from the same background
to just vent to and guide me to make the most out
of my first year and out of my uni experience. Now I
really want to make the most of my time here instead
just trying to do well academically because I know I
deserve to be here.”
LPN Student, Materials Science and Engineering
“I was looking for tips on how to cover a huge workload
in a small amount of time, so I reached out to the LPN
team member who had messaged me to see if I needed
help and they were available to offer me support on
that topic. From then on, I always messaged them for
academic assistance such as tips for examinations;
structuring my essays and even to run some ideas with
them on how to properly revise for my exams. I find
that they always respond and are always available to
offer me assistance when I need them. I am very happy
about that.”
LPN Student, Geography
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“As someone from a WP background myself, without
even being aware of this until I attended University
open days and saw myself listed on the back of WP
pamphlets, I can say confidently that the LPN is very
much a needed service. When I was in my first year at
university, I struggled with everything from the structure
of university life, the new demands of unfamiliar
assessment methods and finding friends who shared
a similar lifestyle. The LPN provides a space where
students can find answers to all these questions and
find a sense of community in these unusual times.”
LPN Student Team member
“The Team was able to spot crises before they matured,
find the gaps in support and signpost where needed.
My personal connections were built on compassion, by
listening and reacting; and I was able to become their
voice whilst they were still finding theirs.”
LPN Student Team Member

Evaluation and next steps
The opportunity to have student voices leading
the way through the Student Team, many of whom
identify as being from WP backgrounds, gave
the interactions an authenticity and empathy in
contrast to the perception of top down, university
wide correspondence. It proved more challenging
to get students to use the network to forge their
own interconnected networks. An interactive space
outside of the University run networks may have
facilitated a different interaction between students
with a parallel University space offering more
official contributions.
Evaluation metrics from Teams is weak and it has
been difficult to analyse the engagement with the
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channels and communal spaces and the number
of peer-to-peer chats taking place. Alternative
platforms may provide better analytics to allow for
more targeted interventions.
The success of the project has influenced the
design of faculty and school level support. It has
provided a framework through which targeted,
innovative intervention can be enacted in a hybrid
learning model. Partnerships with colleagues across
Faculties next year will see additional layers of LPN
be established for example in partnership with
colleagues in Humanities to add an LPN space for
first year, black students transitioning to HE in 2021.
The consequence of the pilot project being
established in the continually changing backdrop
of the Covid-19 pandemic across the sector meant
that it was challenging to work towards a strategic,
longer-term plan. The experiences of the pilot
year allowed the team to recognise where there
have been spikes in support needs, for examples
in the weeks after assessment results, the breath
of resources requested, and the frequency of
support offers ensuring well intentioned support
does not overburden students.
Summary reflections

• Digital networks facilitated by peers

who understand the lived experience
of higher education for students from
underrepresented backgrounds offer a
valuable addition to a spectrum of university
support and multiplicity of relations
(Wainwright, Chappell and McHugh, 2019).

• This project has acted as an advocate for

underrepresented voices and contributed
to university wide practice on engagement,
collaboration, and language across WP
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activities and a further distribution of
leadership to include staff-student partners
(Jones and Harvey, 2017).

• Collaborative staff-student projects are well
placed to be reactive to student needs in
challenging contexts across this and other
institutions in the sector.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach
to supporting students
Springboard to Success: The Many Phases of Student Transition
Middlesex University
Lia Lawson and Academic Faculties,
Academic Registry: Welcome and Programme Induction and Programme Administration teams,
Centre for Academic Practice (CAPE)
Department: London Sport Institute,
Library and Student Support: Wellbeing, Welfare Advice, Disability and Academic Support teams,
Marketing: Student Engagement, Applicant Engagement, Education, Liaison, Outreach and
Student Marketing Teams.

of our UK students commute more than 40 minutes
to reach our campus. Further transition challenges
exist when considering individual journeys, for
example, mature students, care leavers and
students with disabilities.
The traditional week dedicated to programme
induction activity does not provide adequate
opportunity to orientate our students with HE.
An extended programme allows a steady release
of information that outlines the opportunities
available while providing the environment they
need to develop networks and succeed in. During
2017/18, our Welcome and Programme Induction
(WPI) Project Board considered progression and
retention data, and identified the following areas
as barriers to retention and attainment. This
informed our subsequent approach to supporting
student transition:

• Limited emotional connectivity or sense of

belonging to the university community, both
academic and social

Challenge or rationale
Student transition to university is a challenge
faced throughout the HE sector, but for Middlesex
University, this challenge is compounded by the
diversity of our student body and the multiplicity
of obstacles they face in accessing HE. Generic
transition programmes would not meet the
needs of or engage our student body. Our overall
challenge lay in providing an inclusive environment
to support transition to HE for some of the most
deprived students in the country, and one which
benefited all student journeys.
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Typically, our students have complex lives with
caring and other responsibilities which often
results in their attending classes but not staying on
campus to engage with their peers or the University
outside their timetabled sessions. Data indicates
that students who are less engaged and feel less
a member of the Middlesex community are at
greater risk of withdrawing and not succeeding
in their studies. 88% of our undergraduate UK
and EU students fall within at least one widening
participation category with 40% eligible for free
school meals, 2nd highest of any UK university. We
have a large international intake, approximately
30% of our students join through clearing and 76%
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• Under-developed academic/digital literacy skills
• Developing confidence in navigating the

University landscape and accessing support given
that so many of our students are the first in their
families to enter university, and

Early in 2018 we established an Academic
Programme Induction Framework (evidence 1)
with the overall aim of connecting students to the
University, their programme and their peers by way
of pre-arrival, week 0 and post induction activity.
The Framework underpins our WPI and student
transition support. A major objective has since
been to embed this Framework in all induction
programmes, to provide a consistent whole
university approach facilitating transition to HE.
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At Middlesex we operate as a collaborative
community, co-leading with students and the
Students’ Union to transform our students’ life
chances. The development of this Framework
has been a flagship of our institutional ethos – it
provided another opportunity to strengthen our
relationship with our Students’ Union (MDXSU)
while being able to offer community and peer-topeer support for incoming students. Teams from
across the university collaborated in producing
content for transition activities, and pulled together
to provide a coherent transition programme. Earlier
student feedback indicated an unhelpful duplication
of information, weakening the sense of a joined-up
university community.
As a direct result of the Framework and WPI, the
transition support provided by Middlesex is now
authentic to the University and addresses the many
needs of our student body. It will evolve with our
students as we continue to build on the success
to date in providing seamless support across the
student journey, from pre-enrolment through to the
middle of the first term of teaching.

Implementation approach
The development of our current transition
programme has been an iterative process over
several years building on past success and
informed by student feedback. It has been a crossinstitutional endeavour helping students overcome
barriers, familiarise themselves with support
services (pastoral, wellbeing and academic), create
networks and connect with each other. This section
summarises our overall approach.
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An institutional mapping activity took place in
2017/18 so that:

• academic departments could reflect on the

framework principles, identify where best practice
occurred and consider how transition activities
through the WPI period could be mainstreamed
within the curriculum

• professional services could align their support to
the applicant/student lifecycles.

This mapping work allowed us to frame our
transition programme project, which was
implemented in two phases. A ‘Task and Finish’
group was appointed to run the project and
included members of staff from across the
University.
Summer 2018/19 and 2019/20: Transition
programme phase 1 – ‘Getting Ahead’
In 2018 we piloted the first ‘Getting Ahead’
programme (evidence 2). Recognising the
nervousness with which many of our students faced
HE, the programme included a welcome event
where a motivational guest speaker explored the
‘Power of Yes’ with students. A video of the event
can be found here https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h7BnL1UZMsI&t=9s (‘The ‘Power of Yes’
can be viewed in mins 3.02 – 3.52).
The programme included a peer-to-peer feedback
opportunity where Student Ambassadors
responded to students’ hopes and fears, with
supportive advice on how they overcame the same
challenges (mins 1.38 – 2.32 of the video).
Students were invited to share their own stories
in this supportive environment – we were
overwhelmed by how many wanted to participate
(8.32 mins – end). Students were also keen
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to provide feedback on the day (mins 5.50 –
8.32). Other activities included an opportunity
for students to get to know each other and to
familiarise themselves with key University support
services.
For autumn 2019 we built on 2018’s success
by adding workshops that supported students
with managing university life, financial support,
academic support and wellbeing. During 2019/20
we aimed to further understand student
motivations for coming to university and explored
this alongside activities exploring perceived
challenges and fears and aspirations.
Across both years the most common student
concerns were consistent. These helped us inform
and shape content for sessions in future years,
focusing on:

• Meeting people and making friends
• Academic skills, learning and teaching
• Wellbeing support, including finance and
accommodation

• Work-life balance.
Summer 2020: Transition programme phase 2
launch – ‘Ready for anything’
The pandemic provided an opportunity to evaluate
the one-day pre-arrival event and consider how
we might expand the programme and deliver it
online. Colleagues from across teams quickly pulled
together, working flexibly and with agility to ensure
our new students’ transition would be as smooth
and welcoming as possible, despite the impact
of COVID. In August 2020 we launched ‘Ready for
Anything’ programme. The aim of the programme
had now evolved to:
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• provide opportunity to dovetail the applicant

cycle with student transition to ensure that
key messages support the applicant/student
experience in a seamless journey through key
transition phases

• prepare students for learning in a blended,
technology enhanced environment.

Community building remained a key feature.
We embedded this throughout the programme,
connecting students to the University, their
course, their tutors and their peers. A variety of
online events with the intention of connecting
students were made available. 2700 new students
participated in the events and international
students joining from 27 different countries.

videos which equip students with the skills and
knowledge they need to thrive at university.
Week 1 Ready for university: This section set the
scene, provided useful information on preparing to
start university, introducing student support services
Week 2 Ready for the experience: This section
brought in the value of extra-curricular activities,
introduced peer to peer support and of placement/
work experience
Week 3 Ready for the challenge: We continued
the theme of wellbeing support, introduced the
University culture and focussed on developing skills
for success

How the 2020/21 programme was supported:

Week 4 Ready to succeed: This module supported
students with information and resources on
academic skills and becoming a successful student

Weeks 1 – 4: Professional services were
responsible for ensuring there was a mixture
of practical activities focussing on wellbeing,
accessibility, equality and inclusion with support
for students from diverse backgrounds BAME and
international students

Week 5 Programme materials
All Programme Teams across Middlesex were
provided with ‘Supporting students transitioning to
HE Guidance’ which supported them with identifying
essential programme materials to include in week 5
of the programme (evidence 3) *

Weeks 5 - 6: Programme Teams were responsible
for ensuring transition materials and other relevant
information were available on our Virtual Learning
Environment for students to access ahead of and
during their induction.

Week 6 Induction week
This activity was designed around the academic
programme, providing an opportunity for students
to engage with their tutors and peers.

23 events (static and interactive) were
delivered over six weeks.
Throughout the first four weeks students were
introduced to a series of entertaining ‘Life hack’

Pre-arrival survey findings and actions: All foundation
and year 1 students were invited to complete a
pre-arrival survey. Over 1400 of our October start
students completed the survey, providing us with
cohort insight in the following areas:

• Motivations and aspirations
• Skills and knowledge
• Digital literacy
• Expectations
• Demographic information e.g., to identify whether
English is their first language, commuter student
status or whether caring responsibilities exist.

Anonymous responses to the pre-arrival survey
were made available to academic departments to
incorporate additional, tailored support for their
incoming cohorts as part of their programme
transitional materials (evidence 4), and/or align
teaching and learning accordingly.
Digital buddies: With much of our teaching delivered
remotely, this innovation was introduced to support
students and academic staff in managing the learning
experience of large cohorts online. We employed
over 65 students or recent graduates as Digital
Buddies who received comprehensive technical
training delivered by the Centre of Academic Practice
Enhancement (CAPE) and Student Learning Assistant
team. Once trained, students were assigned to
different platforms and assisted with the arrangement
and management of technical aspects of online
teaching, allowing academics to focus on providing
an excellent teaching experience. The scheme
successfully supported more than 120 modules,
providing Digital Buddies the opportunity to learn new
skills and enhance their employability. As a result of
this, several Buddies gained new employment.

* Integrating programme materials: An example of how the transition programme can integrate with learning and teaching is demonstrated by a Personal Tutoring Expansion programme developed by our
London Sport Institute Department (evidence 5). This innovative project supports students throughout their university experience starting with transition from college, following the journey to graduation providing
the skills necessary for successful graduate employability.
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Call up campaign: Once enrolment had
opened for Autumn, staff from the Programme
Administration and the Student Engagement
Teams ran a successful call campaign to encourage
student enrolment and identify barriers to
enrolment. This extended to include student callers
and swiftly became a hugely successful peer to
peer campaign. Key metrics were used to identify
students who had yet to engage and peer to peer
callers reached out to support new students.
Ready for Anything: Preparing for
Summer 2021
After Action Reviews: Workshops with colleagues
supporting student transition from across
the University have taken place. The following
elements of transition were considered, identifying
pre-existing support as well as opportunities to
further expand our offering:

• Decision making and applicant retention
• Preparing to arrive
• Arrival
• Learning and touchpoints
• Graduation into employment.
We broadened our approach to consider
transition of continuing students. This resulted in
the introduction of the ‘Many Phases of Student
Transition’ concept. This year we are planning
support for students returning to university
alongside activity for new students. This is especially
important as due to the pandemic as some
students have not had a campus experience.
What does the incoming cohort want/need?
Planning is routinely based on previous year’s
feedback and survey responses. To prepare for
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2021/22, pulse surveys are being sent to applicants
who have accepted their offer asking them to consider
what an ideal welcome and programme induction
would be. This information allows us to plan against
what the new cohort deems as being important to
them. The most popular results so far are:

• Meeting people and making friends
• Access to academic support for core skills
• Access to teaching and learning materials before
arrival

• Meeting Personal Tutors as soon as possible
• Accessing support for personal issues
• (jointly) Finding part-time work and support for
securing funding.

Plans for the 2021 Transition Programme
The ‘Task and finish’ group will make enhancements
to last year’s transition activities based on feedback,
pulse surveys and activities students engaged with
last year. Academic departments, will update and
make course materials available to each academic
area. An analysis of continuing student ‘Welcome
back’ requests from academic departments will be
evaluated so that we can tailor support as students
transition to the next phase of their programme.

Impact

Phase 1 ‘Getting Ahead’ – Evidence of
outcomes
Providing students an opportunity to share their
stories was an overwhelming and humbling
experience. The guest speaker inspired confidence
in them to share with their peers some of the
challenges they faced in getting to HE. This
can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h7BnL1UZMsI&t=9s (mins 8.32 – end).
Student Feedback
“Very inspirational and made me think about
my life and my dreams and aspirations”
“Stories I have listened to have inspired me and it’s
made me realise that life is too short. It was lovely
meeting people. It has made me leave feeling positive,
empowered and happy, I have learnt about myself and
excited to start at Middlesex. The stories have made me
look at my life and try to use the different skills to make
me grow as a person”
“Overall, it was a good ‘head start’ for getting to know
the uni as well as meeting others from different subjects”

Benefits to the overall student and learning
experience
The last three years have seen us increase the
benefits to the student experience which can be
demonstrated through student evaluation. We
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have moved away from overloading students with
information during a week’s induction programme,
instead working to release information at a time that
is most relevant to students. The transition support
we provide, particularly during the first four weeks, is
a major contributor to building a sense of community
for students while providing access to support that
enhances their academic skills, contributes to their
success, and – crucially – supports their wellbeing.
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“I thoroughly enjoyed this event – the people here
feel truly genuine and engender a fantastic energy
and atmosphere of growth and kindness. I thought
this would be awkward but it was truly eye-opening
and friendly and fun day with a lot of life lessons
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learnt. This was a stark contrast to my first university
experience an ‘elite’ university which prided only results
and academic knowledge, not the persons themselves.
Thank you all. Honestly, do keep up the good work”
“Just build on the fantastic presentations you
already have in place. It was a brilliant opportunity
to gradually adapt into the university community at
Middlesex. I am very glad that Middlesex is such a
welcoming place. Wonderful presentation full of life,
hope and courage. I am 56 years old and returning to
study after 38 years... I will always say yes. Thank you”.
Phase 2 ‘Ready for Anything’ – Evidence of
outcomes
Student engagement

• On average 85% of students opened our emails
• In total, 2700 students engaged with the Ready
for Anything Programme and 1,064 students
attended either one or more of the sessions.

Welcome survey response (Autumn 2020)
92% of the respondents felt welcomed by the
Middlesex community (peers, academics, MDXSU
and the University)
Impact of peer-to-peer call campaign support –
student feedback
“You were easy to talk to and was definitely a big help.
Thank you for the time well spent on me to help me get
through understanding this all. You were great”
“Many thanks for speaking with me yesterday and
this follow up email. Really appreciate the time and
support you and Middlesex are offering. Lots of useful,
supportive information”.
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Additional benefits to the overall learning
experience

• As evidenced by our London Sport Institute

department’s Personal Tutoring Expansion
programme, the transition programme provides
a platform for academic departments to adapt
learning and teaching activity to meet the specific
needs of their incoming cohorts

• Term 1 student comments captured during the

2020/21 Programme Voice Group (PVG) meetings
praised academic Welcome and Induction
activity). PVGs are formal student engagement
functions where elected Student Voice Leaders
represent the views of their cohort

• The outcomes of the 2021 pulse survey can

be shared with academic departments and
professional services so that support can be
adapted to the specific needs of incoming cohorts.

to Faculties and Professional Services. Together
we will all agree on an updated Framework that
supports transition to HE for new students and
which also includes support for the transition of
continuing students
3. We aim to establish a longitudinal evaluation
which links the pre-arrival survey responses
with those of the welcome survey. We will follow
cohorts through their time at Middlesex by
drawing in programme/module evaluations and
National Student Survey outcomes
4. We plan to establish an evaluation process to
identify whether Middlesex students who engage
with a transition programme are more likely to
continue and progress with their studies.
Next steps

Evaluation and next steps

1. We plan to further integrate distinct student
journeys with the programme and with
relevant recruitment and onboarding activities.
Our primary focus will be the international
student journey.

Evaluation

2. To extend the Academic Induction Framework
to include transition support from prospect to
alumnus

1. We will continue evaluation of student feedback
with a view to establishing what incoming
students want/need their transition and induction
experience to be. Importantly we will ensure
consistency in evaluation methods, which will
enable us to better compare year-on-year results
2. We will fully evaluate the ‘The many phases of
student transition’ workshop and will send report
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3. Continuously review how to socialise students
around key transitional factors
4. Identify a blended approach to transition,
maintaining an online programme and reintroducing campus activity (generic and
discipline specific).

Most innovative
approach to
developing
employability skills
Supported by Linkedin Learning
and Prospects
Logo
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Award Supporters and Judges
Most innovative approach to developing employability skills
Ralph Blunden

Esther Barrett

Client Partner for Academic Sector,
LinkedIn Learning (UK & Ireland)

Subject Specialist (Digital Practice),
Prospects.

At LinkedIn we’ve made it our mission to create economic opportunity for
the global workforce. Within an ever-increasing uncertain world that is
rapidly changing, data and research points to the importance of supporting
graduates in the identification, development and articulation of their attained
skills and as part of a lifelong journey of learning. It’s not sufficient just to
award a degree; the relationship between a university or college and their
student must now extend to creating opportunities for preparation in
future career steps in order for an institution to remain competitive and
relevant. That means not just the offer to the student, but also support to the
development of staff throughout the organisation (academic and professional
services) so that the culture and operations at the campus are responsive and
in step with the times.
We’re partnering across higher and further education to collaborate with
institutions to support students throughout their time of study by enhancing
their core experience through guidance and development of in-demand skills
that also align with a person’s individual passions and aspirations. That’s why
we’re delighted to be part of the HE Innovate Awards, recognising the effort
and achievements of progressive institutions and teams therein to push the
boundaries of what can be done to develop systems and initiatives, both
on campus and with industries, and to help accelerate the employability of
students.
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It has been a time of significant change in the world of work and study.
Students are leaving education in uncertain times and with new and
unexpected challenges. With the rapid requirement and opportunity to
recruit and develop talent virtually, technology has never played a more
important part in aiding students to enter the world of work.
We are proud to sponsor the award for Most Innovative Approach to
Developing Employability Skills and we see it as vitally important that
educators and advisors keep up with this fast-paced environment and
deliver innovative employability learning. The sharing of best practice within
the employability community is essential which is why we are so pleased
to be able to fund platforms such as Prospects Luminate which highlights
great careers advice and guidance, as well as research and analysis into the
graduate labour market.
As the experts in graduate careers, Prospects (part of Jisc) have been at the
heart of the higher education sector for almost 50 years. In a 2021 survey
to Careers Services at UK universities, 61% of respondents stated that they
direct students and graduates towards Prospects.ac.uk pages more than any
other resource, including their own materials. The unrivalled information,
advice and opportunities we provide inspire life-changing choices to support
individuals on their path to dream careers.
Working closely with businesses, we make sure that students and graduates
are developing the skills and experience that employers are looking for. That’s
why this award is a great fit with our vision to provide emerging talent with
valuable opportunities to boost their employability.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative approach to developing employability skills
Dr Joy Perkins

Also on the judging panel

Educational & Employability Development Adviser,
University of Aberdeen

Richard Stagg
Entries to this award category clearly illustrate the breadth and diversity
of employability projects, which develop students’ workforce skills across
the UK and Irish higher education sectors. Exemplified through these
submissions are the strong and explicit links between employers and higher
education, and the vital role external partners play in ensuring successful
graduate transitions to employment.
Submissions showcase a broad range of employability development
activities, including authentic learning, digital skills development,
community-based initiatives, and enterprise and entrepreneurial education.
Particularly striking, in several submissions, are the online innovative
opportunities afforded by COVID-19, which has enabled teaching, learning
and employability to be reshaped and transformed. The impressive projects
from the University of Manchester with their resourceful virtual vacation
scheme, ‘The Justice Hub’, and the Oxford Brookes University submission
with their creatively redesigned online professional practice module, are
especially noteworthy in helping students think differently and digitally.
More sustained, longer-term, and large-scale employability projects also
feature in this year’s submissions, including the inspiring entries from
London Metropolitan and Dublin City Universities, which are designed to
build students’ enterprise and entrepreneurial capabilities, and the unique,
sustainable development project offered by the University of Manchester.
It is evident from the 2021 entries, that there is a wide range of different
approaches to address and enhance employability in various institutional
contexts and settings. What the submissions all share in their project
design, however, is that they present creative employability and impactful
practice, which is worthy of sharing more widely through the HE Innovate
Awards initiative.
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Director – Product Strategy Workforce Skills,
Pearson
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Winner: Most innovative approach to
developing employability skills

Creating a Sustainable World was developed in
response to all these challenges:

• How do we develop effective, scalable, and

inclusive education in sustainable development?

Creating a Sustainable World

• How do we recognize and surface the lived and

University of Manchester

learned experience of all participants in the
course?

Dr Jen O’Brien

• How do we break down barriers and hierarchies
of knowledge?

• How do we scaffold students to develop the
Challenge or rationale
Our world is in crisis. The global sustainability
challenges identified by the United Nations in
their 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
include addressing poverty, inequalities and climate
change. The UN SDGs provide a focus through
which universities, and education more widely, can
contribute to a brighter, better and more positive
outlook for the future.

voices are still surfaced, seen and valued. Taking
an inclusive approach is a fundamental part of
our practice and recognising the lived experience,
knowledge and understanding of all our course
community enriches the learning for all.

Effective, scalable, and inclusive sustainability
education is a global challenge for higher education.
80% of students surveyed by the NUS expressed
that they wanted more education on sustainable
development (NUS, 2018).

Too often in education we assume a role-based
hierarchy of knowledge that does not accept and
value the many different paths of individuals,
especially in a globalised higher education
environment. Universities do not explicitly recognise
that we are all experts in our own experience
and that those experiences may not be reflected
in formal roles. In interdisciplinary education
recognising that people bring more than just their
discipline knowledge is a very powerful way to
enrich learning for all participants.

Sustainable development education is by nature
interdisciplinary as shown by the diversity of the
SDGs. To bring the SDGs to life involves collaborative
working across many disciplines, between academia,
students, practitioners, policy makers and third
sector workers. In bringing together so many
collaborators it is important to ensure that individual

Sustainable development is a growth market
across the world and our students will need to be
prepared to access jobs in this area, establish their
own projects and businesses, and also respond to
the changes in government policy and legislation to
nudge all businesses towards a more sustainable
approach in their operations.
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skills and knowledge to engage with sustainable
development in their future employment?

• How do we bring the UN Sustainable

Development Goals to life and empower the
University community to contribute to positive
change?

In common with all higher education initiatives, we
have also faced a significant additional challenge:

• How do we do all of this in the face of a global
pandemic?

Creating a Sustainable World course represents a
highly innovative, inclusive, and scalable approach
to Education for Sustainable Development that is
driven by interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
collaboration with students, academics, and
practitioners. Student contributions have been
essential to co-constructing Creating a Sustainable
World, bridging disciplinary divides between with
80 practitioners from across 4 continents, including
non-governmental organisations, counsellors,
activists, cultural institutes and think tanks, 54
academics from all Faculties of the University of
Manchester and nine global universities.
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The collaborative online learning spaces bring
engineers, mathematicians, geographers,
etc, together in interdisciplinary discussions
that generate new insights into inherently
interdisciplinary and cross-cutting sustainability
problems (UNESCO, 2014). Working in partnership,
our students learned from each other as they
drew from across their SDG learning to discuss
‘big picture sustainability questions’ in online
seminar forums, to the benefit of their assessment.
Students provided formal feedback on each other’s
research proposals, working together to use
their collaborative interdisciplinary lens to affect
change. Our students transformed the course
from being multidisciplinary, with lots of disciplinary
perspectives, into an interdisciplinary learning
experience whereby genuinely cross-disciplinary
insights emerged and became incorporated.
Our collaborative approach with non-academic
partners enabled innovative course assessment that
addresses real world challenges. We have over 150
research projects set by external organisations who
need the research to affect change for sustainable
development. Our partner organisations range from
public and private sector such as Manchester City
Council and ARUP to smaller charities including in an
informal settlement in Kenya.

Implementation approach
Stage one (Inception)
We began collaborating with students in 2017,
surveying them to understand if they wanted to
learn about sustainability alongside their studies.
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Stage two (Proposal)
In consultation with the Students’ Union Education
Officer, the Course Convenor proposed a course
to the University College of Interdisciplinary
Learning that used the SDGs to critically unpack
sustainability (S2) and learn in mutually respectful
partnership between teachers and learners that is
inclusive and ethical.
Stage three (Formulating)
Following initial approval, a Core Team was
formed. This Core Team shared a commitment
to Education for Sustainable Development which
empowers everyone to make informed decisions
in favour of the environment, economy and
just society for present and future generations
(UNESCO, 2020). The Core Team agreed to adopt
the SDG principles of working ethically, inclusively,
respectfully and in partnership with each other,
our students, external partners, and our technical
and administrative team.
We constructed a course with modules framed
around the 17 SDGs. Each was led by an academic
with the insights of around 7 contributors from
policy and practice, with feedback and ideas from
students throughout development:
Marion and Pooja, students and volunteers with
Manchester Climate Emergency, framed the ‘tone’
to tell the truth for action without paralysing
with doomsday pessimism. Their Climate Grief
Handbook is on our reading list.
Equity and Merit Scholars, gifted learners from the
Global South who are undertaking Masters’ study
at our University through alumni sponsorship,
are key collaborators in our team, as many have
Development and regional expertise.
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Sarah, an Equity and Merit scholar from Uganda,
was mentored to lead our SDG5 Gender Equality
module, developing her CV, whilst our students
benefitted from Sarah’s first-hand insights of
humanitarian aid. In 2020 Sarah was named one of
Uganda’s top women under 40 and now lectures for
the Global Development Institute.
Another Equity and Merit Scholar built learning
materials around his Ethiopian farming experience
and became a Graduate Teaching Assistant with us.
Formal student feedback was sought twice
through the UCIL Staff-Student Liaison Committee
and used to adjust material for accessibility for
cross Faculty students.
Stage four (Technology)
We adopted an online approach to better deliver
our commitments to inclusion, accessibility, and
participation (Moore-Cherry, et al., 2006). Students
valued being able to take the course alongside
their degrees whilst juggling work and caring
commitments. Our Technical Team shared examples
from other online courses and resources to build
material to generate consistency across the modules.
Stage five (Course Development)
To construct modules, the Core Team adopted
Owen and Wasiuk’s (2010) ‘micro-sprint’ approach
to partnership working, in which dialogue and
feedback play central roles. Module leads used
the resources to construct modules in constant
dialogue and feedback with the Core Team
to share experiences. This was an essential
learning opportunity to consider the barriers of
working across boundaries, which is essential
to sustainability teaching (Borg et al.,2012). As
Bracken and Oughton (2016) argue, disciplines
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have different ‘languages’. When we sent a standard
template to develop course material to an Engineer
and a Geographer their outputs were completely
different. Trialling the process ourselves was
critical to enable a more effective framework for
interdisciplinary collaboration with the wider group
of module leaders.
Stage six (Enrichment)
Each of the module leads sought contributors to
reflect the complexities of the SDGs and enrich the
learning experience whilst inspiring students to
affect change. For SDG6 the socio-environmental
political and human rights challenge of Clean
Water is brought alive to our students by the
United Nations University for Natural Resources,
Africa, the Youth Water Network, and a PoliticalEcologist. This diversity of global insight was valued
by students, one said: “I appreciated the variety of
voices involved in the development of this module,
it made me realise how complex sustainability is”..”
Stage seven (Applying)
Our collaborative approach with non-academic
partners enables innovative course assessment that
addresses real world challenges. We have over 150
research projects set by external organisations who
need the research to affect change for sustainable
development. Our partner organisations range
from public and private sector such as Manchester
City Council and ARUP to smaller charities including
in an informal settlement in Kenya. This enables
students to undertake meaningful assignments to
affect change for sustainable development, whilst
enhancing their employability, which they love.
A student said:
“The assessment style is the best I have had yet, it
challenges 21st century challenges with the learning,
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and lets you interact with these challenges alongside a
business - learning feels useful when it is put into realworld contexts”.
These applied research projects increase the
breadth, resilience, and sustainability of the course,
enhancing the student experience. The CEO of
Manchester Climate Agency has used student
reports to develop policy and teaches on the
course. Our success has extended the reach to a
much greater range of projects. Value is amplified
through an online platform that makes projects
available to any student across the world and
showcases the students’ work to the benefit of
their employability and open-access knowledge
to affect change. Our university wide teaching
enables us to embed sustainability learning across
all undergraduate, and from September 2021,
all postgraduate degrees with our new Masters’
module commissioned by our Vice President for
Teaching and Learning.
Stage eight (Delivering)
Our course was available to students from across
the University creating a unique interdisciplinary
environment as students interacted with each
other. The collaborative online learning spaces
bring engineers, mathematicians, geographers,
etc., together in interdisciplinary discussions
that generate new insights into inherently
interdisciplinary and cross-cutting sustainability
problems (UNESCO, 2014). Working in partnership,
our students learned from each other as they
drew from across their SDG learning to discuss
‘big picture sustainability questions’ in online
seminar forums, to the benefit of their assessment.
Students provided formal feedback on each other’s
research proposals, working together to use
their collaborative interdisciplinary lens to affect
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change. Our students transformed the course
from being multidisciplinary, with lots of disciplinary
perspectives, into an interdisciplinary learning
experience whereby genuinely cross-disciplinary
insights emerged and became incorporated.
Stage nine (Co-creating)
Our students are not ‘centre’ of learning but
mutually respected teachers.

• A student from psychology challenged narratives
around aging populations, sustainability, and
dementia. Using her superior knowledge, she
re-wrote teaching material, which we changed
overnight. Students taught each other through
formal assessment and influencing sustainability
practices of peers.

• One of our Graduate Teaching Assistants is

developing SDG15 using his PhD research.
Theology student, Emen, is leading research
with students to better understand the benefits
of online learning to enhance equity and
accessibility (Cook-Sather, 2020). Emen has
submitted an abstract to the HEA 2021 Teaching
and Learning Conference and is informing
university policy around blended learning after
the pandemic.

• Frankie is building an online blog using our

course materials to provide open-access
resources to enhance teaching and learning.
Moreover, she is developing a ‘woke’ social
media campaign to enhance the reach of
sustainability messages.

Students became part of our teaching network.
Now based in the Netherlands, a Graduate
Teaching Assistant reframed her approach to
teaching as she was empowered to: “see students
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as creating potential change, which was a real eyeopener because it means I need to see myself as
changemaker through them.”
Working in mutually respective partnership to
affect change is how our team of 6 grew to 654–
and counting and ensures that the course is
continually evolving to become deeper and more
interdisciplinary through collaboration.

Impact
Creating a Sustainable World grew from 216
students (2019-20) to 420 (2020-21) reaching
disciplines across the University. Through
evaluation surveys, one student said “THE CONTENT
IS AMAZING! I love how it encourages students
to be more sustainable and take accountability
for actions”..” Students particularly enjoyed the
assessment saying it was “unlike anything I have
ever done and has been thoroughly inspiring.” Our
flexible online university wide course offers an
excellent, inclusive, learning opportunity enhanced
through its co-construction. Students said: “I valued
the value they place on us… the coordinators have
set up this unit to make our voices feel important
and valued.”
Our course inspired students whilst enhancing
their employability. Alexis went to Ghana to
undertake the solar energy project he devised for
his assessment. Frankie’s online blog of course
materials is being used by the University of Leeds’
campaign for Climate Justice Fortnight. Our student
run ‘Want not Waste’ shop was overwhelmed by
volunteers after we discussed it on the course. In
2020 Claudia founded the “Colectivo Mexicanas
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Frente al Cambio Climático” (Mexican Women
against Climate Change collective) which is affecting
change in Mexico through activities to educate the
public, social projects, and policy proposals. Two
students have been employed by the organisations
that they did their applied research for. One
student said:
“I am a Student Research Intern at the University of
Manchester - without the research skills that I gained
during that project I wouldn’t have been able to get
this position.”
An Epidemiologist using our applied research
model said: “The student enthusiasm and feedback
for these opportunities has been overwhelmingly
positive, particularly as they see tangible outputs
from their dissertation including the additional skills
and connections they gain”..”
Academics also benefitted from our collaboration.
One of the Core Team was inspired to develop a
course for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion drawing
on our ethos of inclusive mutually respectful working
to develop university policy. Sharing resources
has added value to academics’ courses; accessible
interactives from SDG4 embedded into the MSc
in Educational Psychology programme have been
welcomed by international students distanced by
Covid. Our collaboration also benefited research.
One academic framed her Future Leaders Fellowship
application (£1.5M) which is informing council policy
around austerity whilst learning with our students
about SDG1. Our course shifted a Professor of
Engineering to more broadly consider plastics and
recycling. He partnered with one of our collaborators
to incorporate social and economic thinking into
the “One Bin To Rule Them All” project which was
funded to the value of £1m to shape national and
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university waste policy. One of our Equity and Merit
collaborators applied her course experience for
an American University Health Equity Fellowship.
Materials for SDG10 underpinned research to train
local teachers in poor areas to be social justice
researchers. Originally working across the North
West, to extend their reach they have partnered
with Children North East to work with 120 teachers.
A Stockport head teacher said: “The research has
had a profound impact on our awareness of poverty.
As a result, almost all decisions made in school
are run through the ‘lens’ of poverty proofing.”
The Manchester Urban Observatory, a university
research centre aiming to inform urban decision
making through data, are promoting one of our
interactives for executive education involving SDGs.
Academics enjoyed the experience, saying: “It was
a beautiful thing to watch the project come to life.
Thank you for a remarkable experience.”
Our success has been recognised in awards. Her
contribution to SDG3 increased the competitiveness
of one of our Equity and Merit partners for the
Recognizing Excellence Around Champions of Health
Awards reaching the top 15 finalists. Humanities
students awarded one of our Graduate Teaching
Assistants the Faculty of Humanities Distinguished
Teacher. Our Technical Team won a University
of Manchester Distinguished Achievement Award
(2019). The Want Not Waste shop is shortlisted in
Manchester University’s 2021 prestigious Making a
Difference Awards. From 150 entries our course has
also been shortlisted for ‘Innovation in Teaching that
enhances Social Responsibility’.
Our students’ research is driving impact with
partners. Over 70 applied projects have been
completed. Examples include Manchester City
Council developing the Zero Carbon 2038 policy
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using student critique and student work on
urban resilience presented to the Rockefeller
Foundation in New York. As Professor Cruickshank,
University Public Engagement lead recognised:
“The opportunity for our students to use their skills,
learning and ideas to enact change is not only
advantageous for the partners and communities
involved but is an amazing chance for them to make
a real difference.” Mark Duncan, Manchester City
Council, spoke about the legacy of the approach, he
said it has: “helped to shift how we see the University
as a partner, enabling us to work far more closely
together to benefit from their expertise and capacity. I
have seen value and impacts that will encourage me to
continue to look for further collaboration opportunities
with the University.”

Evaluation and next steps

Illustrating the capacity of learning to inform
operations, our course is highlighted in the
University’s 2020 Sustainability Strategy and
has shaped the University Our Futures strategy
document. In 2020, the University of Manchester
was ranked 1st in UK, 2nd in Europe and 8th in the
World by Times Higher Education for our SDG work,
in which our course was a key element.

Our research found 80% of postgraduate students
in each faculty would welcome learning about
sustainability. We are thus piloting a Master’s
version of our course, the first cross-university
postgraduate module that will inform University
policy. The impact of our course will be cascaded
globally through the Association of Commonwealth
Universities, Good Practice Platform and
collaboration with the International Institute of
Industrial Environmental Economics, Sweden,
through a MOOC about teaching the SDGs.

We are shaping global sustainability learning with
invited presentations at European Health Week
2020, the University Social Responsibility Summit
(2021), the Interdisciplinary Learning and Teaching
Conference, (2021), the HEA (2020), and University
of Leeds (2020). The Environmental Association of
Universities and Colleges commissioned an article
about our partnership for sustainability, particularly
around applied research, to be published in
summer 2021. Our course is recognised as best
practice in a forthcoming book about sustainability
pedagogy by the University of Leeds.
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We are constantly evolving the course through
real time feedback from our collaborators and the
programme reach has grown significantly in a short
period. Our student research approach has now
been adopted by Manchester’s Medical School
responding to student demand for explicit teaching
on global health issues.
Following the success of Creating a Sustainable
World the University is developing more taster
courses following this format as part of a new
initiative to offer capsule online courses to the
general public.

Our work is also being incorporated into a free
online course launched with Hong Kong Polytechnic,
Sao Paulo University, New South Wales University,
Kyoto University and the University of Pretoria that
will teach students how to increase their social
responsibility.
The Core Team welcome the opportunity to talk
about the course and their approach to teaching
the SDGs with real world applied research.
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Building an Entrepreneurship Ecosystem
through New Enterprise Development,
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Second place: Most innovative approach to
developing employability skills
Building an Entrepreneurship Ecosystem through New
Enterprise Development
Dublin City University, Business School
Dr Eric Clinton

Challenge or rationale
Whether your entrepreneurial inspiration comes
from Steve Jobs, Mark Zuckerberg or Richard
Branson, or firms such as Netflix, Google, Facebook
or airbnb, an understanding of entrepreneurship
is an essential prerequisite for the contemporary
student entering the corporate world. In today’s
society entrepreneurship traverses numerous
contexts, from nascent entrepreneurship, corporate
entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, and
for some necessity entrepreneurship. While much
progress has been made with the integration of
entrepreneurship programmes within Business
School curriculum, approaches to educating the
next generation of entrepreneurial leaders has
largely relied on classroom based learning activities
(e.g. lectures, case studies, keynote speaker
series). To truly embrace the entrepreneurial
experience, educational programmes need to
move outside the classroom and provide students
with an opportunity to showcase their talents to a
broader audience. Business Schools have largely
struggled to create entrepreneurship ecosystems
that successful tap into the stakeholder network
that surround the university including local
entrepreneurs, alumni, multinational corporations,
governmental agencies, national media, and so
many more.
In response, Dublin City University’s Ireland’s
‘University of Enterprise’, has developed an
industry facing entrepreneurial ecosystem, which
serves to meet its ambition to create industryready entrepreneurial graduates, ready to make
an impact on society and on the workforce. The
flagship module in its entrepreneurship ecosystem
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is New Enterprise Development (NED). Our NED
entrepreneurial ecosystem is pillared on social,
cultural, economic, and political domains. We
engage with stakeholders from across our local
community, our city, and throughout our nation.
The success of our approach to entrepreneurship
education has seen our entrepreneurial ecosystem
replicated in universities across Ireland, Europe and,
the Middle East. Our framework is also positioned
by the Government of Ireland as ‘best practice
for entrepreneurship education in a third level
institution.’

Implementation Approach
Creating Opportunities to Transform Irish
Society
Our yearlong NED programme follows four stages,

• Stage 1: Engaging the Local Community to
Explore Creativity’,

• Stage 2: Working with Award-Winning National
Entrepreneurs,

• Stage 3: Videography with our Communications
Alumni, and

• Stage 4: ‘Enter the Dragons’ Den’.
Watch here: https://youtu.be/a5h-8T7Suko
Stage 1: Engaging the Local Community to
Explore Creativity
Upon entering the NED programme and our
entrepreneurial ecosystem our teams engage
with local artists, chefs and musicians to explore
traditional and non-traditional sources of creativity.
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Creativity - the tendency to generate or recognize
ideas, alternatives, or possibilities that may be useful
in solving problems - is arguably the most important
attribute for a successful entrepreneurial team to
possess and nurture. Creativity drives innovation,
strategic change, and offers new solutions to existing
problems. Within today’s knowledge economy,
organisations are continually looking ‘outside the box’
and exploring nontraditional sources for inspiration
and creativity. Within NED, our entrepreneurs work
with teams of individuals whose expertise and
experience reside in disciplines where creativity
and flair are to the fore, including local artists, chefs,
architects and musicians.
The creativity-orientated workshops begin with a
masterclass, followed by a practical workshop on
the use of non-traditional creativity techniques.
For example, our artists showcase the use of
visualisation techniques, while our architects
highlight how to extract inspiration from the natural
environment, and our musicians explore how to
secure a fusion from varying musical forms (e.g. rap
and techno).
Ideation Hackathons with
Innovation Managers:
Having explored creativity techniques, our
entrepreneurial teams proceed to a series of
engaging ideation hackathons. The structure, layout
and materials used in the ideation hackathons
are designed in collaboration with an innovation
lab of an international pharmaceutical company
headquartered in Dublin, Ireland. Senior managers
within the innovation teams work with DCU faculty
to design sprint-like events, which include graphic
designers, interface designers, project managers,
and organizational psychologists.
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Cross-collaborations Developed from
our NED Ecosystem
Some 62% of students on the New Enterprise
Development programme come from family
businesses or family farms. Through regular
engagement between stakeholders in our
ecosystem, an opportunity emerged outside of
the NED programme to develop programmes to
support family firms in our local community. A
suite of family business leadership masterclasses
were developed in collaboration with our industry
partners, with topics including ‘Transgenerational
Entrepreneurship’, ‘Balancing Tradition and
Change’, ‘Innovation in the Family Firm’, and
‘Building a Family Business Brand’. All materials
were recorded by our students and have been
disseminated with regional and national economic
development agencies.
Stage 2: Working with Award-Winning National
Entrepreneurs
Building on the creativity workshops and ideation
hackathons, our entrepreneurial teams proceed to
pitch their early-stage concept to a panel of leading
national entrepreneurs. All our entrepreneurs
are finalists in the prestigious EY ‘Entrepreneur of
the Year’ (EOY) competition. The EOY programme
celebrates the unstoppable entrepreneurs whose
unbounded ambitions deliver innovation, growth
and prosperity that transform Irish society. During
the workshops, NED students have 7 minutes to
pitch their concept, with 5 minutes thereafter for
constructive feedback. Integral to the success of this
workshop is an online peerlearning platform where
students using smart technology devices provide
real-time feedback.
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Thinking ‘Outside the Box’ and the Business
School:
To ascertain the likelihood of successfully
launching their venture our NED entrepreneurial
teams engage in an intensive four-week market
scrutinization process. During this stage students
have access to 3D print technologies, laboratory
facilities, international databases, and collaborative
workrooms. Many of our teams will create a
minimal viable product at this juncture. To support
our teams in the market feasibility analysis, working
in collaboration with Citibank, we deliver a series
of engaging masterclasses on topics such as
‘Developing a Minimal Viable Product’, ‘Customer
Profiling Techniques’, ‘Learning to Pivot Early’, and
‘Pricing Strategies and Customer Expectations’.

of graduates have passed through its Business
School. An integral feature of our entrepreneurial
ecosystem is the creation of a programme to allow
our alumni to give back to the ‘next-generation’ of
industry leaders. One such initiative which has won
national and international acclaim is our Dragons’
Den. Set over three days, our NED entrepreneurial
teams pitch to some 32 Dragons, all of whom are
Business School alumni. Demonstrating the novelty
of this initiative, the Dragons’ Den has featured on
national radio.

Stage 3: Videography with our
Communications Alumni
Having engaged with 3-D print technologies,
worked with scientists in laboratories and other
such initiatives, our teams now proceed to
generate awareness of their offering through
digital media platforms. To assist our teams in
promoting their offering with prospective leads
and high-value consumers, alumni of our School of
Communications deliver a series of masterclasses
around creating ‘The Perfect Promo Video’. In
particular, our alumni mentor students on funnel
alignment, next level lighting, and video editing.
To assist with the assessment of the promotional
videos, we have created a learning platform, which
combines data analytics with peer feedback. Teams
can access this platform to view real-time feedback
and peer recommendations.
Stage 4: Enter the Dragons’ Den
Across DCU’s 46-year history, many thousands
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Impact
Transforming Irish Society
This industry-facing module has won national and
international acclaim for its ability to enhance
student employability skills. Indeed, our framework
is positioned by the Government of Ireland as ‘best
practice for entrepreneurship education in a third
level institution’.
Below are some of the key success indicators of the
NED module.
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Whether our graduates pursue entrepreneurship
in the form of nascent entrepreneurship, corporate
entrepreneurship, or social entrepreneurship, our
NED programme provides graduates with a truly
unique toolkit of skills around design and creativity,
market feasibility testing, prototype development,
venture pitching, cross functional team leadership,
and so many more.
NED has won the President’s Award for Teaching
Excellence. The nominations for this award are
derived from current and past students of the
module. Below is a selection of student feedback
about the NED experience.
Official DCU Student Feedback:
“innovative in teaching methods - new media is always
incorporated outside expertise is brought in for critical
assessment of your ideas. assignments are always
practical, and every effort made to simulate realworld
business conditions.”
“I believe he is a great asset to the college and is clearly
passionate about what he does.”
Students from this module have gone on to
achieve national and international acclaim,
through endeavours in either nascent or corporate
entrepreneurship, which they duly credit to their
experience gained from the module. Students of
this module, therefore, become our entrepreneurial
ambassadors to a global audience.
Bennett Scholarship
A unique addition to this module is a 12week intensive entrepreneurial experience in
Charleston, South Carolina, USA. The programme
is sponsored by Mr Mike Bennett, CEO of Bennett
Hospitality. Mr Bennett initially came to DCU to
deliver a keynote address on business growth
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to our teams. Having been notably impressed
with the NED programme, Mike wished to create
an international entrepreneurship bootcamp
experience. Working with DCU faculty, Mike
created a 12-week intensive programme in South
Carolina USA. During the 12-week programme
students receive mentoring from the top
management team of this corporation, while also
joining the Hilton Leadership programme.
NED Alumni Transforming Societies
Case Example - DropChef
DropChef is a healthy meal-kit delivery service
founded by Ryan Scott, Sam O’Byrne and Roman
Grogan. Having launched their business four
years ago in Dublin, DropChef founders have
already won the Regional Final of Ireland’s Best
Young Entrepreneur 2018, the Regional Final of
InterTrade Ireland Investor Readiness Competition
2018 and they have been listed in the Sunday
Independent 30 Under 30.
“In final year you have to come up with a new
business idea – New Enterprise Development (NED) –
and develop a complete business plan that’s investor
ready. This was one of the most useful elements
for me in going on to start my own business. You
essentially start a business and pitch it to a panel in
a Dragons’ Den type environment at the end of the
year. That’s really helpful and it’s also very similar to
actually starting a business – it’s like a dry run. It gives
you a lot of the skill-set, a lot of the discipline – it gives
you an understanding of the importance of research
ahead of launching a business.”
Case Example – Robotify
Nurturing The Makers of The Future: By 2034,
47% of all jobs will be automated and replaced
by robots. This means that we must help the next
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generation to learn how to control these robots and
learn how to code.
Robotify was started by co-founders, Adam
Dalton (NED alumnus, 2020) and Evan Darcy. The
successful involvement of Robotify in the NED
entrepreneurial ecosystem allowed it to scale
and secure an international presence. They set
out on their mission to show more students the
power of programming. When they realized how
remarkable robots were when it came to teaching
coding, they knew they had to do something about
how expensive they were too. In 2021, Robotify
partnered with Apple cofounder Steve Wozniak to
bring access to cutting edge robotics technology
to students around the world using its Virtual
Robotics software.

Evaluation and Next Steps
1. Featured in National and
International Media
This module has been a major success for our
community, our city and entrepreneurship
across the country of Ireland. To generate
awareness at a national level we have engaged
intensively with national and international
media. Our state radio station, RTE Radio One,
did a featured piece on the Dragons’ Den,
showcasing the unique fusion of industry and
academia (listenership of 425,000). The NED
programme has also featured in all national
broadsheet newspapers (e.g. The Irish Times,
The Irish Independent, The Sunday Business
Post). We would like to continue to build on our
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media engagement strategy and feature NED
on our national television network. Working with
TV producers of our national television station
(Radio Telifis Eireann), collectively we would like
to produce a 6 episode programme on New
Enterprise Development, notably the ideation
stage and the student pitching rounds. Gaining
access to a national audience would allow our
students to generate awareness of the product/
service, while also securing potential seed
funding. Furthermore, it would continue to raise
the profile of DCU, ‘the University of Enterprise’.
2. University Wide Alumni Network
A central pillar to the New Enterprise
Development programme is the annual
engagement with over 50 alumni through our
innovation hackathons, ideation labs, mentoring
programme, or Dragons’ Den. Bar working with
alumni of the School of Communications in the
digital marketing stage (Stage 3), the bulk of our
alumni are derived from DCU Business School.
Going forward we plan to work with DCU Alumni
Office to attract multidisciplinary alumni (e.g.
engineering, nursing, education) to join the NED
experience.
3. International Stage
Our ‘Building an Entrepreneurship Ecosystem
through New Enterprise Development’
framework has been successful replicated
in other universities in Ireland and in a sister
college of DCU in the Middle East (Princess
Nourah Bint Abdul University). We would like to
now share our framework to a wider audience
of business schools across the globe. We plan
to use our membership of the International
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Partnership of Business Schools (IPBS) to achieve
this aim.
The International Partnership of Business
Schools (IPBS) is a consortium of 13 leading
business schools in Europe, North and Latin
America. The partner schools are located in
Dublin (Ireland), Lancaster (United Kingdom),
Madrid (Spain), Reims/Rouen (France), Reutlingen
(Germany), Piacenza (Italy), Boston (MA, USA),
Raleigh (NC, USA), Elon (NC,USA), San Diego (CA,
USA), Puebla (Mexico), São Paulo (Brazil) and St.
Catharine’s (Canada).
4. Further engagement with multinational
firms- ideation labs
A unique feature of the Irish economy is
the presence of foreign direct investment.
Indeed, nine out of ten of the worlds largest
software, pharmaceutical, and financial services
organisations have a presence in Ireland. To
date, we have successful worked with innovation
labs in pharmaceutical firms, we would like to
build on this success and explore opportunities
to work with innovation labs in leading tech
and financial service firms. Furthermore, given
the international reach of these organizations
we would like to identify opportunities for
student internships to be integrated into the
module. This would further enhance student
employability skills.
5. Use of Pearson platforms
For many years faculty in DCU Business School
have successfully used Pearson textbooks and
online resources. We would like to explore
the possibility of integrating Pearson online
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platforms (e.g. MyLab) onto our programme.
It would allow our cross functional teams to
manage the entrepreneurial process and for
faculty to connect with students meaningfully,
even from a distance. Built for flexibility,
these digital platforms would allow us to
customise NED to best fit the unique needs of
our curriculum and our students. We believe
digital tools activate learning, to more fully
engage learners. We particularly like the online
assessments and interactive data that can tell
us how students are doing, as they go, so we
can decide what to teach given the student
needs (e.g. market feasibility analysis) and how
best to teach it.
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Joint third place: Most innovative approach
to developing employability skills
Creative Spark – Big Idea Challenge
London Metropolitan University
Chris Lane, Sandra Hofemeier and Simon Boot
British Council: Hande Diker and Richard Everitt

Challenge or rationale
London Metropolitan University (London
Met) established The Big Idea Challenge, an
entrepreneurship competition for its own students
in 2016, and progressively opened it out to a wider
audience of Sixth Form and FE students in the
following years. Since 2019, the competition has
reached a wider audience having been adopted by
the British Council as one of the centrepieces of
its Creative Spark programme which connects 50
UK higher education institutions with 72 of their
counterparts in former Soviet states in the South
Caucasus and Central Asia regions.
London Met has had a long-standing objective,
shared with the wider HE sector, to raise awareness
of, and participation amongst its students in
entrepreneurship education as part of its wider
approach to employability. There are challenges
involved in taking this step including making time
and space within subject curricula and finding staff
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who have experience of starting new businesses.
The university has adopted a range of strategic
initiatives to address this including modules
embedded in degree programmes available to
all students as well discrete support to students
wishing to develop business ideas. It also found that
one of the most effective ways to generate visibility
for and excitement around entrepreneurship as a
potential career pathway, was through a competition
with associated workshops, bootcamps, startup
sprints and a glittering awards event.
Alongside London Met’s challenges, the British
Council’s Creative Spark Programme was
developed to address the problem of graduate
unemployment in post-Soviet states where rates
are much higher than the global average despite
the abundance of young talent with three million
young people graduating each year.
In a region where traditional industries are
declining, the problem is compounded because
higher education systems are not structured to
support enterprise or entrepreneurship training.
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A skills gap exists for students who want to build
their own businesses, especially female students,
outside capital cities. Ministers of education in
these countries had highlighted that developing
student enterprise skills were a priority area as
part of national social and economic strategies.
Creative Spark is a major five-year funding
programme developed by the British Council to
meet these demands. It applies UK university
expertise by developing partnerships with
institutions in countries with high graduate
unemployment in Ukraine, Central Asia
(Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan) and
the South Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Armenia,
Georgia). Institutions involved in the programme
jointly design and deliver entrepreneurship
and enterprise skills for students and young
entrepreneurs in innovative ways.

Implementation approach
How did you implement your project?
London Metropolitan University was a successful
applicant to the British Council’s Creative Spark
grant funding opportunity in 2018, alongside fifty
other UK higher education institutions. Our funding
was for a programme of entrepreneurship support
in collaboration with the Ministry of Innovation
and Tashkent State University of Economics in
Uzbekistan. The British Council announced later
in 2018 a competitive tender for a provider of an
entrepreneurship competition to be delivered
programme wide, across all 122 Creative Spark
partner institutions. London Met was the successful
bidder for this contract.
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The Creative Spark programme has three
strands as follows:

rounds at institutional level,and then at country,
and international level.

• An English medium entrepreneurship competition

and an associated support programme, rewarding
the best products and innovative ideas in the
creative, digital and social spheres for thousands
of students and young entrepreneurs. Participants
would be supported by the partnership to develop
skills in ideation and pitching, business planning
and how to protect intellectual property and
secure financial support. This is the programme
component that London Met delivers.

• International education partnerships for skills

development including an academic community
of 122 universities and creative institutes.
Knowledge exchange takes place between these
partners to create innovative curriculum models
for developing enterprise skills. London Met is
also one of the 122 participating institutions in
this component.

• An English Language learning programme

with new digital language learning content
including online learning packs, courses, and
English-speaking clubs, focused on English for
entrepreneurship and professional business skills.

What steps did you take to make it work?
As part of the wider Creative Spark programme,
the British Council partnered with London
Metropolitan University to transform our existing
successful UK entrepreneurship competition into
an international awards programme which was
renamed the Creative Spark Big Idea Challenge.
The new competition, delivered first in 2019,
was expanded and adapted to respond to the
conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. The
format was also adjusted to create a number of
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An integrated year-long programme of activities
linked to the competition was designed to
strengthen professional skills of young people to
better equip them for the international market,
by developing their self-confidence, motivation,
creative skills, entrepreneurship skills and
English language skills. Most activities linked to
the competition are now delivered remotely, in
response to the pandemic, but also to increase
reach and overcome geographical barriers with
particular focus on gender equality and inclusivity.
By 2020, the competition had reached thousands
of young people through training and networking
events and enabled development of over 900 brand
new business ideas. The competition allows entries
across three categories: Social Impact, Technology
and Creative. Entrants submit a 60 second pitch
of their idea, delivered by a team of up to three,
uploaded to YouTube. By 2020 122,000 people
had been engaged in online voting to choose their
favourite business ideas from the submissions. We
added a new award category in 2020 - the Pandemic
Response Innovation Award with a focus on Covid-19
recovery, to address the challenges and respond to
the new business and social environment resulting
from the pandemic. The Creative Spark Big Idea
Challenge is now the largest online pitch competition
being delivered in the region.
London Met developed a range of new online
teaching content as part of the programme including ‘success sessions’ which were offered in
2020 for the first time. These substituted for face-toface ideation workshops and video pitch bootcamps
and were offered synchronously and asynchronously
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to prepare hundreds of competition entrants across
the partnership. A range of brand-new content with very strong eLearning production values were
specially created to coincide with the pandemic
lockdown period in 2020.
In 2019, a final international awards event was
held in Oxford in the UK, with winning teams from
each country flown in to participate in a three day
‘start up sprint.’ This led to international champion
awards being made in each of the three competition
categories and an overall winner being announced.
In 2020 to announce the winners in the midst of the
pandemic lockdown, seven separate virtual Awards
Ceremonies were streamed on Facebook Live in
all participating countries, collecting over 20,000
views. Subsequently 21 winning teams received
mentoring, and nine country winning teams were
awarded support and startup seed-funding with a
value of £25,000.
Who did we need to involve?
The project brought together UK higher education
and business startup expertise, and in-country
knowhow, to improve the skillset of young
people to become confident and qualified for
the business world. The programme’s focus is on
the creative sector which has significant potential
for job-creation in the countries participating in
the programme. To support this, students were
exposed to existing creative industry experts
who were able to coach, mentor and support
students aiming to develop new startup businesses.
The programme is supported by a wider range
of national and international partners were
also involved in the prize programme for the
competition, most notably the World Intellectual
Property Organisation (WIPO) who made their
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intellectual property training material available
to winners of the competition. Leading industry
pioneers were also involved in judging and in
local masterclass activity and in the final series of
national awards ceremonies.
Did we encounter any hurdles along the way?
The need for cultural adaptation and differentiation
is key to any international programme. The British
Council maintains offices in each of the participating
countries and the teams involved there worked
collaboratively with London Met’s dedicated UKbased team to manage the competition and to
ensure that transparent and fair processes were
followed. They also managed the selection of local
judging teams to ensure that conflicts of interest
were effectively managed.
International development programmes have
huge potential, but to make the impact that they
create sustainable to persist beyond the lifetime
of the initial interventions, it is necessary to align
them to wider social and economic development
strategies at country level. With this in mind, the
British Council integrated policy dialogue initiatives
and events into their engagement programme, so
that the learning from good practice was localised,
and instances could be translated into wider
systemic change at the level of higher education
policy development and quality management. The
entrepreneurship competition has been closely
aligned to this initiative.
In what ways is the project innovative?
There were several key innovative dimensions
involved in the project design that were innovative:

•

prioritising equal opportunities and diversity
in order to mainstream social inclusion is a
central strand of both London Met’s and the
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British Councils missions. This is underscored
by the strong integration of and investment in
ongoing monitoring and evaluation by an external
research agency.

• partnership between a major international

agency - the British Council - and a UK Higher
Education Institution led to efficiencies and value
exchange - with the British Council avoiding
the need to develop a competition format from
scratch and London Met benefiting from raised
international exposure.

• We targeted diverse participants with local

stakeholders’ support. Geographical balance
is considered on selection of rural vs urban
organisations, so that a wide range of young
beneficiaries get access to the learning activities.
Accordingly, 37% of the beneficiaries are engaged
from the remote parts of these countries, outside
of the main cities.

• We offered online/offline resources and platforms
for the programme activities to reach a wider/
diverse audience remotely. We used 100%
digital tools of communication and learning
platforms during the pandemic period. In 2020,
over 400,000 learners used the online business
English learning products developed as part of
Creative Spark. This was a key element in allowing
an English medium competition to flourish in the
seven non-English speaking countries involved in
the programme.

• Resources and training were offered in both
English and in local languages.

• Gender balance was ensured in selection of juries,

speakers, entrepreneurs, and young beneficiaries
for training activities. Specific measures taken for
greater participation of women and disadvantaged
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individuals in programme activities. 58% of the
programme participants are women, 60% of the
projects included specific social inclusion elements
(for women, people with disabilities and those in
receipt of financial support).

Impact
The broad impact of the Creative Spark Big Idea
Challenge is that it helps students develop the skills
and confidence to become global citizens. The skills
developed through the competition mean that
graduates emerge as more creative and innovative
employees, and in some cases, move rapidly to
becoming employers themselves immediately
following graduation. Whilst the programme has
a direct impact on students’ skills, it also has an
indirect cascading effect on pedagogic practice
in the partnership countries as a result of the
emphasis on training staff and sharing skills and
best practice between international and UK higher
education institutions. A longitudinal external
evaluation of the programme was commissioned
from ECORYS/IFF Research, and reports have
been produced for both the 2019/20 and 2020/21
academic cycles.
These state that:

• The competition helped beneficiaries feel

empowered to start their own business, improve
their market knowledge and business accounting
skills, better articulate and refine their business
ideas by challenging them, demonstrate their
business acumen and further develop their
business projects.
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• 94% of participants felt that the online enterprise

pitch competition was an ‘authentic and
meaningful’ way to learn about creative enterprise
and developing a business.

• 30% of the online pitch competition award
•

winners established their business after their
involvement in the competition.
88% beneficiaries reported that they will use the
skills they gained through Creative Spark in future
employment.

• Beneficiaries rated their skills are stronger after

Creative Spark; 49% on entrepreneurship skills,
36% in problem solving, 35% in creative thinking,
39% in leadership skills, 45% ability to confidently
market self, 44% in confidence in the ability to
find employment.

• Two thirds of beneficiaries made new contacts to
support career development.

Additional impact is created through:

• Research skills developed in the pitch idea

development, especially around climate change
and post pandemic response.

• Content of the bootcamps, start-up competitions,
and entrepreneurship training.

• International mentoring and business support

through engagement with successful role model
entrepreneurs.

• Skills learnt via the Business English Courses for
students to access international education and
employment.

Country specific impact linked directly to the
competition has included:

• In Armenia, a group of young entrepreneurs

took part in the Start-up Sprint with international
judges which gave them the confidence to apply
for an additional £9,000 of funding for the idea
from Prague Civil Society Center. The business
is now operating and making a profit for a
children support centre and providing therapy
GREENDOM Project.

• Online Business English resources helped the

beneficiaries to develop business English skills
and increased their confidence in English by 30%.

Students who engaged in the Creative Spark Big
Idea Challenge provided the following feedback on
their experience of the programme:
Tamara (Recycled Textile, Ukraine) “Thanks to this
programme I understood that social impact projects
could be turned into a business.”
Mahammad, (Kekalove Adaptive Fashion,
Azerbaijan) “I am working to transform our
fashion brand into an international advocate for
adaptive design and disability inclusion.”
Hasan (G2G Hotel, Azerbaijan) “Our goal is continuing
to innovate in the tourism sector in Azerbaijan and
hopefully make a lasting and unique change.”
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• In Ukraine, Tamara Ustenko, whose start up idea
to transform textile waste into recycled clothes
is now an award-winning business. Tamara is a
student at Kyiv National University. Her project
entered the top nine of the best start-ups in
Ukraine within the framework of the University
Start-up World Cup 2020.

•

In Kyrgyzstan, the project in Kyrgyz National
University actively included women role models
in activities to encourage female entrepreneurs.
A young entrepreneur in Creative Spark, Aizada
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Tynybekov, received the country champion award
for her business idea OINOBOOK - a felt book to
teach preschool children to develop fine motor skills
through local traditions. She now employs rural
women to produce the materials she needs, and
her product is now localised in three languages.

• In Uzbekistan, London Met developed a pilot

programme enabling 13 partner universities to
establish a community site ‘Creative Uzbekistan’
to share tools, resources, and courses offered
for young entrepreneurs in Uzbekistan, to enable
skilled entrepreneurs internationally https://
creativespark.uz/ This last point is linked to
London Met’s dual role as one of 122 partners in
the wider Creative Spark programme.

• To respond to women and girls’ empowerment

in Uzbekistan, the team established a country
plan to review how higher education can prepare
girls for the world of work, how to give them
the confidence needed to contribute to talent
management. As a result of interventions, new
gender parity frameworks are being developed
for curriculum products in creative education and
a new consultancy scheme with national banks
has been launched to encourage girls and women
to start their own business.

Evaluation and next steps
The British Council will continue to engage ECORYS/
IFF Research in the evaluation of the impact of the
Creative Spark programme over the next three
years, and this will result in systematic monitoring of
the numbers reached through the programme, and
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of the diversity of participants in terms of gender,
ethnicity, and location. Examples of the positive
changes we have already made between the
2019/20 and 2020/21 instances of the competition
in response to participant feedback have included:

• Direct engagement with competition participants
at international level to ensure a minimum
baseline of support is available.

• Innovative use of text/chat-based platforms

such as Telegram and improving web usability to
ensure that beneficiaries in rural communities,
with low-bandwidth internet availability, are still
able to participate.

• Widening of the localisation approach to coaching
and mentoring, so that we engage a group of
in-country experts who can work in a multi-lingual
mode. We have achieved this through developing
new commercial partnerships alongside the
programme with national incubators and
accelerators.

In the coming year we will develop the
programme as follows:

• Reach over 100,000 people taking part in the
pitch competition annually.

• Increase the number of national agencies and

relevant ministries in partner countries involved,
to take over the model and implement nation
level enterprise pitch competitions, with the
involvement of all higher education organisations
in each country.

• Engage in ongoing discussion with major

corporations including Ernst &Young and
Microsoft to offer mentorship schemes
and networking platforms for the young
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entrepreneurs involved in the Creative Spark Big
Idea Challenge - to improve their employability
skills, develop an entrepreneurial mindset, and
get access to international networks.

• Continue to engage in-country businesses for

co-delivery of the competition and support
of the awards programme; which will create
employability opportunities for the young
people involved. For example, in Kazakhstan an
environmentally friendly agriculture company is
offering awards and business opportunities for
the Climate Change Category award winners of
the competition.

• Develop a Creative Spark Big Idea Challenge
alumni network.

• Develop an industry-led mentorship scheme for
the young entrepreneurs.

• Establish new employment opportunities for

the successful young entrepreneurs who have
participated in the competition.

In addition to these enhancements of the
programme, London Metropolitan University’s
involvement in these activities has yielded important
sustainable relationships, for example with our
Uzbekistan partner Tashkent State University of
Economics, where we collaborate on the delivery
of a shared enterprise module, delivered both in
London and Uzbekistan. This and other innovative
UK-Uzbekistan HEIs collaborations have led to
the British Council’s Creative Spark programme
securing UNESCO funding in Uzbekistan.
London Metropolitan University has also widened
its reach and developed its profile as a result of the
internationalisation of the Big Idea Challenge. The
collaboration with the British Council has given rise
to new connections with university entrepreneurship
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networks in Africa and South America - including the
development of new partnerships with female-led
entrepreneurship incubators in Egypt which target
women in rural communities.
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Joint third place: Most innovative approach
to developing employability skills
The Justice Hub – Virtual Vacation Scheme
The University of Manchester
Claire McGourlay, Philip Drake, Neil Allan, Caroline Hoyle, Fintan Walker, Sue Gordon,
Monika Danielska, Ruth, Fotis and Gillian

Challenge or rationale
The University of Manchester is unique for having
social responsibility as a core goal alongside
research and teaching, and the Law School at
Manchester has a proud history of social justice. Its
Legal Advice Centre (LAC) was one of the first and
largest LACs to open its doors in the UK in 1999.
Since then, the level of pro bono work undertaken
has vastly increased in size and stature. To coordinate its numerous pro bono activities, the
university created the pioneering ‘Justice Hub’ (JH).
The fact that social responsibility is a core goal,
explains why the university has invested so heavily
in the JH’s work. With its own dedicated building,
professional services team and academic staff, the
support and investment of the university in the
pro bono activities of the Justice Hub has been
phenomenal, with projects even being extended
out to all students of the School of Social Sciences
(Circa 3000 UG and 300 PG students -35% of that
population being international students).
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Activities in the JH range from the student led
LAC, to the lawyer led Manchester Free Legal Help
(MFLH). Working with a charity, the Dementia Law
Centre provides holistic advice on the law, nursing,
and carers’ support; the Manchester Innocence
Project (MIP) is only the third project to be awarded
American Innocence Project status in the UK and
the thirteenth worldwide. The JH also provides an
annual student vacation scheme and has worked
with the Accountability Unit and Garden Court
North Chambers on genocide awareness.
Although the JH is also a pioneer for legal tech, it
had to adapt all its systems when Covid-19 struck
in March 2020, as did all other Law Schools running
clinics. Recognising that many people’s legal
problems would be exacerbated by the pandemic,
the JH worked nimbly and innovatively to logistically
re-assemble its projects’ procedures and protocols
to move to a new virtual advice platform. Liaising
with insurance and information governance, the
staff and student team devised new methods of
working to deliver an effective online secure service.
In just three months from lockdown, the team
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became experts in online provision and the first
live virtual advice session was delivered over Zoom.
With the exception of a short break over summer
and Christmas, these virtual advice sessions have
continued throughout the pandemic.
Key to this are students, who through our Justice
Hub, address pronounced inequalities in access
to legal support for disadvantaged members of
our local communities. 2019/20 saw students
supporting 1,350 members of our local community
and demonstrated the critical role universities
have played in the pandemic, where inequalities in
access to justice were further exacerbated. Whilst
doing this, students enhanced their employability at
the same time as helping others.
This application focuses on the Virtual Vacation
Scheme and the employability and skills side of that
scheme. Our rationale through the virtual vacation
scheme and moving our clinics online was to ensure
continued access to legal information and services
for the most disadvantaged in our society, and to
continue to provide our students with work-based
learning and skills development.

Implementation approach
We have evidence and impact from the work we did
in 2020, so this is the period we have focused on.
Students led a range of Justice Hub
programmes in 2019/20:
i. A free Legal Advice Centre (LAC).
ii. Manchester Free Legal Help (MFLH) supporting
individuals facing legal action without
representation.
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iii.Working collaboratively with a charity to provide
legal, nursing and care support in the Dementia
Law Centre (DLC).
iv. Helping clients alleging wrongful convictions.
In response to the Coronavirus outbreak, the
Hub logistically re-assembled all projects and
procedures online to supporting the most
vulnerable and disadvantaged.
v. Identifying the plight of many carers of people
living with dementia, the carers group of
students and their clinical lead delivered a
webinar on 23 June 2020 to a UK wide audience
of personal carers. https://www.tide.uk.net/
resources/law-4-dementia-carers/
vi. However, it is the Volunteer Vacation Scheme
(VVS) providing legal advice to members of
the local community that is the focus of this
application. The others are mentioned to put
this in the context of the other work that went
on around this scheme, and because they all are
intrinsically linked back to the ethos and work of
the Justice Hub and all it stands for.
To run the vacation scheme, we recruited Forty UG
students that were appointed on criteria including
having little or no work experience on their CV, to
enhance their employability. In just less than 5 days
in June 2020, the students worked virtually in their
homes across the world, through Zoom and using
online platforms such as ‘Slack’, in teams of 8, under
the supervision and mentoring of experienced
lawyers, university staff and a video production
manager. They identified appropriate areas of law
for carers, employees, families, consumers and
tenants; researched these areas, presented to
a virtual audience, created videos and provided
detailed accessible guidance for the public: https://
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www.socialsciences.manchester.ac.uk/legal-advicecentre/services/covid-19-legal-help/.
Students had to work across time zones, to a tight
deadline to produce online resources to help the
public. We have provided the links to all the videos
produced in the supporting documents in the
section ‘Re-assembling online during COVI19.’
Staff and volunteer lawyers also had to support
students in a new way that they had never done
before. It was a learning curve for all involved. The
students had a limited period of time to work as a
team, allocate tasks and produce the resources. This
was something that we had not done before, and that
we had not seen done before in other institutions.

Impact
The Justice Hub empowers communities to
understand their legal problems and empowers
students to help address them. Students, staff and
external partners each bring resources and expertise.
The University has invested significant resources
in providing a dedicated outward-facing c£700,000
building near the city centre, invested c£50,000 on
refurbishment and c£190,000 annually in dedicated
staffing costs. 7 staff members supervised 218
students, with voluntary support from 16 solicitor
firms, 2 barristers’ chambers, 2 charities and more
than 20 practising barristers and solicitors.
During lockdown, students, staff and volunteer
lawyers delivered new support online, impressing
local Barristers (“I was hugely impressed with the
seamless virtual delivery by students”), improving
the student experience (“I have been exposed to
new perspectives on social issues and fostered a
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commitment to pro-bono lawyering beyond my
university studies”), and most of all helping the
1,350 members of the community who otherwise
may have been denied access to justice during the
extraordinary 2019/20 academic year.
During Sep’19–Aug’20:
i - iii) the LAC, MFLH and DLC programmes assisted
368 local carers, tenants, employees, families,
and consumers who lacked access to legal
support, reassembling all work online in March
2020 to partner with volunteer lawyers and
charities in continuing this support.
iv. Students visited virtually, and supported 10
clients who are alleging wrongful conviction.
v. 149 personal carers, affected by dementia,
received advice at a DLC led webinar, with over
365 further engagements online (“Really helpful
… Determined to fight for my lovely parent’s
wellbeing and rights”). There was high demand
for the event and over 220 people registered,
with 149 attending. The webinar featured
student presentations and audience interaction
with the attendees having the opportunity to
comment and ask questions both via the chat
function and verbally. The level of interest and
interaction was so high, that the webinar ran well
over its allotted 1½ hours.
vi. The main focus of this application, the new
Volunteer Vacation Scheme allowed our students,
studying remotely across the globe during
COVID-19, to develop resources on legal areas
most affected by coronavirus, supporting 511
people with accessible legal videos and guidance.
4.5/5 client rating for service quality (“Please pass my
gratitude on to everyone concerned… I am forever in
your debt”);
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In just 5 days, students worked across the world
to create a virtual online platform. A barrister
commented:
“I was hugely impressed with the seamless virtual
delivery of the scheme.”
The project was to empower vulnerable individuals
to understand the law. The website (https://www.
socialsciences.manchester.ac.uk/legal-advicecentre/services/covid-19-legal-help/), has had over
365 page views.
The scheme also benefitted students with little or
no work experience:
“… [it] gave us a better understanding of working with
clients in [the] future and will help us greatly…”
In addition to this, we have had formal recognition
from the High-Sheriff of Greater Manchester for
the work we have done on the virtual vacation
scheme. We have also been awarded a University
of Manchester Making a Difference award, and we
won the Manchester Law Society Award for Best
Pro Bono Initiative in Manchester. Finally, we were
highly commended in the Attorney General Law
Works awards.
To end, what did the students get from this
scheme? The Justice Hub is a unique partnership
between students, the Law School and a wide range
of expert stakeholders from the public, charitable
and private sectors. Our collaborative process
creates a supportive and interactive environment,
taking students from the normal day to day
classroom (albeit now virtual) into practice, whilst
supporting the most marginalized, vulnerable and
disadvantaged in society.
Traditionally Law is taught in a very didactic, nonreflective, decontextualized way dating back to the
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development of Legal Education at Harvard in the
late 19th Century that does not suit every student.
At Manchester we challenge those norms and
through active education we embody a reciprocal
model of learning where students reflect, in
partnership with the Justice Hub team, identifying
their biases, assumptions and weaknesses to
develop self-aware, highly skilled practitioners. We
encourage them not to see the law as a set of rules,
but to contextualize the disproportionate impact
of the law on the most vulnerable in society. This is
embodied in this comment from a student:

The university has three core goals of teaching,
research and social responsibility, the work of the
Justice Hub cuts across all these goals, but it is
perhaps the latter which explains why the university
has invested so heavily in the JH’s work and
continues to do so. With its own dedicated building,
professional services team and academic staff, the
support and investment of the university in the
pro bono activities of the Justice Hub has been
phenomenal, with projects even being extended out
to all students at the School of Social Sciences, and
possibly now to other faculties.

“It provided an alternative to our usual legal education,
giving us practical skills which we can actually apply in
the workplace. It made me look at law from a critical
perspective, seeing its faults in its application for those
most vulnerable, as opposed to an arbitrary study of
statute and case law for my other exams.”

The university continues to invest in new projects
for the JH even in the time of a global crisis. For the
first time in its history, because of these successful
schemes, two law students will be appointed to
university funded Justice Internships, where the
successful applicants will be paid a living wage to
work remotely in the JH on a full-time basis for eight
weeks in June and July. This fantastic initiative will
allow the Legal Advice Centre and other projects to
open during the summer, when historically they had
previously had to close. With the encouragement
and support of the university, the JH continues to
develop and evolve through embracing change
and developing new innovative activities. We are all
perpetual students learning together, cocreating
and creating real opportunity, making a real
difference to students’ employability, and to the
lives of people in our community.

Evaluation and next steps
We have already presented at the Association if Law
Teachers Conference in April and disseminated our
work and good practice (see supporting documents).
We are also presenting at the Hull University
Teaching Summer Conference – ‘Higher Education
for the Common Good: Learning from COVID-19.’
We have now moved the virtual vacation scheme
online again in 2021. We hope to deliver it dually
so international students who have returned home
can participate gain in 2022.
This is an example of the resources students
created in adobe spark in the Small Claims Group.
https://spark.adobe.com/page/Gfx20SjabGY7f/
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach to
developing employability skills
Hacking Defence Problems
King’s College London, Department of War Studies
Prof Matthew Moran, Dr Susan Martin and Dr Geoffrey Chapman

Challenge or rationale

relevance of theoretical debates and discussions is
not always clear to students and employers.

Higher education institutions face an ongoing
challenge in terms of making meaningful
connections between what students learn in the
classroom and what they go on to do in their
professional lives. In today’s highly competitive job
market, students need three things:
1. Deep knowledge and understanding of their
chosen subject area and a set of essential skills
(e.g., written, and oral communication, teamwork,
adaptability, analysis and critical thinking).
2. An opportunity to experience how the
knowledge, understanding and skills they are
acquiring can be applied to real-world problems,
which will help them to adapt and thrive in the
professional work environment.
3. The ability to reflect on, communicate and
demonstrate their learning and skills to
potential employers.
These issues are perhaps most acute in the social
sciences and humanities, where the practical
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At stake here is the ability of higher education
institutions to help students transition successfully
from student to professional. With this in mind, our
vision at King’s College London is to provide our
students with excellent academic and employability
skills, strong links to national and international
partners, and a deep and practical understanding
of how their work can make a difference to global
issues in a professional context.
The challenge is how to achieve these objectives.
Our answer is a unique and innovative approach
to education: Hacking Defence Problems (This
module was originally named Hacking 4 Ministry of
Defence and is referenced as such in the student
quotes further on). This post-graduate module is
an interdisciplinary and entrepreneurial module
based on the approach first developed by Steve
Blank at Stanford University. On this module,
students work with the UK government to better
address the nation’s emerging threats and security
challenges. Students form teams that investigate
and analyse complex problems experienced by
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stakeholders from the UK government. Students
are trained in an analytical approach using tools
and techniques drawn from the business/start-up
world. Throughout the module, students engage
closely with a variety of professionals (military,
government, academic and private sector) through
interviews and presentations. The goal, within
the constraints of a one-semester postgraduate
module and thus a limited amount of time, is to
provide students with - and see them operationalise
- an analytic framework to develop and test
problem understanding and solution ideas while
experiencing all of the uncertainty, pressures and
demands of the real world.
King’s College London is the first university in the UK
to adopt this approach and we have worked hard
to adapt the course to the UK education system to
ensure that it achieves our programme objectives.
This includes explicit development and support for
teamwork skills, stakeholder management, research
ethics, interview training and student reflection. In
doing so, we have pioneered a new educational
model in the UK.
Hacking Defence Problems helps us overcome
the challenges discussed above in the
following ways:

• The module is designed to build on students’

prior academic training and to develop it further
through the experiential learning that is at its core.

• Students gain deep knowledge and understanding
of some of the most pressing security challenges
facing the UK as well as insight into some of the
constraints and opportunities facing government
as it seeks to address these challenges.

• The entire module is built around students
engaging with real-world problems and we
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provide them with a repeatable model for
problem-solving that can be used not only in the
context of this module, but in a range of other
professional contexts.

• Through training for and experience with

conducting qualitative interviews, students
gain valuable interpersonal skills that help
them navigate professional relationships and
gather information in sometimes challenging
contexts. The module also requires students to
constantly present their hypotheses and findings
to government, academic and private sector
stakeholders in a manner that is engaging and
comprehensible.

• The module replicates many of the challenges

and pressures of the professional workplace,
including working in time-pressured contexts
with incomplete information; the need to
adapt rapidly to changing circumstances; the
importance and difficulties of teamwork; the need
for effective communication; and the challenge
of navigating competing interests and demands.
We bring aspects of the professional workplace
into the classroom and teach students how
to deal with them. The module’s assessments
ask students to document (through a Team
Portfolio) and reflect on (in an individual essay)
the knowledge, understanding and skills acquired.
The assessments thus are designed in part to
help students manifest what they gain from the
module, so that they can communicate it clearly
to potential employers.

The traditional way of providing students with
work experience is through internships. However,
demand always exceeds supply, which poses
problems for internships built into modules.
And when internships are left as extra-curricular
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activities, social inequalities mean that they are
not available to all students. We believe that this
module offers a more achievable, productive,
and equitable means of providing students with
opportunities to engage with real-world problems.
It is also more substantive; in contrast to most
internships, in Hacking Defence Problems students
are given ownership of meaningful projects and
supported as they analyse their problem and
work towards a solution. This allows them to
demonstrate initiative, entrepreneurship and
to develop their project management skills. In
addition, as one of the main methods of data
collection students use is interviews with a wide
range of actors in organisations relevant to their
problem, they build a strong and varied network of
professional contacts.
Hacking Defence Problems is a model of
experiential learning that can expand beyond
departmental and disciplinary limits. The students
taking this module in our department already bring
a range of backgrounds and training to bear on the
module, and we have seen firsthand how this mix
of perspectives can enhance collective efforts. As
discussed further below, Hacking Defence Problems
can be replicated across other institutions.

Implementation approach
Hacking Defence Problems arises from an exciting
partnership between King’s College London and
the Common Mission Project, a registered charity
established to bring government, academia, and
industry together in search of innovative and
interdisciplinary solutions to critical national security,
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civic and social challenges. We were actively looking
for ways to provide our students with hands-on
experience in working on policy issues.
We quickly realised the value of partnering with
CMP. Our desire and ideas for delivering an
exciting, innovative, and skills-based educational
experience matched well with their ability to provide
opportunities for students to work on real-world
problems sourced through government and
industry networks.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only
module in the UK where a non-academic external
partner plays such a collaborative role in the
development and delivery of a module. CMP
sources and curates the problem that each student
team will work on; part of this is recruiting problem
sponsors (the person who wants the problem
solved) and industry mentors (who may have
experience of a similar problem in industry and who
can offer more general advice on business practices
and contacts for interviews).
The relationship with CMP is a symbiotic one. In
return for sourcing problems, problem sponsors
and mentors, we provide CMP with an example
of best practice for this type of educational
approach. We believe this partnership is a valuable
example of a practical way to provide new and
innovative opportunities to students, and CMP
is actively recruiting other universities. The goal
is to integrate experiential, real-world, skillsbased learning into UK higher education through
developing a network of universities working with
government and industries.
Implementing the module at King’s involved
overcoming several challenges and has required
constant innovation on our part as we continue to
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adapt and refine this educational model for the UK
higher education system. Key points here include:

• Prior to Hacking Defence Problems, problem-

centred teaching and learning - and certainly
not to the extent that this module entailed, with
real-world problems sponsored by government
- was not an educational approach practiced in
our university. Approvals for this module required
careful and detailed justification and pushed
boundaries of module design at King’s.

• Putting real-world problems at the centre of the

module required us to ‘flip’ the classroom. Class
time was devoted to student presentations and
feedback and so lectures, and other supporting
materials, needed to be provided in other ways,
such as through online video recordings. This
hybrid approach, incorporating in-person and
online delivery subsequently left us well-placed to
pivot fully online when the pandemic struck.

• We made peer feedback and peer marking

a significant part of our approach, including
assessment. We believe that peer feedback is an
important form of learning that teaches students to
give and receive constructive feedback - something
that is regularly required in the professional context.
It also encourages engagement within and across
teams. Peer marking - another challenge, both in
terms of university approvals and ensuring a fair
and equitable system - gave students a voice in the
assessment of team portfolios and helped to more
accurately reflect the work and efforts of individual
students within teams. All peer assessment activities
were overseen and moderated by teaching staff.

• The demands of this module - from supporting
teams to coordinating with government and
industry stakeholders, make it more resource
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intensive than other modules. We successfully
made the case for additional teaching resources
and last year’s module saw three lecturers
working across two cohorts of 5 teams each.
This has allowed us to provide our students with
unrivalled support.

• To provide comprehensive support and

manage any potential conflicts within teams,
the teaching team needed full oversight of
student activities. To manage this, we exploited
various technological opportunities offered by
the Microsoft communications ecosystem. We
used Teams Channels to coordinate routine
communications between teams and their
Problem Sponsors. Microsoft SharePoint sites
hosted the weekly blogs that formed part of the
formative assessment as well as for secure and
GDPR-compliant storage of information, and
Microsoft Forms was used for any surveys. All
of this meant that the module played out in a
relatively bounded ecosystem, that was accessible
to all students and that could be monitored and
supported by the teaching team.

• To ensure interdisciplinarity on student teams

(within the limits of our department), students
were required to submit a CV before the course
started. This allowed the teaching team to create
diverse teams with a range of experiences and
backgrounds.

Impact
The most compelling evidence of the impact our
module has comes from what our students have
done and what they have said. In our first year
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of running the module, one of the five student
teams went on to establish a company and secure
investment. The story of their journey is available
here and includes their perspective on the value
of this module: http://www.commonmission.uk/
news-blog/the-journey-of-ox-intel-from-h4modto-start-up. This year, two of our student teams
set up companies and are currently working
with mentors to secure investment (https://www.
connexusinnovation.co.uk & https://www.linkedin.
com/company/advanced-defence-ltd/). This type of
entrepreneurship is unheard of outside Business
Schools and speaks directly to the knowledge and
skills that the students develop during the module.
This is also reflected in what students say about the
module. A student from this year’s cohort ￼ said:
“H4MoD is by far the most rewarding course I have
taken in my four years in higher education. The
most exciting thing about the experience was having
the unique opportunity to interview dozens of MoD
stakeholders, knowing that your research could have
a real-world impact in solving a national security
problem. It has also been the most challenging course
I have taken. Learning (and simultaneously applying)
the lean start-up methodology, while rapidly getting
to grips with an ever-evolving understanding of my
team’s problem concept within a fast-paced start-up
environment, are just some of the challenges you face
taking H4MoD. Nevertheless, [it] is simply unlike any
other university course you can take, and I would
wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone. H4MoD
has given me real world experience working with
and interviewing national security stakeholders and
policymakers, and key communication, teamworking
and interview skills which will undoubtedly be
invaluable as I look towards a future career in
international organisations.”
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The first year of the module also elicited glowing
student feedback. For example,
“This module was the hallmark of my MA. Most of the
lessons and skills that I gained through my MA – and
that will remain within me over the long term – stemmed
from this module. To my eyes, this module is what
justified my master’s degree. I could feel this was a
different kind of module where simply sitting in the
classroom and listening to a professor wasn’t enough.
Similar to the professional world, we had to be fully
invested if we were to succeed…. To me, this module was
the exact kind of course I was looking for to transition
from the academic world to the professional world.”
Students also report positive results from
discussing the module in job interviews. Students
explain to potential employers how they intend to
employ the analytic framework used in the module
in their future careers, and their experience in the
module provides them with a concrete example
of how the skills they have developed through
their PGT studies translate into the professional
world. In addition, because of the interviews and
presentations they have conducted, students leave
the module with enhanced professional networks-with an additional 80-100 people whom they
can draw on as they begin their career or next
employment opportunity.
Students are also empowered by the knowledge
that they have made concrete contributions
through their work. In a survey conducted by
CMP, 83% of our government problem sponsors
said that they intended to implement the solution
that their student team had developed. In their
feedback on the final student presentations,
problem sponsors commented that a student team
had fixed a problem that “couldn’t be solved” and
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noted that the HDP course was “how we should
ideally do business.” Flt. Lft. Peter Kennedy, a
Problem Sponsor for 2020-2021 stated that his
student team “exceeded my expectations. They
were professional, keen to solve my problem, and
just excellent” (https://www.commonmission.uk/
news-blog/h4mod-problem-sponsor-interviewflt-lft-peter-kennedy). Similarly, CPO Steven Reilly,
another problem sponsor from this year, believed
“what… [his student team] came up with was really
innovative. It was also very clear that their solution
idea resonated with their end users.” (https://www.
commonmission.uk/news-blog/h4mod-problemsponsor-interview-cpo-steven-reilly)
The impact on students is also clear from their work
in the classroom and in the module assessments.
We are continually amazed by just how much
students learn about the analytic framework
and their particular problem in a 10-week
module, as well as how their skills develop. In the
classroom, this is clearly manifested in their weekly
presentations, which force students to rapidly
validate and articulate a problem. This skill is of
value in a competitive job market where the focus
is on being able to rapidly solve problems against
customer needs. Students also gain confidence in
oral communication and learn to quickly present
their findings based on evidence, establish a plan of
action and adeptly field questions. The exceptional
standards of presentation can be seen from three
of our 2021 teams: https://vimeo.com/552812281,
https://vimeo.com/552465363 & https://vimeo.
com/552465184.
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Evaluation and next steps
We continually work to improve Hacking Defence
Problems, adapting and improving the module
during the term where possible and conducting a
thorough review, incorporating student feedback,
after the module has concluded. For example,
our emphasis on supporting the development of
teamwork skills has developed in this way. During
the first offering we realised that students needed
support in this area, so we provided learning
materials and met with teams to help them work
through issues that were arising. For the second
offering, in addition to the learning materials on
teamwork, we included a peer and self-review
focused on teamwork skills in week 4 and used
this to support teams and individuals. We also
changed the assessment so that the contribution
of individuals to the project (as assessed by their
teammates) was factored into the overall mark for
the Team Portfolio.
We intend to build on our success to date in at least
four ways. First, we are keen to expand this module
within King’s. HDP is a module that is tailor-made
for interdisciplinarity. Going forward, we would like
to work with departments from Computer Science
to Engineering to diversify our student base for
this module. We believe that there is enormous
potential for students of different disciplinary
backgrounds to work together to develop creative
and innovative solutions to some of the nation’s
most pressing security challenges.
Second, King’s was the first university to launch
this type of module in the UK, but the approach
can be replicated in other universities. We have
worked through many of the challenges that
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colleagues in other universities will encounter and
documented best practice that can be shared. Our
goal is to work with CMP to establish a nationwide
network of universities running this type of module.
We envisage a broad community of practice
involving colleagues from a range of universities,
all working to refine and enhance what we know
to be a powerful means of enriching the student
experience.
Third, and linked to the above, we would like
to establish a national showcase event where
our students can present alongside peers from
across the country. We feel that such an event
would appeal to students and employers alike,
and potentially serve as a platform where new
entrepreneurial ideas could gain momentum
beyond that generated at the local level.
Fourth, we would like to work with CMP to explore
other directions for similar modules. Our focus is
currently on Hacking Defence Problems, but this
model could easily be adapted for other domains.
Hacking Diplomacy and Hacking Climate Change are
two examples of viable alternatives here that would
fit within our department. But, the possibilities are
endless, as whenever a government branch has
issues they are likely to benefit from 10 weeks of
intense investigation and analysis by a team of
students, who will seek to understand the issues
and develop practical solutions.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach to
developing employability skills
Transforming Employability Teaching During Covid through
a Customer Engagement Lens
Oxford Brookes Business School, Oxford Brookes University

Challenging teaching context
In addition, in order to protect students, teaching
methods needed to change. In line with the
Government and Brookes policy:

• Social distancing and mask wearing in class/

on campus limited face to face group work and
interactivity in class e.g. no use of flipcharts for
group working, no front of class presentations, no
close interviewing situations.

• Normal interactive workshop format was

Dr Sarah-Louise Mitchell

no longer possible given the need for social
distancing. All students facing forward.

• Some students needed to access teaching online
Challenge or rationale

Data analysis by the module leader identified three
problems:

Background
‘Professional Practice’ is a final year undergraduate
course on the BA (Hons) Business and Marketing
Management degree at Oxford Brookes University.
It is the third element of a compulsory employability
‘spine’ running through the degree pathway as
part of our commitment to the UN Principles
for Responsible Management Education (PRME)
initiative, which seeks alignment between business
schools and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
All three are supported by Oxford Brookes University
(OBU) Careers Service. In September 2020, the
Professional Practice cohort was 178 students.
Challenging employment context
By the start of the 2020/21 academic year, the
impact of the global pandemic on the graduate
employment market was increasingly clear. The
Guardian spoke for many when describing it as “the
toughest labour market … for 75 years” (Hutton, 2020).
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1. Absolute availability of jobs: The Institute of
Student Employers (Hooley, 2020) identified
graduate recruitment falling by 30% or more.
The normal graduate recruitment cycles failed to
happen.
2. Rescinding of offers: the Summer 2020
student experience included major firms either
withdrawing offers made, delaying start dates,
furloughing, or terminating contracts, particularly
for the latest intake (Ball, 2020). In addition, there
was growing evidence of graduate salaries being
reduced, with one in three receiving less pay
than the previous year (Hutton, 2020).
3. Methods of recruitment and working life: Even
for those firms that were still hiring, 100% of
the recruitment process was online including
Assessment Centres, interviews, and careers fairs
(Guardian, 2020). Post job-offer, all but essential
service staff were required to work from home.
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permanently (as unable to travel or shielding),
or dip into this when having to isolate. Need for
all students to have same standard of learning
experience whatever their situation.

• Teaching team disrupted with some members of

staff unable to teach on campus due to shielding/
isolating.

Project rationale
The module leader was particularly concerned that
Gen-Z was in danger of becoming Gen-C, defined
only by and through their Covid experience. This
‘gave permission’ for an innovative approach on this
important module.

Implementation approach
The scale of the employability problem for the final
year students necessitated a complete rethink. The
proposed solution was a mindset shift in the vision
for the course: from Professional Practice as an
‘employability course’ (that builds practical skills to get
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a job in Marketing and other careers) to a ‘marketing
course’ where they are the product. The purpose
was to enable our graduates to stand-out in the
employment marketplace and have the workplace
skills they need to get the job of their dreams.
The perceived benefits of this shift in
approach were:
1. Students build on the marketing concepts they
are already familiar with through their degree,
such as branding, differentiation, authenticity,
and especially customer engagement.
2. Students built on the marketing skills they had
already developed such as critical thinking, trend
analysis, and creativity.
3. Students harness digital techniques, both familiar
and new, to fully engage in future career planning.
This shift in course vision was underpinned by a
novel approach to student engagement – drawing on
the core marketing theory of Customer Engagement,
including the three pillars of cognitive, behavioural,
and emotional engagement (Brodie et al., 2011).
It was this framing that led to a holistic approach
to student development and engagement. This
included recognising the emotional impact of Covid
on student’s personal situations and future job
prospects. Table 1 (see end) illustrates the perceived
issues and subsequent course change.
The course redesign then reflected the need to
support what students where seeing/hearing

(cognitive) and how they were feeling about future
employment and their chances (emotional) as
well as the traditional teaching of employability
skills (behavioural). In particular this was delivered
through engagement through digital technology,
especially within physical face to face classes where
students still needed to social distance, wear masks,
face forward. Table 2 (see end) identifies the why,
who, what and how we achieved this change.

effectiveness of the new course also reflected
the emotional and cognitive changes not just
behavioural engagement.
a. Behavioural: - learning employment skills
measured this in three ways:

• High levels of attendance (high despite Covid

impact) -enabled by easy switch between
face to face and online when isolating. 11.5%
increase on last year.

• Observed high levels of engagement in

Impact
Evidence of impact
1. Examples of student work:
Assignment 2 was to develop a personal
portfolio for a specific job (of their choice). The
presentation could be PowerPoint or 3-minute
film. As recruitment for many marketing roles
increasingly includes creating a film, many more
students took this opportunity to practice this
skill: two examples of great work are shared here
(with the student’s permission for the explicit
purpose of the competition).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg-6Edg6Fbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtHKB7rH41k
2. Student feedback and engagement statistics
We were keen that measurement of the

additional (not graded) activities, especially
online Assessment Centre (98.8% attendance),
Kudos AD skills checker (81.4% participation)
and Interview306 video interview simulation
(67.4% completion).

• Significant strengthening in quality of

assignments submissions despite Covid.
Students said:
“The reversed classroom teaching technique
provided worked really well”
“Good personal help with the assessments, good
feedback and help available. Good help in all
aspects, lots of talks available and resources. Top
tips from industry experts were also available.”
“Really good module and really enjoyable with
interview and life skills to be used throughout
the future and after graduation. Great learning

Section 1: References:
Ball, C., (2020), UK Graduate Labour Market Update, Prospect UK (https://luminate.prospects.ac.uk/uk-graduate-labour-market-update-30-september)
Hooley, T., (2020), ‘Covid-19 ‘Global impacts on graduate recruitment’. Institute of student employers July 2020, https://cdn.ymaws.com/ise.org.uk/resource/collection/78C3D824-D17B-4316-8E69-15A054E40F1E/
Covid-19-international_final.pdf.
Hutton, W., (2020), The Guardian, 24 May 2020 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/may/24/an-open-letter-why-we-need-a-national-youth-corps
The Guardian (2020), 21st October 2020 https://www.theguardian.com/early-careers-hub/2020/oct/21/what-does-the-future-hold-for-graduate-recruitment?CMP=share_btn_tw
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method and course was presented well, easy to
understand and really good quality of teaching”

c. Cognitive: knowing you have a plan to face
your future career

“The assessments - I could really see how they
would be useful for after Brookes and made
me think about where I want to work and what
I would need to do in order to get a job in an
industry I want to.”

Students said:
“I think the assessment centre was a really good
way to practice and get a feel for what a real one
would be like, and has allowed me to see areas I
need to work on before going on a real one.

“The sessions with the guest speakers were an eye
opener.”

“Idea of ‘marketing you’”

Use of guest lecturers and talks from previous
students. The large availability of helpful resources.”
b. Emotional: feeling supported to face the
future:

“The teachers were very involved with the students,
to open up and start conversations of future plans
and goals. Supporting and encouraging students
on how to have a professional approach towards
the working world.”

Students said
“Module leaders were extremely helpful with
giving feedback and it seemed as though they
actually cared about wanting you to do well.”

“So useful in helping me work on understanding
my skills. Forced me to do put work into getting a
job/ working on how to get one! Made me think
about what I actually want to do as a career. Very
interactive and helpful seminars.”

“The teachers were very involved with the students,
to open up and start conversations of future plans
and goals. Supporting and encouraging students
on how to have a professional approach towards
the working world.”

“The module made me have to think in
depth about what I want to do after uni. The
assignments were really useful and valuable.
Seminars were full of content and I felt like the
time was really well used”

“This course encouraged structured self-reflection
which I found very useful. I found the seminars
really informative and was made to feel relaxed
when talking in class about my experiences in
class. “Additionally, I felt I could always get help
in areas a struggled in.”

“Gaining greater insight into the hiring process we
may be dealing with as a result of covid. Learning
how to sell ourselves online and make a good
impression over video calls and interviews.”

“Really enjoyed the workshops with Sarah.”

“Sarah kept the module interesting a relevant to
our recruitment and personal challenges. This has
really helped when looking for graduate roles.”

“I liked the personal aspect of both assignments,
i.e. you could choose your role and sector. This
made the process of writing the assignments more
enjoyable.”

Evaluation and next steps
Reflecting pedagogically on the student
engagement with the module, we believe it was
successful for two primary reasons.
1. The project adopted an Action Research
method
“Action research can be thought of as an extension
of self-reflection which involves others in order to
broaden perspectives and to more deeply analyse
an experience…. by ‘[extending] the principles of
reﬂective practice … [and] to discover “what works”
(Cousin, 2009, p150).
The Action Research method, where practice
is continuously reviewed and reflected upon,
enables real time opportunities within the
teaching environment to be taken and the student
learning experience to be enhanced (Kember and
McKay, 1996). It builds from a social constructivist
ontology where knowledge is created, in contrast
to the positivist tradition where knowledge exists
and is there to be discovered and tested (BrydonMiller et al., 2003). Teaching is adapted based on
“on the ground evidence” (Biggs and Tang, 2011).

Section 2 References
Brodie, R.J., Hollebeek, L.D., Jurić, B. and Ilić, A., (2011). Customer engagement: Conceptual domain, fundamental propositions, and implications for research. Journal of Service Research, 14(3), pp.252-271.
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Crucially that evidence came from four different
sources:

• Feedback from students, especially their
emotional state during Covid.

• Personal reflection of teaching practice, including
as a marketing course.

• Peers including the careers team
• Wider employability context, including jobs

portals, industry reports and expert advice.
In reality, what this meant was real-time
updating of content, adapting teaching style
depending on emotional state of the students,
and deep personalisation of assignments and
career plans. Through hearing expert speakers
and recent alumni, through reading the latest
‘facts’ on the new course specific padlet and
through practicing skills through the assignment
and in-class activities the students started to
develop their own plans for the future and built
confidence in their abilities to achieve their goals.

2. It was underpinned by the work of Meyer and
Land (2003) on Threshold concepts.
“Threshold concepts may be considered to be “akin to
passing through a portal” or a conceptual gateway
that opens up previously inaccessible ways of thinking
about something” (Meyer and Land, 2003).

The review identified the key concepts that
students need to learn to “crack” the module, but
more importantly, also their future careers. These
were grounded in marketing theory and included
authenticity (finding a path that fits with your
interests and beliefs, being honest), differentiation
(what makes you stand out), and personalisation
(building the networks, focusing on a few not
many). Particularly with employability, students had,
“troublesome knowledge” including not knowing
what they wanted to do and the state of the jobs
market. This course was to help them, “stand at the
threshold of broad-based understanding” (Biggs and
Tang, 2011) to bring confidence to face the future.
Going forward, the review of the course identified
three areas that needed strengthening:
1. Increased diversity of guest speakers and recent
alumni as role models is needed.
2. Embedding the use of digital technology, such as
Jamboards, film-editing, Padlet and Menti postCovid not only for engagement but also student
skill development.
3. Offering 121 sessions for students who still feel
unsure about their career paths despite the
course.

Section 4: references.
Biggs, J.B. and Tang, C.S-K., 2011. Teaching for quality learning at University: What the student does, Maidenhead: Open University Press. 4th ed.
Brydon Miller, M. Greenwood D. and Maguire, P, 2003. Why Action Research? Action Research, 1, 9-28.
Cousin, G., 2009. Researching learning in higher education: An introduction to contemporary methods and approaches, Routledge.
Meyer, J.H.F and Land. R, 2003, Threshold concepts and troublesome knowledge: linkages to ways of thinking and practicing. OCLD.
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Customer
Engagement
Cognitive

Student Challenge

Student Consequence

Course Design Implication

Enablers

-Topic of Covid dominating the
news, hard to get away from.

- Wall of negativity ➝ very little
balance in the coverage ➝ impact on
negative emotion and engagement.

- Logic of building on marketing knowledge
already gained, so not seeing job recruitment as
separate/hard topic.

External jobs sites

- Good news not getting through ➝
risk of missed opportunities

-Need to balance with positive/ good news
stories/ facts not myth.

- Risk of impact on other modules as
students question value of continued
effort

-Need to keep students informed with Covid
employment market.

-Mix of face to face and online
depending on student circumstance
(many having to change format
during the semester).

-Real need to design active engagement
activities despite covid restrictions

-Negative Impact on graduate
jobs widely covered in media
and student jobs sites

Behavioural

- Physical changes in Covid
teaching environment

- Physical changes in Covid
recruitment process

Emotional

-Significant impact of Covid on
student well-being.
-Wide variation in personal
situation, not often visible to
teaching team (but including
closure of campus study
spaces and loss of income as
part-time jobs lost.)

- Ability to take part effectively in
online recruitment impacted by
closure of on-campus facilities
(closed) and disruption to at-home
facilities (shared bedroom, weak
internet connections).

-Real risk of student isolation

-Need for flexible approach to adapt to different
situations

Table 1: Project Implementation Design
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-Need to develop online networking
opportunities to fill recruitment fair/event void.

-Need for close monitoring of student
engagement to reduce students ‘disengaging’
from their degree.

-Desire for social interaction to ‘lift’
student experience.
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OBU Careers
Service additional
events plus jointly
run Assessment
Centre

-Need to further develop online recruitment
skills especially digital

-Requirement to isolate (often)
multiple times had significant impact
on student emotional state.
-Considerable stress felt through
pressure to secure employment.

Media reports

-Lack of CV enhancement opportunities (like
volunteering and part-time jobs) meant need to
look elsewhere for enhancement opportunities.

OBU Wellbeing
team, OBBS alumni
Student
Investigation and
Resolution Team
OBU Careers
Service
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Innovation

Actions

Hurdles/Enablers

WHY: Reframe course through
marketing theory (rather
than employability) to think
differently and positively about
future.

Through teaching: Repositioned course as ‘Brand You’ – all course content
re-written to be anchored in familiar marketing theory to build overall concept
of personal branding – including differentiation (standing out from the crowd),
saliency (of personal brand), communication (tailored not generic).

Hurdle was considerable time involved in content
revision.

Through Assessment
a) Assignment 1 (Sector analysis and implications for graduates) purposefully
now drawing on Market Research skills.
b) Assignment 2 (Personal portfolio tailored to a specific job advert including
CV, Cover letter and presentation) now drawing on key constructs of
personal branding, differentiation, authenticityauthenticity, and social
networks.

WHO: Ensure all students can
engage whatever their personal
situation.
Adapted delivery methods to
maximise physical face to face
teaching where possible and
online flexibility for those who
can’t.

Course structure: Large 3 hour workshops spit into 8 x 1,5 hour smaller
teaching groups, 6 face to face with social distancing, two online open to all.

Hurdle: Required change in Module Delivery
Description. Enabled by fast-track University
Covid procedures. Supported by Programme
Lead.

Content: Flipped classroom technique introduced so key concepts available
digitally asynchronously (film chunks) to maximise activities engagement during
face to face time.

Module leader and associate lecturer taught four
sessions each, back to back to enable as much
live engagement as possible. Hurdles included
transition from 2 F2F to 2 Zoom for Associate
Lecturer, internet issues disrupting delivery.

Assignment: Reduced Assignment Burden from 3 to 2 to keep challenge but
enable high performance. Covid grace period introduced (University wide) for
students affected by Covid.

Full suite of ‘content chunks’ created using zoom.
All sessions recorded and uploaded to enable
post-Covid recovery students to catch up.
Enabled by fast-track University Covid
procedures. Supported by Programme Lead.

HOW: Harness digital
techniques to drive
engagement

Introduced new digital techniques not just for online learning but also for inclass socially distanced learning. Included
* Jamboards for group working
* Menti and zoom polls for in class engagement.

Table 2: Course redesign components
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OBBS learning tech team provided hands-on
support for teaching staff for new programmes.
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HOW: Harness digital to
maximise jobs chances

Assessment Centre shifted to be completely online (1 week) using group
working through zoom, Jamboard for group outputs, Kudos AD
psychometric testing and online resources from jobs portals.

Hurdles: Student internet connections/lack of
private place to work.

Also in class:

• Online strengths testing (done in class for face to face workshops) using
Kudos Ad – and interactive discussion of findings.

• Interactive practice of pre-recorded interviews using Interview360.
• Encouragement of online networking opportunities such as Bright Network.
WHAT- New content to bring
more positive student mindset
about future prospects.

1. Creation of a course specific PADLET of positive employment news and
opportunities
2. Introduction of ‘Talking Heads’ zoom series of interview with recent alumni
on their employment process and hot tips.
3. Introduction of ‘Expert Witness’ speakers in key recruiter positions on how to
get the job of your dreams despite Covid.

Enabled by support of OBU Careers team who
supported facilitation on the day.

Hurdle: university at that time did not have
padlet license so personal one set up by module
leader. Updated every 2-3 days from scratch so
time consuming.
Hurdle: Lack of diversity/ representation in
recent alumni interviews which will be a target
for year 2.
Enabled by home working of senior industry
executives and convenience of zoom. More
challenging going forward if want them to be face
to face.

Table 2 cont.: Course redesign components
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative approach to widening participation in the curriculum
Professor Sir Les Ebdon CBE DL

Dr. Alex Blower

Chair, NEON Executive Committee

Access and Participation Manager,
Arts University Bournemouth

Over 50% of universities admit less than 5% of white students from nontraditional areas. This is just one statistic which illustrates that who your
parents are, where you live, and your ethnicity or socio-economic background
can still determine how successful you will be in education.
The National Educational Opportunity Network, NEON, is the organisation
for those professionals who are working to create fairness in universities
and provide educational opportunities for all who can benefit from higher
education. We were therefore enthusiastic to support and sponsor this award
to recognise widening participation in the curriculum.
Disadvantage doesn’t stop at the door of the University. Accessibility is more
than just opening the door. It’s about ensuring the removal of unconscious
bias and barriers to success for all students. I was delighted to see so many
excellent innovations shortlisted for this prestigious award.
The submissions covered a wide range of subjects and included a number
of highly innovative proposals. Some were directed towards the particular
circumstances of teaching during the Covid pandemic. Others addressed
the needs of students from particular ethnic groups or locations. We
were delighted to agree upon a worthy winner, but also want to offer
our encouragement to all of those working to ensure that the curriculum
supports the efforts of so many to achieve educational success despite initial
disadvantage.
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Over the last few weeks, myself and other members of the judging panel have
had the pleasure of reviewing and discussing entries for the ‘Most Innovative
Approach to Widening Participation in the Curriculum’ category.
Speaking as someone who is incredibly passionate about facilitating equitable
access to and through Higher Education, it was a joy to read accounts of the
innovative, flexible and determined approach that universities across the
country have taken to level the playing field of educational opportunity in their
own institutions. Especially when such activity was conducted whilst navigating
some of the most challenging circumstances the sector has ever experienced.
What struck all of the panelists was the breadth and depth of approaches
to the innovation on display. Not only were there narratives of technological
adaption to maintain learning experiences which spanned national and
continental boundaries, but there were strong examples of pedagogic
innovation, innovation in approaches to community engagement, and
partnership projects which forged strong links with regional providers
of Further Education. Furthermore, it was apparent when reading the
submissions that they were written by individuals who cared deeply about
providing new and exciting mechanisms by which students could gain the
social and cultural resources required to flourish both educationally, and in
their future careers.
Due to the richness and diversity of submissions received, judging this
category was an incredibly difficult task. We’d like to thank each of the
individuals/departments who took the time to make a submission to this
category; it was a privilege to read them.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative approach to widening participation in the curriculum
Also on the judging panel
Kevin Lyons
Senior HR Manager, Pearson
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Winner: Most innovative approach to
widening participation in the curriculum
Aberdeen Gateway to Medicine Access Programme
University of Aberdeen
Stephen Davies

Challenge or rationale

outlined below, that widening access entrants
across the sector have to negotiate.

In 2016, the Commission for Widening Access
(Scotland) set a target that by 2030, students
from the 20% most deprived backgrounds should
represent 20% of entrants to higher education.
In 2017, all 5 medical schools in Scotland were
invited by Scottish Government to bid to develop a
new entry level programme for 20 (later increased
to 25) students from deprived backgrounds, to start
within the academic year 2017-8. The medicine
programme (MBChB) at Aberdeen already had
an established programme working with low
progression schools to raise aspirations and
facilitate applications to medicine, but we took this
opportunity to make a step-change and provide an
entirely new and innovative access route whereby
students from disadvantaged backgrounds, who
were previously ineligible to apply to the MBChB,
could gain access via a Gateway to Medicine (G2M)
foundation programme. Through this programme
we aimed to address a number of challenges, as

Back to contents
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Inadequacy of conventional measure of
deprivation & disadvantage of rural residence.
The principle definition of deprivation used by the
Scottish Government, and which therefore drives
widening access programmes and the evaluation
of their success is the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD). This assigns each postcode
a measure of deprivation based on a variety of
domains such as income, employment, health,
education, housing, access, and crime. Whilst
this may be a useful broad-brush categorisation
in the small postcodes of urban areas, it has the
unintended consequence that by this definition no
individuals can be considered deprived across the
vast majority of rural Scotland. Many of those who
are most deserving and in need are therefore, by
the conventional definition, ineligible for existing
programmes. This is clearly not satisfactory,
especially for the University of Aberdeen, which
is situated in the North East of Scotland and still
sees itself as serving the needs of a largely rural

Jump to shortlisted

population. We therefore took the opportunity to
consult with school guidance teachers and set our
own more appropriate qualifying criteria.
Academic barriers.
The standard for entry direct to the MBChB
programme at the University of Aberdeen is five
Scottish Highers at AAAAB all taken at one sitting,
to include chemistry and at least two other subjects
from biology/human biology, maths or physics.
Whilst this standard ensures that students have
demonstrated they can cope with a heavy academic
workload, it does not leave much room for error or
mishap during the one academic year that Highers
are taken, and it may not be achievable at all if the
local school does not offer all those subjects in the
same year. Consultation with head teachers and
guidance teachers in our network of REACH schools
(those with low progression rates to University)
reported that pupils often expressed interest in
going to University early on, but then dropped
that aspiration when they realised the going rates
seemed unachievable at their school. We therefore
set a less challenging academic tariff.
Non-academic barriers.
Whilst meeting the academic grades required may be
a significant hurdle for these students, to gain entry
to medicine they are also required to perform well
in the University Clinical Aptitude Test (UCAT) and
Multiple Mini-Interview (MMI). These are essential
components of the application process for virtually
all medical schools in the UK and are designed to
select those applicants who can demonstrate the
insight and attitudes that are thought to be required
to be make a good medical practitioner. However,
students from widening access backgrounds often
lack the appropriate role models and advice, from
home or from school, that will allow them to develop
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these attitudes and insights. We therefore provided a
strong co-curricular strand of co-curricular sessions
and the opportunity for relevant work experience to
compensate for this disadvantage.
Transitioning from school to medical school.
The step from school to medical school can seem
a daunting and unobtainable one from the bottom
of the ladder, especially if no one else in the family
or the school has previously achieved it. Features of
this step include moving from small school cohorts
to large lecture class sizes, changes in the style of
learning from a very directed approach to one that
is far more independent, and development of an
identity of a medical student that belongs on the
MBChB programme and is not an imposter. We
therefore aimed to ease that step by providing a
series of smaller steps from school to college, then to
university courses, and only then to medical school.
Financial hurdle.
Starting University, especially if it involves moving
away from home, may create acute financial
pressures for widening access students which
make the move unattractive or impossible. We
therefore provided short-term financial support
to help with initial costs, and the opportunity for
flexible part-time employment to support them
throughout their studies.

Implementation approach
The G2M programme targets secondary school
children who may have considered that application
to medical school was too ambitious, unrealistic
and out of their reach. It provides a novel,
accessible and supportive route into medicine for
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these pupils that allows them to reach their full
potential and supports them on the pathway to
becoming doctors. Uniquely, it was developed in
collaboration with our partners, North East Scotland
College (NESCol), and NHS Grampian. We drafted
a high-level vision and then approached, met,
and explored this with senior management from
NESCol and NHS Grampian. We further discussed,
developed, and reviewed our proposals with
senior educators in seven target schools, receiving
overwhelming support for our plans.
The G2M programme widens access to medicine
for students from not only the conventional
widening access definitions, but also from
other under-represented backgrounds, notably
those from remote and rural locations. The
programme provides 25 places per year for
students to follow a one-year Certificate in PreMedical Studies. Successful completion of the
programme, alongside satisfactory performance in
a multiple mini-interview (MMI) and the UK Clinical
Aptitude Test (UCAT), gives entry to the first year of
the MBChB at the University of Aberdeen.
We were cognisant that some students may not
meet the criteria for progression into medicine and
that others may decide that medicine is not the
appropriate career for them. Students who pass
their courses but do not gain entry to medicine
therefore have an alternative route whereby they
are automatically eligible to progress direct to the
2nd year of one of our BSc Honours programmes
in medical sciences such as Physiology, Anatomy,
Biochemistry, Pharmacology, Genetics, and Sports
Science.
Entry Criteria
Compared to direct entry to the MBChB, the
entry requirements for the G2M programme
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are significantly relaxed in terms of grades, and
subjects, and timescale over which they can be
taken. Students are required to achieve four
Scottish Highers at AABB to include at least two
subjects from Chemistry, Maths, Biology/Human
Biology and Physics, which may be taken over one
or two sittings.
We also set our own definitions of widening access
beyond those that have previously been used. After
consulting the literature, and after discussion with
our partners at NESCol and NHS Grampian, and
with our network of head teachers and guidance
teachers in secondary schools, we developed our
own broader definitions. These were proposed to
Scottish Government as part our bid for the G2M
programme and were accepted even though they
differ from their centrally used targets.
The result is that students are eligible for the
programme outright if they satisfy the centrally
used criteria of being Scottish domiciled and
coming from the conventional SIMD20 postcodes
(i.e. postcodes in the bottom quintile of the SIMD
classification), or were from a care background.
However, in recognition of the problems associated
with the SIMD definition, students could also be
eligible by meeting at least three from a basket of
criteria that were agreed after consultation with
secondary schools across the region.
The basket covers:

• coming from one of Scotland’s REACH schools

(a network of schools with historically low
progression rates to higher education that the
University already works closely with)

• being the first in their family in higher education
• being eligible for free school meals
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• being eligible for an education maintenance
allowance (a means tested grant to support
students in further education)

• coming from a remote or very remote region as

defined by the Scottish Governments rural-urban
classification

• being estranged from their family
• being formally classed as a carer
• not speaking English prior to secondary school
• being able to provide verifiable evidence (eg from
head teacher) of other hardship

Curriculum
The G2M curriculum was conceived in partnership
with our local further education college, NESCol,
with the intention that starting with a steppingstone
from school to further education at NESCol, and
only then from NESCol to higher education at the
University of Aberdeen, would ease the transition
and make it less intimidating for students who
are perhaps less prepared than traditional entry
students for medicine. The first half session of
the programme is therefore taken at NESCol
and comprises courses from the HNC/HND in
Applied Sciences including chemistry, cell biology,
biochemistry, human body structure and function,
and protein structure and function. This is taught
in small groups with the 25 G2M students forming
a single class that are taken by a limited number of
tutors, who regularly set and mark homework, and
closely monitor the performance of the students.
The second half session is taken at the University
of Aberdeen and is composed of level one courses
taken from the medical sciences BSc programmes.
These include courses in chemistry, cell biology and
physiology that are taken alongside other science
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students and are taught in large lecture-style format
with around 200 students in the class. The content of
the courses follows on well from the first half session
at NESCol, but the style is very different, requiring the
students to get used to more independent learning
whilst still giving them a good grounding in the
academic knowledge that will be required in the first
year of the MBChB. In addition to the science courses,
the students also take one course that was specifically
designed for them covering an Introduction to Health
and Health Services in the UK which is used to deliver
and assess some of the professional development
material such as reflective writing.
The local health care-provider NHS Grampian is
a key stakeholder as future employers of these
students and they have been very helpful in
supporting the programme by offering all students
training and employment as bank healthcare
support workers. Students are timetabled to take
the week-long NHS induction course, which they
must pass, and then they are able to work the
hours of their choosing as health care assistants
in the hospital. This not only gives them a source
of very flexible financial support for the future, but
also allows them valuable insight into the healthcare
environment they aim to join.
Crucially, students have academic and pastoral
support throughout the programme from a
dedicated G2M tutor. The tutor provides academic
support if students are struggling, but this is very
rarely needed. Far more significant, is the pastoral
care and the co-curricular strand of personal
development activities that the tutor runs. All
students have regular one to one meetings with
the tutor to discuss, pre-empt and respond to,
the various challenges that inevitably arise as
they establish their more independent lives. The
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co-curricular strand includes sessions such as
orientation tours to familiarise students with
the different campuses, financial management
sessions giving them advice on sources of support,
learning to learn sessions which give study skills
guidance, a taster of the practical anatomy sessions,
an early introduction to reflective practice, what
professionalism means in terms of the extra
responsibilities and expectations put on future
doctors, the format of the medical admissions
process at Aberdeen including the multiple miniinterview (MMI), and the nature of the UK Clinical
Aptitude Test (UCAT) that all applicants have to take.
All these aim to equip the students to cope with the
demands of the course and engender an identity of
a future medical student and in very practical terms
allow them to do well in the MMI and UCAT.
Other groups have also been very keen to support
the programme. Our medical students already
run their own Aberdeen Medical Outreach Society
(AMOS) and they have been very helpful in providing
mentors from higher years of the MBChB for the
G2M students, and in providing very practical
support such as manning mock MMI interviews in
preparation for their application to medicine. Now
that the programme has run for 3 years, we can also
assign buddies from the previous G2M cohort who
have specific knowledge of the challenges the G2M
students face. As with all University of Aberdeen
medical students, the G2M students have also each
been assigned a Regent, a senior member of staff
who will stay with them throughout the G2M and
MBChB programmes and meet with them regularly
to help with their professional development.
Financially, all students received a £2,000 bursary,
and the University funds free accommodation to
those students who come from SIMD20 postcodes
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who are not living at home. A substantial donation
attracted by publicity for the programme has also
funded bursaries to support two students through
the five years of the MBChB.
The Gateway to Medicine (G2M) programme.
The jump from school to medicine is eased by a
series of smaller steps through HNC/HND courses
at NESCol, and BSc courses at the University
of Aberdeen. This is supplemented by strong
strands of co-curricular professional development
and work experience which makes students
ready for the MMI and UCAT, which they must
pass to progress to the MBChB. The philosophy
throughout the programme is not to give students
an easier “back-door” entry into medicine, but to
help them to achieve the same entry standard
as all other students. We consider this important
for the student’s self-belief as they progress into
the MBChB, and also for the perception of these
students by others.

Impact
An integral part of the original project proposal was
a mixed methods (both quantitative and qualitative)
evaluation of the impact of the programme. The
data from this evaluation is fed back iteratively to
a G2M Steering Group and used to refine course
content and delivery. Students from all 4 cohorts
have been interviewed in focus groups to facilitate
in-depth feedback and an annual report based
on this data is presented to Scottish Government.
Much of the following is taken from these reports.
Regarding the overall student experience, students
highlighted the importance of staff facilitating the
development of peer support networks, supporting
the transition from home and between education
environments, and the regular one-to-one interviews
with the G2M tutor which gave them a safe space
to report any personal circumstances that impacted

them. Being part of a small peer support network
with students from a similar background, that was
actively cultivated in their class at NESCol and by
the G2M tutor through the co-curricular sessions,
developed their confidence. The co-curricular
sessions and the opportunity to work as a healthcare
support worker were key to the development of their
professional identity as a medical student. The very
practical sessions, e.g. preparation for the MMI and
UCAT, enabled them to develop the knowledge and
skills that helped them in making their application for
medicine. Students also felt very involved with the
development of the programme as they saw changes
being made in response to their feedback - for
example changing some of the modules that were
thought less relevant.
Regarding the learning experience, students saw
the G2M course as a steppingstone to University,
increasing their autonomy for learning and
preparing them for the transitions between the
different institutions, courses and learning styles.
They highlighted the importance of practical issues
such as ensuring familiarity with the different
campuses, with the university process, and the staff.
Though we expected the G2M tutor to be required
to provide academic support, overwhelmingly, the
students have been able to cope with the academic
demands of the courses at NESCol and the
University of Aberdeen.
Regarding the outcomes for the students, some
entered the G2M programme with a view to
establishing whether a career in medicine was for
them, and intending on going into the 2nd year of
one of our BSc Hons life sciences if not. However,
over the first 3 cohorts who have completed the
G2M programme, 95% (62/65) have progressed to
the MBChB at Aberdeen. Of the 38 students from
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the first two cohorts who have completed at least
one year of the MBChB, all are still enrolled on the
programme, though 18% (7/38) have had to resit a
year or have temporarily withdrawn from study for a
year for personal reasons.
The first year of the G2M programme resulted in 21
new students from widening access backgrounds
joining an MBChB cohort of 185 students. In total,
21% of that year’s MBChB class came from widening
access backgrounds with approximately half of these
(10%) coming through our pre-existing activities, and
half (11%) coming through the G2M programme.
These numbers have been maintained in subsequent
years, meaning that the G2M programme has
therefore doubled the number of students from
widening access backgrounds entering our MBChB
programme, and achieved the Scottish Government’s
target of seeing 20% of places go to entrants from
the 20% most deprived backgrounds. This has
been achieved, not by reducing the entry criteria,
but by providing academic courses to ameliorate
lower school grades, and more importantly, through
innovative collaboration with key partners to provide
the opportunities for students to gain the attitudes
and insight that are required for entry to medicine.
The project therefore widens access to medicine
for pupils from under-represented backgrounds, so
making the profession more representative of the
population it serves.

methods evaluation of the programme. Courses of
this nature have been running in various locations
throughout the UK over the last decade or so, but
they have been very poorly evaluated, and evidence
of their effectiveness is lacking. We are therefore
carrying out a comprehensive programme of
evaluation of G2M to address this gap in the
literature and provide useful intelligence to inform
the next phase of G2M. This includes quantitative
work monitoring the diversity of the students, their
backgrounds and their performance, and qualitative
work with the students and all G2M stakeholders.
Focus groups with students have been conducted
since the programme started, both while they are
in the G2M year, and as they progress through the
medical programme, to explore their experience
of medical school, influences on career intentions
and ultimate careers destinations. This kind of
evaluation is vital in building an evidence base that
informs policy and practice.
Our quantitative and qualitative evaluation has
shown that the G2M programme has achieved its
aims of providing students from a wider range of
backgrounds a route into medicine by delivering a
foundation programme which:

• enables disadvantaged students who do not

happen to qualify by the SIMD20 definition to see
a clear pathway into medicine

• provides the academic knowledge base required

for them to cope with the demands of the MBChB

Evaluation and next steps

• instills the attitudes and insights that allow them
to perform well in the UCAT and MMI

The University’s Centre for Healthcare Education
Research and Innovation (CHERI) is leading a mixed
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• provides the pastoral care required to help them
negotiate any problems they encounter
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• gives practical experience of the healthcare
system

• develops the identity of a medical student that
makes them feel they belong on the MBChB

• delivers the short and longer term financial

support required to support them throughout
their studies

Amongst our next steps will be strengthening
the links with schools. Our evaluation data and
published evidence suggests that enthusiastic and
informed guidance teachers can make a massive
impact in raising the aspirations of pupils who
assumed a career in medicine was beyond them,
and these teachers need to be cultivated. Similarly,
some schools will have few, or even no, previous
pupils who have gone on to study medicine and
sending successful pupils back as role models
to publicise the G2M programme can have a big
impact. We have already noted a massive difference
in applications from one local school due to a very
successful “pathfinder” student in the first G2M
cohort and support from the head teacher.The
close collaboration with further education colleges
in the area is a model that could be extended by the
University of Aberdeen to other colleges in Grampian,
and by other Universities to colleges in their areas.
The Scottish Government agreed to fund the
programme for a five year period up to and
including the 2021-22 session. Continuity of
provision beyond that will be crucial in producing a
transformative change by maintaining a recognised
and achievable route into medicine for students
from a wider range of backgrounds.
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Second place: Most innovative approach to
widening participation in the curriculum
University Global Partnership Network (UGPN)
Education Project
University of Surrey
Nayiri Keshishi, Chris Macallister and Dr Alexander Seal

• Develop participants’ global and cultural awareness.
• Provide an online space for networking between
students and faculty members from partner
educational institutions.

• Form an online virtual community between

the partners (through the use of Slack – please
see appendix for screenshots of the vibrant
interactive community).

• Help participants learn about the experiences of
students in other countries.

• Assist participants in learning to use new online
platforms and technologies.

Challenge or rationale
With the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, we
became acutely aware that the lack of physical
social contact between Higher Education (HE)
students was starting to severely affect the student
experience. Many students were left unable to fulfil
a ‘normal’ experience, with many confined to their
residences and bedrooms. Within these challenging
circumstances, we felt a need to create a new
international learning experience within the lockeddown worlds’ of our students.
The Universidade de Sao Paulo, North Carolina State
University, The University of Wollongong and The
University of Surrey are the four members of the
University Global Partnership Network (UGPN). The
mission of this network is to develop sustainable
world-class research, education and knowledge
transfer through an active international network
collaborating in research, learning and teaching
to benefit our global society. Whilst education has
been a pillar of the UGPN, this has been exclusively
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through (physical) international student mobility
between each partner. Instead, we felt that the
pandemic provided a timely opportunity to create
an international community of students between
four different continents. To this end, we set about
establishing this student-centered community
that would allow students to learn, empathise and
discuss their experiences of being a young person
during a global pandemic. Traditionally, student
mobility has been capitalised on by, often, white,
wealthy and able-bodied students. The creation of
our international learning community allowed us to
widen participation through offering students from
non-traditional backgrounds the opportunity to have
an international learning experience.
Principally, the UGPN Education Project
aimed to:

• Enhance existing learning and teaching practice,

such as group work, collaborative and cooperative
learning.

• Create authentic learning activities supported by
technology.
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• Allow participants to develop a range of skills/

knowledge/ attributes, such as problem solving,
communication, critical thinking, adaptability and
creativity.

• Increase student and staff mobility between
partners in the future.

• Encourage potential joint research in a range of
social science subjects.

We believe that this has given students a number
of new employability skills, outlined in the next
section(s), which will help them to ‘stand out’ in the
competitive graduate jobs market.

Implementation approach
Implementation started by contacting and
arranging meetings with the relevant colleague(s).
This included, across all institutions, Lecturers in
various Social Science subjects, Teaching Fellows,
Graduate Teaching Assistants and Associate
Deans (International). After numerous discussions
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concerning semester timetables, technical
availability and any language barriers, the team
decided the following:

• Staff to self-select students, from numerous Social

Science programmes, to work asynchronously
with international peers to create a presentation
and academic poster titled: Covid-19 & Worldwide
Responses. Participants would be asked to select
a theme (either Healthcare, Physical and Mental
Well-being, or Media and Communications) and
include information on how their respective
countries approached this area. The rationale
behind this was that students would be able
to form a unified bond around an experience
they were all facing in different circumstances
(depending on their location). This would
offer students an opportunity to develop their
confidence in sharing personal opinions and
form their own commentaries on their respective
political, community and societal responses.
This, we believe, was an excellent opportunity
for students to acquire skills in sharing and
conversing about contemporary world issues in an
international setting. This is a key skill, we feel, that
will benefit their careers and professional futures.

• Groups would have 1 or 2 students from each

partner university and participants would be
expected to contribute to the presentation and
poster, across March – May 2021. This could be in
various ways e.g., research, design or fact-checking
etc. Over the course of this period, students were
able to improve essential workplace skills, such
as teamwork, problem solving, cross-cultural
communication, critical thinking, adaptability and
creativity.The project would conclude with a live
conference and peer-to-peer scoring of posters.
At the conference, each group would present
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to a panel (made up of UGPN representatives)
and the other student groups. The peer scoring
would reveal 1st/ 2nd/ 3rd place in the poster
competition, with Amazon voucher prizes. (A
copy of the feedback sheet has been included as
supporting evidence). Again, this gave students
the opportunity to progress important skills such
as presentation/ public speaking, giving/ receiving
effective feedback and building resilience.

• To compliment the above, and help achieve some

of the project aims, there would be two online
live events (10 and 24 March) with guest speakers
and Q&A. This provided a space for networking
between students, and faculty members, which
supported participants’ knowledge, awareness,
and acceptance of other cultures and identities.
It also helped increase their ability to understand,
respect and work well with people from diverse
backgrounds (global and cultural awareness) which
is increasingly important for social and academic
success in an interconnected world.

• Digital platforms, such as Zoom, Google Drive

and Slack would be used to host live events,
store and edit presentations/ posters and other
project documentation, communicate and build
a shared team spirit. (A copy of the student/ staff
intro card, winning poster and screenshot of Slack
has been included as supporting evidence). This
use of technology facilitated authentic learning
activities and helped participants grow their
digital capabilities. This is becoming increasingly
important in the working world, where employers
are looking at what digital capabilities applicants
and employees have. Skills in creating documents,
presentations, spreadsheets and communicating
via email/ social media are areas which are
essential to organisations.
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In terms of obstacles, there were some concerns
from members of the team which we had to address:

• Semester timetable – due to institutions having

different timetables and module start dates, we
agreed that UK and US students would start the
project and be joined by Australian and Brazilian
participants later. Therefore, adaptability and
communication were even more important and
students were able to cultivate these through this
staggered approach. It also provided an authentic
workplace experience, where often new people
are onboarded to a project.

• Time zones – the UGPN network spans four

different time zones, so we had to be clear in our
communications what time and date meetings
and deadlines were. This ensured inclusivity
and maintained student involvement. Again, this
helped participants exercise a flexible approach
to their work and made them appreciate the
need to work outside of their ‘normal’ hours when
required. With many organisations having an
increased global workforce, this is good practice
for their future careers.

• Availability of online tools – our first preference
was to use MS Teams, but not all institutions
had access to a license. Therefore, we decided
to use three different tools (Zoom, Google Drive
and Slack). One of the benefits of this was that
students learnt how to use three online platforms
and technologies, rather than one! These key
digital skills are ones they can take forward into
a variety of sectors/career paths, where these
popular platforms are used daily to communicate,
collaborate and contribute to projects.

• Language barrier – for three of the UGPN
partners (University of Surrey, University of
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Wollongong and North Carolina State University),
the language of instruction for students is English.
The Universidade de Sao Paulo, however, is the
only UGPN partner whose primary language is not
English (Portuguese). As a group, we were highly
receptive to the idea of English being a colonial
language and we actively did not want the live
sessions to be exclusively in English. Instead, we
actively encouraged USP staff and students to
introduce themselves and discuss in whatever
language they felt most comfortable, with ongoing
translation made available. In a global culture
where English has become the dominant language
in academia, we were proud to introduce our
students to a bilingual learning experience in which
they could gain experience for their employment
and labour market futures. By being part of a
multilingual community, students are able to
articulate their achievements and experiences in
applications and interviews upon transitioning into
the labour market, highlighting the inclusivity, and
global and cultural awareness they have developed.

Impact
Via a pre/ post participation questionnaire, we were
able to gather useful data from the 40 participants.
In general, the project demonstrates a positive
impact on student experience. The key data/
findings show:

• 73% of students (from 56%) said they are now

considering a career that would allow them to
travel internationally. This change in perception
opens doors to their professional futures, allowing
participants to consider different types of roles/
careers which they may not have thought of before.
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In terms of some of the most valuable aspects of
participating in the project:

• 67% said that developing their global and cultural
awareness was one of the most valuable aspects
of participating. Connected to this, 100% said
learning about the experiences of students in
other countries was most appreciated. This
goes some way in demonstrating the need for
opportunities to experience and improve these
attributes, which participants of this programme
have clearly had.

• 67% said learning to use new online platforms

and technologies was most beneficial, as it
would be useful for their future careers. This is
especially valuable in the recent rise of home/
flexible working, where the use and knowledge of
online platforms is growing in importance.

• 60% said forming a new online virtual

community was helpful and 73% said networking
with students and faculty members from other
educational institutions was appreciated.
Communicating and being able to form
meaningful relationships, with a variety of
people, is an essential workplace skill. This,
and the international networks they have
established, can be positively leveraged during
their future careers.

They also felt more:

• Comfortable talking about and discussing ideas

Again, these are skills/attributes that put students
in good stead for the workplace and reflect what
global organisations are looking for in future
employees.
Based on the above, we believe we have largely
met the project mission/aims and have given
participants an authentic opportunity to develop a
range of skills, knowledge and attributes, which will
help them academically and professionally. It has
also had a positive impact on the overall student
experience, during a time in which we have had to
be creative and find alternatives to different events.

Evaluation and next steps
Whilst we appreciate online student collaboration
can never fully replace physical exchanges, as
previously discussed we felt that our international
community was a separate activity to widen
participation in international experiences. To
this end, we felt that our community acted in a
way that allowed students to develop important
global workplace skills (as we have articulated
in the sections above). The outcome of this
project is therefore especially significant for those
students who would be less inclined to carry out
an international study/work abroad experience,
perhaps due to financial constraints or other
personal commitments.

• Confident socialising with people from other

Following student and staff reflection/feedback, we
aim to improve the project in these ways moving
forward:

• Assured in their ability to adjust to new people,

• Attempt to find a time in the semester when all

online with peers.
cultures.

places, and situations.
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universities can participant together i.e., start
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collaborating at the same time rather than in two
parts.

• Exploring other online platform(s) for

communication, planning and hosting events.
Whilst we felt Zoom, Google Drive and Slack
worked well, some student feedback indicated
using just one platform would be more accessible.
Therefore, we will consider how we can use MS
Teams via those institution that do have licenses.

• Planning more live online events and having more
time during these for students to interact with
each other (in breakout rooms).

• More accountability for teamwork, as some

groups felt contributions were unequal.
Although we had staff group mentors that
aided communication and maintained student
motivation, we plan to incorporate team
‘contracts’ and encourage allocation of specific
roles and responsibilities.

We believe this project can be enhanced through
collaboration with other colleagues in the sector.
For example, Universities UK (Higher Education
International Unit), The British Council, Careers
and Employability and International Departments.
Through these relationships, more research
and awareness can be raised for alternatives
to traditional student exchanges, and instead,
encompass students from non-traditional mobile
backgrounds.
In addition, other intuitions, especially those with
their own international network, can certainly
deliver similar projects with little or few changes
and low barriers to implementation. This can
supplement their study/work abroad offering and
allow a wider group of students to benefit from this
type of engagement.
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Third place: Most innovative approach to
widening participation in the curriculum
Decolonising the Social Work Curriculum - Wider Lessons for
Truly Developing the Inclusivity Agenda
Oxford Brookes University
Jill Childs and Dr Nick Pike

Challenge or rationale

backgrounds. That paradigm is called ‘Creating a
place to inhabit’ Mmbembe (2016) and sits within
the context of the decolonisation of our curriculum.

*Note on the use of the term ‘BAME’ in this application:
In the absence of finding a terminology that perfectly
captures identity BAME is used with apology but is
used taking into account, “the ways in which people, by
virtue of their race or citizenship or ethnicity, are put
at systemic disadvantage in Britain – and fixing these
injustices.” (Mistin 2021)

Our journey as a higher education provider to
create a decolonised curriculum within an emerging
institutional inclusivity agenda has taken place within
this context (Oxford Brookes University Strategy
2020). On this journey, we have sought to cultivate
an environment that creates a sense of belonging
or ‘place to inhabit’ (Mmbembe 2016), for all staff
and students in the expectation that this will enable
success of students from historically disadvantaged
groups. In developing this approach, we have
drawn heavily on indigenous models developed by
Burundian colleagues (Childs et al 2021). Our work
began well before the refocus recently on the Black
Lives Matter (BLM) movement in the UK and many
countries across the world, which has brought the
topic of racism and inequalities in education for
BAME students back into public discourse. Our work,
which focuses on developing solutions to overcome
degree outcome gaps has through the profile of the
BLM movement gained momentum.

Oxford Brookes’ Social Work programme attracts
a number of black and minority ethnic students
and the teaching team have, over a number of
years, noted a marked disparity in attainment
and outcomes between black and white student
counterparts. Although this observation was drawn
specifically from our courses, Oxford Brookes
was seeing similar patterns across a range of
provision, and it is likely that this pattern is repeated
across the wider HE sector. Our ambitious and
challenging aim has been to tackle this disparity
and to innovate to create a new paradigm that
supports achievement for students from diverse
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Initial learning came from the fact that as white
academics it was far too easy to overestimate our
understanding of issues of race and racism and to
underestimate the associated complexities of being
a white leader in a set of programmes with a diverse
student body. In the early days of working on our
approach to decolonise the curriculum, it was a
discussion on social media amongst students that
indicated our perspective came from a background
of white privilege that we were largely unaware of.
Because this experience became uncomfortable
and disrupting when we got it wrong, that was the
driver that helped us to really begin to transform
the direction of the work.
Through reflection on our personal mistakes,
we have realised alongside this, the urgent need
to examine our organisations critically in order
to achieve better outcomes. The conversations
that sit behind this work are as important for
ensuring the change process as the actions
themselves, and we have learnt that organisations
need to allow a safe environment for this type of
transformational growth to take place. Although
this learning has at times been painful and bruising,
and we have had to be open to become the
specialist ‘white accomplices’ we are learning to be.
(WhiteAccomplices.org). This has meant for those
of us who identify as such examining ‘whiteness’,
being authentic and accepting our privilege as
a result. Some of that learning has been about
surfacing our own and others white complicity,
challenging unconscious bias, and supporting other
white people on this journey from defensiveness to
acceptance and change.
We have used students’ diverse backgrounds as an
advantage in the programme with an aim of better
understanding student’s stories as a route to
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enhance their skills, and critically, continued to ask
our students what they would like to see change
and develop. The teaching team asked Fresher’s
specifically about educational background,
academic skills and student’s perceptions of
themselves in areas for development. Our aim
was that students feel seen on a personal level,
and that by doing this it may therefore enhance
relatedness (Bunce 2019) as well as enabling
the teaching team to learn about the student’s
background and learning style.
We applied a session on study and writing skills as
part of one module each semester for each cohort,
and built-in tutorials for each module wherever
possible. Our research (Bunce 2019) re-energised
us to reform, embed and run a student diversity
support group which we now call ‘The Global
Collective Majority’ group. One of the cornerstones
of our work has been to involve those with lived
experiences as only they have the necessary
insights that can shape the changes needed to
remove the structures creating inequality.
Another learning point is that we have needed
to have conversations about race and structural
inequalities more openly and more widely within
our organisations. If we want to lead this work as
white academics effectively, our responsibility is
to help our organisations to be brave in tackling
racism and structural inequalities, to take chances,
and to have the necessary conversations. And we
also need to be brave and acknowledge that we
will not always get it right. Humility is a key quality
in leading this decolonisation work, irrespective of
who leads it. Challenging inequality, which lies at
the heart of this work, will no doubt make us feel
uncomfortable and disrupted, but we urgently
need to examine our higher education institutions
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critically in order to achieve better outcomes for the
students we serve. Fundamental to this is to work
in strong partnerships with our students, staff and
community stakeholders.
In terms of the pedagogical approach in our work
to decolonise our curriculum we constructively
aligned diverse case studies, diverse reading,
diverse theoretical approaches, and diverse
representation in materials into our curriculum
(Biggs 1996). This included teaching critical race
theory, intersectionality, race and racism, and
where we had deficits in our knowledge, we
drew on other people to teach these topics. We
placed a greater emphasis on teaching cultural
competence and teaching students how to handle
racism (personal and observed) in the workplace
and in practice. The impact of these interventions
is only just beginning to be realised, and we are
mindful that we are more able to evidence this
through soft measures, such as votes of thanks
and confidence of students to report wider
racism to us, rather than in a significant statistical
change towards improvement. Changes in degree
outcome measures need to be the focus of the
coming phases of our work.
Our assessments were reviewed with an aim of
diversifying classroom experiences by including
a range of approaches that may enhance
competence and overcome outcome gaps. We
considered and reviewed how marking rubrics can
enhance BAME attainment. Our staff development
focused on discussions about who we are, what
our values are, and what our ideas about diversity
are. Our teaching team continues to receive
training on diversity issues and continues those
conversations. Our community partnerships have
grown specifically to place emphasis to partner
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with organisations that also are attempting to
foster a decolonised approach in practice.
The need to nurture students and create ‘a
place to inhabit’ being central to our approach
(Mbembe 2016), balancing issues of hypervisibility
and invisibility of BAME students (Wilkins-Yel et
al 2019) and prioritising a sense of belonging in
a diverse community of learning. Our hypothesis
is that to create an environment where diversity
in its broadest sense is valued, we can begin to
overcome outcome gap issues with other groups
identified within Access and Participation plans
such as students who identify as Gypsy and Roma
or ex care leaver students. By stepping outside
of the constraints of our environment more
recently, we have begun to draw on the African
theories of Ubuntu and Ikibiri (Childs et al 2021,
Swanson 2014). Our involvement in international
partnerships in Africa have significantly informed
our thinking (Harms Smith & Rasool 2020).

Implementation approach
In ‘Creating a place to inhabit’ over a four-year
period we:

• Reviewed our student recruitment policy to

contextualise the impact of disadvantage in the
UK education system at the point of admission

• Decolonised our staff recruitment approach to
broaden our ethnic and cultural diversity

• Broadened our teaching materials to draw on

research and practice from outside the AngloAmerican traditions of social work and make
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use of ideas generated by First Nation and
indigenous communities
Despite this, progress was initially slow, and we
became aware of the very limited experience many
white English academics have of the lived experience
of black and ethnic minority students. So, we:

• facilitated the development of a student advisory
group self-called:The Global Collective Majority,
incorporated their activities into the curriculum
and invited them to review and challenge our
teaching approach

• built a partnership with social work colleagues in

Hope Africa University in Bujumbura, Burundi and
set about learning and applying African concepts
such as ubuntu and Ikibiri to our teaching and
research.

• Set about to create a ‘place to inhabit’ for our
students to grow and thrive in our provision.

Impact
By the nature of the work we are completing, it
is embedded in issues of structural inequality
inherent in the wider education system. As a result,
developing evidence that demonstrates impact
needs to be viewed within that context when we
talk about hard outcomes. However, in spite of this
over the years we have achieved the following soft
outcomes, as well as some evidence that outcome
gaps are decreasing.
Global Collective Majority
Our research (Bunce 2019) re-energised us to
reform, embed and run a student diversity support
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group which we now call ‘The Global Collective
Majority’ group, attendance at which was structured
into the curriculum. Attendance at this group had
significantly waned in previous iterations, and we
believe that the integration of the wider strategic
work is the driver behind its current success. The
GMC has grown to 22 active members, and these
members will support our ‘authentic white allyship’
as we move forward.
Place to inhabit
On this journey, we have sought to cultivate an
environment that creates a sense of belonging or
‘place to inhabit’ (Mmbembe 2016), for all staff and
students in the expectation that this will enable
success of students from historically disadvantaged
groups. Admissions to our programme of a
proportionally large group of BAME students
has a correlation to our inclusive and welcoming
approach. Student confidence in our ability to
manage the complex interplay of racism in the field
has also seen an increase in reports to us as white
allies.
Degree outcomes
Our hard data shows an improvement in BAME
outcomes over the 4-year period and we are
hopeful that this upward trajectory will continue
as the cultivation of a ‘place to inhabit’ further
embeds. For example we have seen a continued
high application rates of BAME candidates to our
programme, improvement in attrition of BAME
students, reduction in Fitness to Practice referrals
and some upwards climbs in module and overall
degree attainment. The fact that our BAME students
are doing better is a huge achievement, because of
wider contextual issues we are aware that this is not
one that is easily fixed. We are proud of our efforts.
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Evaluation and next steps
So far, we have submitted the following for
publication to peer-reviewed journals:

• 2021 ‘Learning from Ikibiri and Ubuntu to

Decolonise Social Work Research in Higher
Education’ – Journal article submitted to the
journal ‘Practice’ hosted by the British Association
of Social Worker’s for publication Oct 21.

• 2021 ‘Decolonizing the Curriculum - Wider lessons

for truly developing the inclusivity agenda’ - Journal
article to be submitted to ‘The Journal of Widening
Participation’ hosted by the Open University for
publication Nov 21.

We were selected to present this work nationally
on the first day of ‘Social Work Week’ for Social
Work England (the professional regulator). who
have expressed interest in exploring the wider
implications across the sector.

• 2021 Social Work England (UK regulator) Social

Work Week presentation. Diversifying and
Decolonising the Curriculum in Social Work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXOuN1eJaTg

In addition, we have presented our work nationally
at an Open University webinar.

• 2020 Online Webinar organised by The Open

University on redesigning HEIs to reduce
inequitable outcomes for BAME students - 300
attendees (Open University 2020 http://www.
open.ac.uk/about/wideningparticipation/events/
online-webinar-part-2-avoid-photocopying-pastre-designing-heis-reduce-inequitable-outcomes).
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These national presentations generated
commissions to create an introductory student text
in decolonising mental health social work which we
are discussing with Sage. Aswell as embedding the
approach in our own curriculum, we are currently
conducting research with colleagues in Burundi
using a Global Challenges Research Fund to explore
student peer mentoring from the UK to Burundi.
We are feeding the Delconising work overall into
Oxford Brookes University’s Race Equality Charter
steering group and are due to commence work
to inform Advance HE’s Race Equality Charter
subgroups at a national level. We are also currently
working to establish a university nomination for a
CATE award with Advance HE. We need to work to
further evidence impact and we need to further
adapt our provision both in terms of developing

our authentic ‘white allyship’ and to further create
a ‘place to inhabit’ for students in our provision
through further embedding of indigenous models
and student voices. Our Global Majority Collective
student group is helping us to partner with students
to cultivate a bottom-up approach to further our
ambitious but rightful aspirations. Winning the HE
Innovate award would be a fitting accolade for us to
celebrate our achievements.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach to
widening participation in the curriculum
Charity Champions: Encouraging and Facilitating
Collaboration Between Student Nurses and the Third Sector
Bangor University
Keith Jones

Challenge or rationale

access to services for specific communities and
promoting health and wellbeing.

Cohorts of student nurses from Bangor University
are undertaking placements in Dolgellau
Community Hospital. This includes experience in
the Outpatient Department clinics and also health
promotion teaching sessions. Staff in the OPD
have developed several initiatives to address the
inequalities of health in rural communities. Links
have been made with Third Sector charities and
organisations to support these initiatives.
The Welsh Government recognises that the Third
Sector is a key partner in supporting the delivery
of health and social care across Wales providing
support for local communities and an important
role in the prevention of ill health providing
information and support. The Welsh Assembly
Government (2014) Third Sector Scheme suggests
that the Third Sector can strengthen and improve
health and social care by working across sectors;
supporting self-care and independence; improved
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During their OPD placement students are
encouraged to explore the role of Third Sector in
health and social care and to then choose a charity
or organisation that supports a speciality that
they are interested in or that is important to them
personally. Records show (RCN 2021) that there are
29,740 student nurses in the UK and 1,800 in Wales.
If every student nurse in training was encouraged
to champion a charity or organisation in the Third
Sector, not only during training but throughout their
career, this would make a significant difference to the
NHS for very little cost at a time of increased demand
and reduced resources.

Implementation approach
From January 2021, cohorts of 4-6 nursing
students have had 11-week placements in
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Dolgellau Community Hospital. It is planned that
this will continue, and each cohort will follow the
same process.

• Out Patient Clinical Experience

Following an initial 2 weeks experience on
the ward, each student spends a week in the
Out Patient Department with a personalised
plan. The timetable includes sessions with the
lymphoedema service, x-ray, audiologist, ANP
specialists and consultant led clinics which vary
each week. Students participate in our own nurse
led services of continence, prostate screening,
cardiac monitoring and Healthy Hearts sessions.
We are flexible and if they have a particular
interest we try to accommodate them to observe
a clinical speciality outside their allotted week.

• Health Education

Dolgellau Outpatient Department has developed
several award-winning health education projects
with the aim of improving physical health and
mental wellbeing in their community. Community
hospitals are well placed as a resource for
supporting people to take responsibility for their
own health. For the hardest to reach groups,
however, it is important to take accessible,
acceptable and appropriate health education
to where they are. OPD staff have therefore
taken ‘Outpatients out’ and encouraged the
public to call in for advice. Each project has
been driven by the needs of the community
and Welsh Government policies and guidelines.
Another strategy has been to use the materials
and training provided by various organisations
and charities. For example, our individual
Healthy Hearts support programme is based
on the work of the British Heart Foundation;
drop-in Macmillan sessions were possible with
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their training programme; our prostate service
provides materials such as ‘Urgent’ toilet access
cards for patients; Farming Community Network
helpline cards are taken out to farmers markets.
Health education and effective communication
is central to all health care practice, and we are
able to provide opportunities to experience
health education in practice rather than an
abstract ideal.
Students have three, two-hour, group sessions of
public health teaching and discussion throughout
their placements. Nursing student education
has moved beyond the traditional instructional
strategies to learner centred teaching models
(Aliakbari et al 2015) that involve interactive,
student-centred learning, contextualised learning
exploration of realistic and specific situations
similar to Case Based Learning (Thistlewaite et al
2012). The NMC (2019) suggests that all students
should be empowered to take control of and
responsibility for their own learning and should
be provided with opportunities to develop their
own practice. The Flipped Classroom method has
moved direct classroom teaching to ‘homework’
status or outside the classroom teaching
(Missledene et al 2013) often online, whilst the
classroom is a dynamic, interactive environment.
The three sessions have been developed to
embrace these new ways of learning.
Session 1: Community health education
including discussion of the use of their
Neighbourhood Reports to understanding
needs of a community. Introduction of Charity
Champions.
Session 2: Examples of OPD health education
projects. Choosing a charity.
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Session 3: Introduction to Make Every
Contact Count and application to effective
health education communication in all health
environments.
Charity Champions
Our aim in these interactive learning sessions is
to help the students to understand that public
health is not primarily an academic concept of
models and theories in text books (WHO 2012)
but something that is everyone’s responsibility in
health care (NHS Future Forum 2012). The idea
of Charity Champions is introduced in the first
public health session. Students are encouraged
to think of health care conditions or specialities
that are important to them and we discuss
charities or organisations that provide support
and information for these conditions. With
33,000 Third Sector registered organisations
in Wales, there is significant scope for choice
(Welsh Assembly Government 2014).
During the next two weeks they decide on
a registered charity and collect information
from the appropriate websites. Their charity
choice is then discussed in the second session.
Each student has a week’s experience in OPD
and opportunities are made to discuss and
investigate the chosen charity with OPD staff.
The third session introduces Make Every Contact
Count (Public Health Network Cymru 2020).
This tool for communication encourages them
to practice and use effective communication
skills to signpost for support. MECC is based on
brief interventions for alcohol, smoking, obesity
and healthy eating but it can equally be used to
raise awareness of their chosen charity if they
feel that a patient may benefit from support or
information.
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Such is the importance of effective
communication in health education; we have
proposed that all students are introduced to
MECC and that the eLearning be made available
on Blackboard.

Impact
Results
Dolgellau Hospital OPD has worked closely with
the Third Sector for almost ten years. The idea of
a student choosing a charity to champion began
in 2018 when Steven researched and championed
a charity for a public health assignment. This
was extremely successful and the opportunity
to continue this initiative arose in January 2021
with the first cohort of five second year students
from Bangor University arriving for placements. In
March, a further four first year students had their
first placements in Dolgellau Hospital. The six case
studies of these students are in Appendix 1, below
are examples of the charity choices they made,
the reasons for the choice, and the benefits for
themselves, their patients and their community.
The feedback from all the students was extremely
positive, responding to the Charity Champions
project with great interest and enthusiasm. They
were self-directed and proactive in researching the
charities and sought opportunities to discuss their
progress and plans. None of the students showed
a lack of interest or failed to develop a plan for
supporting the charity in the future.
Feedback comments:
‘For the first time I feel that the research I am reading
actually means something to me’ (first year student, 18)
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‘This really doesn’t feel like work. It is so interesting and
I will happily do an online course in my own time’ (first
year student, 24)

• Students are encouraged to support their charity

by raising awareness and providing support and
advice to patients, staff and their community.
Accessing information and new research will
give them the knowledge to advise about their
speciality and Make Every Contact Count will give
them the confidence to begin a conversation and
signpost for support (Public Health Wales 2020).

‘I feel I can support my friend’s family better because I
know more and can help her to find the right support’
(second year student, 22)
‘I would like to show this (patient resource) to my ward
manager. I think it could really help patients to feel more
in control of their condition’ (second year student, 24)
‘The health education information from this charity
is really going to help me with my next assignment. It
makes it seem real and you can see how it could really
make a difference to people, not just reading it in a
book’ (second year student, 21)
‘I know so many people that could be helped by this
charity, I’m so glad I found it. I just need to make sure
they know about it’ (second year student, 23)
A semi-structured questionnaire will be emailed to
each student on completion of their placement inorder to quantify their response to the initiative.
Several studies have documented benefits of our
Charity Champions approach to health education,
to students, the University and to health services.
Benefits for Students
Students have responded extremely positively
to the idea of Charity Champions. They feel that
being able to choose their own charity gives them
ownership as they have already invested time and
energy thinking about the reasons for their choice.

• They have access to materials and the most

recent research provided by their chosen charity.

• They have a focus for the public health

component of their course that can be applied to
health education assignments and presentations.
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• Including their ongoing support of a particular
charity in a CV when applying for posts as
a qualified nurse may be beneficial to their
application (Paine A 2013)

• Taking part in awareness weeks, challenges

and fund-raising activities can foster a sense of
belonging and raise moral (Yeung et al 2017).

Benefits for University
Students are participating in health education in
a practical, authentic and interesting way. If they
find a project enjoyable they are more likely to
remember and apply the theories and models of
lifestyle change in the future (Harackiewicz 2016).

•

• Students are encouraged to access the current

reports and advice for health staff provided by
their particular organisation, thus experiencing
research in-action for a subject they have chosen
and are interested in (Koshy et al 2013).

• Offering a new and innovative project for

students in community hospitals may help to
make the placement more attractive.

Benefits for Health Services
There are 29,740 student nurses in the UK and
1,800 in Wales (RCN 2021) at present. If each
student that qualifies continues to champion
a particular charity or organisation in the Third
Sector there will be a considerable amount

•
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of support and knowledge available to health
services at very little cost to the NHS.

• Many students choose a charity related to

potential future career choices. The knowledge,
research and materials available to them will be
invaluable in supporting their patients.

• Other staff will have a point of contact for

information to support their own practice.

• Accessing new study reports ensures knowledge
of current research for future management of
conditions.

• A new generation of nurses will have the

resources to provide support to community
groups (Mundle 2012).

• Health charities will benefit from a significant
number of health care staff helping to raise
awareness of their organisation.

The success of Charity Champions will depend
on student nurses continued support of their
chosen organisation. This is discussed in the public
health sessions and the students have responded
positively, recognising that there are benefits to
continued participation, for instance, as a focus for
health education assignments and presentations.
Steven (see Appendix 1) has continued to support
the Orchid charity for the past three years and is
planning his next session with college students,
raising awareness of testicular cancer. Our hope is
that other student nurses follow this example.
Every student has been willing for me to contact
them by email to evaluate if they have a continued
interest in their chosen charity at 6 months. A
questionnaire will allow us to audit the project and
make changes as necessary.
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Evaluation and next steps
The Charity Champions project has the potential
to benefit students, universities, the health service
and communities at little cost to the NHS. We have
long term results from only one student at present
but as students continue to have placements in the
hospital, we will be able to audit progress of the
project of several students as Charity Champions.
Smaller community hospitals are probably the
best placed to offer students support in health
promotion projects, as they are often a familiar
resource for the local community to access
information to maintain their own health, as well
as for investigation and treatment for ill health.
However, this will depend of course on the interest
and experience of their mentors in public health
and whether the students have placements in these
hospitals.
As an alternative, if this pilot study is successful
then perhaps the idea of Charity Champions could
be introduced and supported by the university
in the student’s health education module. This
would ensure that every student nurse had the
opportunity to participate. It is anticipated that
not every student will have maintained interest in
their chosen charity at six months and beyond,
but even a small percentage of the UKs almost
30,000 student nurses have the potential to make a
significant difference to health and wellbeing.
Steven
Steven completed his Assistant Practitioner
training at Bangor University in 2018. He worked at
Dolgellau Hospital Out Patient Department where
he participated in health education projects. He had
an interest in improving men’s health and looked to
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charities and organisations that provided education
materials. The Orchid Charity (orchid-cancer.org.
uk) provides information and raises awareness of
male cancers. He attended training and became the
North Wales Ambassador for the charity. To raise
awareness he:

• Raised money to print bilingual materials
• Distributed Orchid leaflets to police and fire
stations

• Held interactive teaching sessions with college

students to raise awareness of testicular cancer

• Gave presentations to community groups on
prostate cancer

• Attended health fairs
• Wrote a men’s health column for the local paper
• Presented at conferences
• Discussed mens health with the Welsh health
Minister and was invited to the Welsh Assembly.

Steven has won awards for his charity work and
continues to raise awareness of men’s cancers in
his role of Ambassador.
Llio
Llio has an interest in inflammatory bowel disease.
She researched organisations that support people
with this condition and found Crohns and Colitis UK.
The organisation gives access to the latest research
and also information and materials for patient
support. Llio also found that they supplied ‘Can’t
Wait’ cards and an app and she planned to signpost
this as well as Radar keys to anyone with IBD that
would benefit. She contacted the charity for a small
comprehensive supply of leaflets to raise awareness
and provide information.
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Niamh
Niamh lives in a rural farming community where
she is also a carer. She was Interested in the
Farming Community Network that provides a
helpline, support and signposting for farmers
mental wellbeing. Through their Farm Well website,
she has plans to do online training for Mental
Health Awareness in Agriculture with the DPJ
Foundation. Niamh plans to distribute the FCN
Helpline cards locally in police stations, vets etc and
to make information leaflets available whenever and
wherever they are needed.
Sarah
Sarah chose the British Heart Foundation as
her charity. She had an interest in cardiology
following a ward placement and plans to pursue
this as a career. She registered to join the BHF
giving her access to materials for patients and
current research. She used BHF information on
healthy eating as a basis for her health education
assignment and presentation. Sarah plans to take
BHF materials to her family’s home country when
she visits as there is a high incidence of heart
conditions in men.
Haf
Haf Chose Beyond Bea as her charity which
raises awareness of baby loss through social
media, publications and events. The charity also
provides accessible bereavement education and
training for health professionals and students on
compassionate and appropriate care for families
affected by baby loss. Haf has future plans to train
as a midwife and has booked online training so that
she is able to support bereaved families. And raise
awareness of the charity with staff and students.
She also has access to information videos such as
‘Memory Making’.
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Laura
Laura initially explored the British Heart Foundation
as she was interested in supporting children
and families affected by heart disease. She then
found Cardiac Risk in the Young (CRY) which
offers emotional and clinical support following a
young sudden cardiac death. She was particularly
interested in access to current research on
identifying and treating those at risk. Laura plans
to raise awareness of the importance of screening
to identify young people at risk and will encourage
those between 14 and 35 to register for a public
screening event where they will be offered an ECG.

diabetes. We discussed the diabetic charities
and she chose Diabetes UK. She was interested
to explore the resources available to health care
workers. To increase her knowledge she plans
to complete two introductory online courses;
an Emotional Wellbeing Module and Diabetes
in Healthcare. Catrin feels that access to these
resources will help her to support many patients
throughout her training and beyond with the
increasing incidence of the condition and also
provide health education to reduce the risk of Type
2 diabetes. She plans to introduce the patient
Diabetes Passport to her ward manager.

Catrin
Catrin has a long standing interest in Type 1
diabetes and during her first placement she
experienced the care of patients with Type 2
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Shortlisted: Most innovative approach to
widening participation in the curriculum

confident. Asking students to assume a position of
responsibility (a judge) makes them appreciate how
their opinion and their argumentative skill matters.

Using Judgments as a Mode of Assessment

Implementation approach

The City Law School
Patrick Goold

Challenge or rationale
The British judiciary is not a particularly diverse
bunch. According to the latest ‘Diversity of the
judiciary’ report from the Ministry of Justice (2020),
only 8% of the English judiciary self-identify as from
a BAME background and only 32% self-identify
as female.1 This lack of diversity in the judiciary is
particularly unfortunate for me. I am a co-director
of the LLB programme at The City Law School
where I am also the module leader for Intellectual
Property Law. The majority of our students (an
approximate 75%) self-identify as female, and a very
high proportion of our students come from BAME
and widening participation backgrounds. This is,
in part, because of our location (central London).
As a module leader and programme co-director, I
want to inspire our students to reach the highest
echelons of the English legal system.
To that end, I have created a novel form of
assessment. In my LU2028 Intellectual Property
module, I ask students to produce a ‘legal
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judgment’. I present the students with a problem
scenario (an example can be found in a supporting
appendix, concerning whether anyone can
trademark the term ‘Black Lives Matter’). I then
ask students to assume the position of a judge
and ask them to decide the case (by producing a
2000 word written decision). This departs from the
‘standard’ assessment in law where the student is
put in the position of a solicitor and asked to give a
party legal advice about the scenario. To the best of
my knowledge, I am the first to invest this form of
assessment.
By asking students to assume the position of a
judge, I have three goals. First, I want the students
to see themselves as someone who may, in the
future, be capable of becoming a judge. Second, if
a student wishes in the future to become a judge,
they need to have certain skills. They need to be
able to analyse a problem, make a decision, and
justify that decision to the world (sometimes in
the face of criticism). This assessment provides an
opportunity to practice these skills. Third, I want
to empower students and make them feel self-
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As this is a novel form of assessment, students
can be initially a bit wary of undertaking it. At
times, students feel that they are unprepared to
write something as important as a legal judgment.
Furthermore, many of my students are a bit worried
about giving their own opinion about how to best
decide a case.
To dispel the initial wariness, I provide a highly
structured course of learning that fully enables
students to write a judgment. In the module
materials, we examine how other judges have
decided IP cases in the past. Substantively, we
focus on how judges use reasoning and argument
to decide the case. Stylistically, we look at how
judges structure and present their judgments. On
top of this, the module has four tutorial sessions
and one formative assessment. Each tutorial and
the formative present the students with a problem
scenario and ask them to write a judgment. This is
perfect practice for the final summative assessment.
But, beyond the materials, I also need to adopt an
inclusive attitude towards the learning process.
Throughout the entire module, I need to reaffirm
to students that their opinion really does matter.
I make it as clear as I can that in the assessment,
I want to hear their opinion and I want them to
persuade me through their reasoning that it is the
correct opinion. I tell my students, as Kant once
wrote, that they need to have the courage to use
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their own reasoning. In this regard, I have been
helped immeasurably by the assistance of my
graduate teaching assistant (Giulio).

Impact
Students have responded extremely well to my
use of a judgment as a form of assessment. In
2020 and 2021, I won the Student Union’s ‘Impact
Award’ for someone who has had a significant
impact on education. In 2021, the students who
nominated me for the award said that the module
was ‘inspiring and motivating’, had ‘blown their
whole two years of university out of the water’, and
‘ensured that everyone was able to achieve’2. This
is mirrored by the module evaluations, where the
module was rated the joint highest module on the
programme for student satisfaction.
But, perhaps the best example of success comes
from a conversation I had with a student. Begzat
is a student on the LLB programme and, last year,
was a student in my IP module. Begzat came to the
UK initially seeking asylum and, at the time, spoke
little English. He has flourished in his time at City
and received a first-class mark for his judgment in IP
law. Recently, I spoke to him about the next steps of
his career. He explained that he really enjoyed the
opportunity of writing a legal judgment and, with
that in mind, was motivated to become a barrister
(the first step towards become a judge in later
life). He has subsequently received a prestigious
scholarship (a Middle Temple ‘Major Award’) to
allow him to complete his barrister training. And,
in Begzat, I hope that we may have one of the first
(if not the only) first British judge to come from an
asylum seeker background.
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Evaluation and next steps
My next step is to make this innovative approach
to legal assessment more widely known in the
sector. I am currently writing a research article for
publication in a peer review journal on the topic of
using a legal judgment as a mode of assessment in
legal studies. I hope to complete the draft of this
in the coming months and submit for publication
later this year. This will allow the knowledge to filter
through institutions.
I have also presented this idea to my colleagues
at The City Law School. As part of our fortnightly
‘Teaching and Learning Exchange’ I recently
explained the pros and cons of using this form of
wassessment. In doing so, I have encouraged my
colleagues to try using this form of assessment in
the future.
Furthermore, I think that judgments could be used
much more broadly in extra-curricular activities
within law schools. The classic extra-curricular
activity in law is ‘mooting’ where students take the
position of barristers and litigate a case before
a judge (typically a member of staff or indeed a
real-life judge). But I could imagine an ‘inverse’
moot where staff members (or maybe even
real barristers) argue a case and students must
assume the role of the judge to decide the case.
This idea could be adopted in future inter- and
intra-university moots and would benefit from
collaboration from the organisers of major mooting
competitions in the country.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative hybrid or blended learning project
Paul Feldman

Dr David Lefevre

Chief Executive, JISC

Director of EdTech Lab, Imperial Business School

At Jisc we hope the pandemic has caused a sea change in UK higher and
further education that means that technology has become an essential
pedagogical mechanism. The forced experiences of thousands of lecturers
and millions of students have given us a live experiment to identify best
practice and the bounds of opportunities to improve the way we teach and
learn.Over the past eighteen months we have seen some great innovations
from our lecturers and partners and the breaking of perceptions of what
technology can do. Faced with real world, in the moment problems our
teams have stepped up to those challenges and, not just made do, but
changed the ways things can be done for the longer term.Jisc support these
awards to celebrate the achievements of these unsung heroes during the
pandemic and also to celebrate these innovations that we hope will improve
our student’s learning for many years to come.
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The submissions received for this award reveal the scale of innovation in
EdTech across our sector that has been prompted by the Covid 19 pandemic.
They reveal a wealth of alternatives to the “education via Zoom” approach
and the shortlisted projects demonstrate how technology can be used to,
not just replicate existing models, but enhance and further the educational
experience for students.
The winning submission from Dr Howell and her colleagues at QMUL is an
exemplar demonstration of how intelligence and creativity has been used
to solve long-standing and seemingly intractable problems relating to the
delivery of STEM subjects in online form.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most innovative hybrid or blended learning project
Dr Esther Jubb
Head of Learning Innovation, Pearson Online Learning
Services (International)

It has been a real pleasure to be on the evaluation panel for hybrid learning;
sharing the decisions and discussions with Paul and David. It was inspiring
to see the different types of projects that were submitted across a range
of disciplines, especially in subject areas where we don’t often see projects
seeking to use learning technology in new and innovative ways.
In so many of the projects, whether they were an individual’s or a team’s
response to teaching and learning during the pandemic, or as a result of
general learning enhancement activities, we saw direct evidence of the
positive impact on student learning and the student experience. We also
saw academic colleagues responding to student needs in often challenging
situations.
As a panel we blindly reviewed the long-listed projects against our evaluation
rubric, we were keen to reward learner impact, innovation and project
transferability. Following our individual reviews, we came together to discuss
the projects collectively and to form the short list for the final awards. After
reviewing all the projects, the panel found it very easy to agree on our final
shortlist, and we would like to congratulate the selected projects on their
success.
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Winner: Most innovative hybrid or blended
learning project
The Innovative Implementation of Mixed Reality Technology
into Practical Chemistry Classes
Queen Mary University of London
Dr Lesley A Howell, Dr Christopher R Jones, Dr Tippu S Sheriff,
Mr Mark Hudson and Mr Gideon Woldeslassie

Challenge or rationale
When the pandemic hit, the practical chemistry
team (LAH, CRJ, TSS and MH) at QMUL were tasked
with identifying innovative (online) and novel
approaches for the delivery of practical chemistry.
Furthermore, it was imperative that any approaches
were inclusive ensuring international students
and those shielding were still able to participate.
In a non-pandemic year, undergraduate BSc and
MSci Chemistry students normally undertake
100 hours of laboratory classes each academic
year. Both our first-year (CHE101 Foundations
of Practical Chemistry, 80-90 students) and our
second-year modules (CHE211 Practical Chemistry,
85-90 students) normally run for 4 hours a week
in Semesters A and B (~100 hours for each year
group). Our third-year students (CHE300 Advanced
Practical Chemistry, 90-100 students) attend 8
hours a week in Semester A (~100 hours) before
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undertaking research/literature-based projects in
Semester B. The accreditation of our programmes
by the RSC (Royal Society of Chemistry) requires
students to complete 300 hours of practical
chemistry by the end of the 3rd year. This year,
like every Chemistry Department in the UK we
have needed to adapt our laboratory classes to
accommodate social distancing requirements which
has resulted in more repetitions of the same class.
Furthermore, with the government announcement
of another lockdown in January 2021 we had to
rapidly identify a way to continue to engage and
enthuse our students with practical chemistry.

Implementation approach
The Practical Chemistry Team began by planning
for different scenarios depending on the guidance
provided by the Government. In our worst-case
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scenario, no laboratory classes would run. In
the best case, to accommodate social distancing
requirements we would be able to have a third of
the class in every week for 8 hours and students
will rotate - one week in, two weeks off. This was
the initial scenario we implemented in September
2020, but this bought with it some challenges. We
needed to guarantee that during the “off” weeks,
students were engaging with material and content
from the laboratory classes. Furthermore, we
needed to ensure that students are in the best
possible position when they did have access to the
lab to maximise the impact these classes had on
their education. We therefore began to investigate
the use of online-labs, simulations, videos, and
worksheets to support our in-class provision.
Furthermore, we wanted to identify an approach
that would allow our international students or those
unable to attend campus to still participate fully.
We therefore identified and employed two platforms:
Learning Science Simulations and Smart Worksheets,
as well as the Microsoft HoloLens2 technology.
Learning Science is an online platform that provides
resources for both pre- and post-lab with built
in immediate feedback. In addition, it was easily
integrated into our VLE. These digital resources
were not aimed to replace our hands-on practical
classes but were designed to enhance them and
ensure our students made the most of their
time when they had access to the laboratories.
On the weeks students were not in the lab they
were required to engage with online simulations
of techniques provided by the company Learning
Science. This guaranteed that during the “off” weeks
students were engaging with material and content
from the laboratory classes. We also use the Smart
Worksheet collection in our Y2 module on their “off
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weeks,” so students also had the opportunity to
practice some data analysis and problem solving.
For international students and those shielding,
aware of the challenges these students faced,
we became interested in the application of
mixed reality for delivering practical chemistry.
In collaboration with Gideon Woldeslassie we
successfully applied for funding to purchase a
Microsoft HoloLens2 (https://www.microsoft.
com/en-gb/HoloLens). The headset was worn by
an academic and enabled students signed in via
Microsoft Teams the opportunity to view exactly
what the academic could see. This was aided by
holograms and other interactive features. A second
academic on the call facilitated Q&A, monitored
the chat and ran Mentimeter quizzes. We adopted
a “Blue-Peter” style approach to the set up with
experiments prepared at different stages to
reduce time, enabling more skills to be covered in
a shorter session time. Although initially its use was
intended for a small cohort of students, following
the announcement of another lockdown in January
2021, we rolled out this innovative and creative
approach to all Y1 and Y2 students enabling us to
continue to inspire and enthuse our students with
practical chemistry during the challenging lockdown
period. To the best of our knowledge, we were the
only department to employ mixed reality during this
time to deliver practical chemistry classes.
Due to the limited number of in-person classes this
year we also changed the focus away from getting
the right answer/highest yield and more towards
the development of key skills/techniques. This was
to support the use of the HoloLens2 technology as
an academic performing the experiment is likely
to get the right answer the first time around. We
wanted to ensure students were focusing on the
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skills associated with each experiment and not just
writing down the final answer. In order to deliver this
effectively, the lab manual was modified significantly
by our Senior Teaching Associate/Lab Manager
– Mr Mark Hudson. The manual was converted
into a more pictorial based manual focusing on
skills thereby reducing the cognitive overload on
our students. This was an excellent professional
development opportunity for Mr Hudson. This skillsbased approach was re-enforced by the use of the
lab simulations from Learning Science.
Overall, the implementation of all of these
approaches has been well received by students
(see impact section below). The Learning Science
resources were easily integrated into the VLE and
mapped to our gradebooks so we could monitor
engagement with each week’s exercises and tasks.
With HoloLens, the first week was a learning curve,
for example we learnt where to position fume
cupboard sashes to maximise the view, or to use
a contrasting piece of card to minimize glare from
the rather bright lights in the teaching labs. The
use of the blue-peter style approach was very
successful, but mistakes were made along the way
(for example when a flask was broken by accident
and the product lost!). This however, made for a
more realistic experience of the lab as our students
were able to see that even us as academics are not
perfect and can still make mistakes!

Impact
We have implemented mixed reality as well as a
skills-based approach to our practical chemistry
classes in Y1 and Y2 supported by the Learning
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Science resources. The overall module feedback
from students was very high. Students are asked to
rank on a 5-point Likert scale (5 – definitely agree,
1 definitely disagree). Students ranked the module
as well taught (Y1 - 4.22, Y2 – 4.47) and intellectually
stimulating (Y1 - 4.52, Y2 – 4.42) and the overall
student satisfaction was very high (Y1 - 4.22, Y2 –
4.47). Comments included, “Given the circumstances
the module was enjoyable. Interactive practical
sessions and worksheets were a good way to engage
students.” We have also surveyed our students
specifically on the use of the HoloLens (as part of a
wider research project). The feedback from students
was incredibly positive. 89% of students agreed that
HoloLens2 was effective for the delivery of practical
chemistry and 84% agreed it had improved their
understanding of the experiment/techniques (93%
response rate). Some example comments from
module evaluations include:
“The experience with the HoloLens was amazing”,
“the use of HoloLens when not able to attend the lab
worked well and both lecturers together were able to
provide an engaging experience.”
“One of my favourite sessions was the HoloLens where the
lecturer was demonstrating the experiment in real time.”
These comments demonstrate the effectiveness
of mixed reality in delivering practical chemistry as
well as its potential for enthusing students through
practical chemistry. Furthermore, we employed
the HoloLens2 during our practical exam for those
unable to attend campus. Students were required
to provide clear and succinct instructions to the
academic wearing the headset to perform a series
of tasks, demonstrating the effectiveness of this
technology for assessment purposes. The spread of
marks achieved provided evidence that this method
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of assessment was suitable for distinguishing
between students.

Evaluation and next steps
In summary, we have introduced an innovative
and novel approach to the delivery of practical
chemistry. We will continue to use the HoloLens2
technology for the delivery of practical chemistry
should restrictions remain. Long-term, we are
preparing instructional guides this summer using
the HoloLens2 headset as “pre-lab resources.”
These instructional guides and videos will allow
students wearing a HoloLens headset (outside of
formalised teaching time) to work through a skill/
technique such as using a rotary evaporator in
a -by-step fashion and repeatedly if needed so
they become both familiar and confident with the
technique. We believe that these innovations will
play an essential role in the delivery of practical
chemistry in years to come,not just at QMUL,
but across the HE landscape. To facilitate this a
manuscript is in preparation to disseminate our
results.
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Second place: Most innovative hybrid or
blended learning project
Scene Simulations – An Interactive Teaching Tool for Crime
Scene Investigation
University of Worcester
Kate Unwin – Project Lead
Keith Unwin and James Atkins - Group Members

role and the requirement for them at the scene.
The participants then look around the scene
working out what areas are of importance. There
are a number of “hot spots” which can include
additional documentation, photographs, panoramic
visuals, question prompts, additional information
etc. This allows the participant to work at their
own pace exploring the scene and testing current
knowledge and techniques. They can then work
through the questions / prompts / requirements
to derive a set of notes, which can then be kept for
their own records, or discussed with peers, or staff.

Implementation approach
Challenge or rationale
We wanted to develop materials which students
could use to enhance their practical sessions
and allow them to have an additional interactive
resource, that is accessible to them as individuals or
as groups, around the clock.
We run a significant number of on campus practical
sessions within the course in which students can
test their knowledge and understanding of the
subject knowledge and contextualization with
peers and tutors to gain real time feedback. We
recognised that we want to expand this offering to
allow students to have a fully supported interactive
virtual experience that they can engage with to
further practice and hone their skills, either as
individuals or as pairs / groups.
This was exacerbated by the onset of COVID-19
where we were able to post students “CSI kits”
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for them to practice some of their practical skills
at home. But what started as an idea for an
immersive inclusive virtual crime scene event then
really took shape. It allows us to better support our
current students, but also gave us a tool to use in
our outreach engagement activities in schools.
So, whilst this has been an idea we have been
considering for some time, the COVID situation
focused the teaching team to push forward this
project to give the students more support and
experience in a very difficult time for practical based
courses. The main challenges for the project in
light of the COVID situation was the actual set up
and recording of the scenarios. The additional
materials,hotspot and upload have been easier to
give now that they can be done remotely.
Ultimately, we have developed a range of 360
degree recorded crime scene scenarios. There
are lead title pages which give the participant initial
information, for example, what has occurred, their
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We joined together skills of 360-degree
photography, our bespoke crime scene science
teaching facility, and technical support in developing
virtual reality simulations. This was all underpinned
by the teaching team who consist of current and
previous forensic practitioners to ensure that the
content is real world and up to date. We wanted
to ensure that the final product would be thought
provoking, engaging and allow the students to
contextualize their current knowledge base and
explore areas that would encourage them to
think deeper. In addition to the initial “audience”
of this (our current students) we wanted to be
able to go further and excite and engage the
next generation of forensic investigators, so we
wanted to make a version which was pitched at a
suitable level that would encourage them to get
involved, start discussions, answer questions etc.
This was in the main due to our links in schools
and colleges, and us being mindful of the impact
of the current situation on them. Until that point
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our staff team had been regularly engaged (as
part of the Universities widening participation goal,
and their value of adding to the wider community,
but also as two of the main teaching team are
STEM ambassadors). We saw that students were
looking for new and immersive ways to engage and
maintain their interest and learning journey in a
difficult time for education.
We have also learnt that there are a range of
possibilities with regards to the outcomes we are
aiming for. For example, the first one developed
was a basic burglary scene with a number of hot
spots that encouraged students by giving prompt
questions, allowing the students to consider their
current knowledge in the area. We are also in
the process of developing some more in-depth
examples that are more complex and less leading
with regards to the information supplied by the
user. It gives us scope to be able to support
teaching and outreach, but also assessment
elements. Thus pedagogically the outputs are
multifaceted from both a tutor and a student
perspective, and the ways in which the “product”
can be used is varied.

Impact
The feedback from the staff and students from the
university, prospective students and the staff and
students from our outreach engagement activities
with schools and colleges has been overwhelmingly
positive. It is evident that it gives the students
additional support and practice in their taught
modules, but also gives them expansion areas to
pursue and interact with, which can inspire students
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to explore topics raised in more depth. As such
the ability to interact with this resource at any time
was well received with the cohort, many of whom
have jobs / family commitments that this must work
around. As the resource is online the students
commented that it allowed them to interact with it
whilst having virtual meetings with peers to act as
a group work element, thus benefiting from a peer
learning experience. Often we picked up content
within a later taught session allowing a wider
discussion of the scenario and allowing students to
gain tutor-led feedback / feedforward as well. The
subsequent discussions that took place in tutorled sessions made it clear that the students readily
engaged with this, enjoyed the experience, and
were able to engage well in the subsequent in-class
discussion of thought points from the simulation.

an interactive forensic archeology dig - hands on
simulation, that we would like to also enhance with
this methodology. We are also looking to do a small
piece on health and safety at crime scenes, where
students will be encouraged to “look” around the
scene and identify points for consideration and
discussion with regards to health and safety. This
will supplement the range of crime scenes that we
have currently produced and are adding to, the
aim is to create a library of these that as stated
can be utilised to assist our current students and
prospective students in the area.

The schools and colleges have commented that the
students feel inspired and excited by the content
and that it has encouraged them to expand their
career considerations. We interact with a wide
range of local schools and colleges many of these
come from backgrounds who do not usually have
a high engagement with higher education, so
these accessible and supportive resources are also
positive from the prospective of being inclusive,
widening horizons and participation.

Here is a link to one of the ones we are currently
working on for schools and colleges and general
outreach https://vr.wp.worc.ac.uk/. As can be seen
there is some initial information for the participants
to gain a general understanding of what is required,
then they can have a look around and use the
hot spots as prompts to lead them through the
scene and the requirements. The ones developed
for within the degree are less leading and more
descriptive, directing the students to take more of a
lead of the situation and what is needed.

Evaluation and next steps
Based on the feedback and development
process to date we are currently in the process
of developing a range of these within the area of
crime scene investigation and will be looking to
include more topic areas. For example, we have
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Also, as the other main member of the forensic
team and I are both STEM ambassadors this
element of the work is a new and exciting one that
we hope will be able to widen participation from
further afield.
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Third place: Most innovative hybrid or
blended learning project
Peer Enhanced E-placements: Pioneering and Scaling
University of East Anglia
Dr Lisa Taylor in partnership with Professor Gilly Salmon

Challenge and rationale
The Peer Enhanced E-Placement (PEEP project) is
a partnership collaboration between a University
Associate Dean in Employability and a Professor in
online learning. It created a uniquely sustainable,
acceptable, adaptable and adoptable model for
online ‘placements’, challenging previously highly
dominant 1:1 and location-based placement
learning. The PEEP model was initially a response
to Covid 19 but went on to help ‘recover’ many ‘lost’
placement hours, days, and weeks, enabling students
to progress their learning within their courses.
The challenges were:

• Tradition of face-to-face, 1:1 health practice

placement learning. ’Placements’ based in situ
(typically clinical or community settings) are a
professional and statutory requirement for health
and social care students. Students are required
to complete assessed placement hours to fulfil
their professional standards for qualification.
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Placements provide authentic experiences of dayto-day professional practice and opportunities for
students to develop their clinical and professional
reasoning in live situations. Supervision has
traditionally been on a one-to-one/ student-tosupervisor ratio, so an online placement model
with a peer group pedagogy required mindset and
skills by staff and students. There is currently much
discussion across higher education worldwide of the
need to move from ‘Emergency online teaching’ to
meaningful online teaching for student experience,
for quality sustainability across professions, and to
transform quickly and sustainably.

• Equity and Access. These placement traditions

result in limited practice experience for some
clinical areas due to local availability, and longstanding agreements with placement providers.
Students may face challenges to attend, (often
for weeks), due to life commitments, additional
needs, or finances. Ways of enabling much wider
curricula access and equitable learning processes
are important to enable a breadth and depth of
learning experiences for all students.
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• Exceptional strain on Placement Capacity.

Prior to the pandemic, there were pressures on
universities and health providers to meet the
numbers and requirements of practice-based
learning. During the pandemic, even fewer places
were available, and safety, travel and social
distances restricted this further. Immediate
innovation was needed to assist with the recovery
of lost hours and to support the progression of
students. Fewer placement provider staff were
available to supervise. Even as the pandemic
eases, placement pressures continue. Further,
student numbers within higher education for
health professions are increasing dramatically
over the next few years, to keep up with demand
in the workplace. Placement capacity within
health and social care is a world-wide issue. A
radical rethink was required.

• Digital health care. ‘Tele health’ and digitalization
prompts the need for more digital learning
opportunities for students. The pandemic
increased the urgency and demonstrated rapid
growth in the delivery of digital services, with
associated increased acceptability to service
users. Therefore, digital competency continues to
be a key issue for students world-wide. A strong
link needs to be made between work and active,
successful online learning, to directly prepare
students for increased digital competencies and
technology work readiness.

Implementation approach
1. Emergency response. The first PEEP was
created and delivered in April 2020 by Dr Lisa
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Taylor at the University of East Anglia for 36, 2nd
year, Occupational Therapy students, to enable
them to progress their statutory placement
learning. PEEP 1 deployed strong pedagogical
and learning design principles. Evaluation
and feedback from students and staff was
exceptionally positive. 35 of 36 students met the
usual placement learning outcomes, validated
by the professional body. PEEP 1 therefore
provided the equivalence in learning outcomes,
compared to traditional delivery. Further,
evaluation demonstrated that three key areas of
learning emerged strongly that were previously
unexpected: the benefits of peer learning,
improved student competence and confidence
in clinical and professional reasoning skills and
confidence in digital literacy.
2. Interpretation through previous research.
Lisa and Professor Gilly Salmon then worked
together to interpret and understand the
learning experiences of students and staff.
They drew upon their respective knowledge of
evidence-based pedagogy, 5 stage model of
learning online in peer groups, employability, and
placements, to develop a shareable PEEP model.
(Salmon, 2011; Topping et al, 2017).
3. Proof of concept. The fundamentals of the
online placement were jointly designed into a
digital workshop experience for transferability
and customization for staff, called the PEEP
acquisition experience. The experience enabled
placement teams to customize and deploy the
PEEP model for their local student placement
learning requirements, in order to assist
with overcoming barriers to implementation
financially, technically, and culturally.
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4. Pilot trial feedback for acquisition. The
PEEP acquisition experience was trialed with
the University of East Anglia and University of
Plymouth with health and social care course
teams. It is a three-stage flipped digital learning
experience, with pre-workshop activities
completed independently by participants, a
half day synchronous digital workshop led
by Lisa and Gilly, and then post workshop
knowledge consolidation. This experience
provides placement teams with the pedagogical
understanding and its application to the PEEP
model and facilitates their adaption and adoption
of the PEEP for their own students and their
specific existing placement learning outcomes.
5. Scaling through volume. After the successful
trial, the PEEP acquisition experience was offered
more widely from July 2020 and continues today.
Action research has ensured continuous quality
improvements to the acquisition experience.
Wide dissemination was also undertaken.
www.e-placements.net. PEEP has been
delivered through all the main virtual learning
environments already in use. 63 health and
social care placement teams have undertaken
the PEEP experience to date, enabling over
13,600 potential weeks of placements to be
recovered.
6. Scaling through professions. The PEEP
is ‘design once’ and ‘deliver multiple times’
to subsequent student cohorts with minor
amendments, thereby creating further gains
and impact. To date, 20 health and social care
professions and fields have completed the
PEEP acquisition experience and have begun
to implement their PEEP model adapted
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for their own students, including nurses,
physiotherapists, radiographers, and operating
department practitioners, .
The first sixth month’s work on the PEEP project
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nQn2y3eXNg

Impact
Dr Taylor’s extensive knowledge and practice and
her role as Associate Dean Employability together
with Professor Salmon’s lifelong work in research
and practice in online learning, formed a unique
partnership- which manifested itself in a highly
practical model and a transferable professional
digital experience, enabling many staff and students
to benefit. To summarise, the collaboration has
had a significant impact on placement recovery
across the UK and offers a legitimate ongoing
placement option for multiple disciplines across the
higher education sector worldwide- based on its
strong pedagogical design and delivery, its fulfilling
professional body statutory requirements, its
exceptional innovation, and its benefits for student
learning.
Impact was evident from the feedback from
placement teams delivering their PEEPs and their
student feedback responses. Students consistently
reported a depth of learning opportunities through
the PEEP model, flexibility, accessibility, diversity
of learning opportunities not always possible in
the traditional placement environment, and better
preparation for work through development of in
depth clinical and professional reasoning. We then
created a ‘cascade’ with wider scale and ‘deeper
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dives’ into some specific professions to explore
the cultural and acceptability opportunities and
barriers.
The innovative nature and the subsequent impact
of the PEEP model was recently recognized by
selection as a finalist for the University of East
Anglia innovation and impact awards: www.uea.
ac.uk/news/-/article/finalists-announced-for-onlineinnovation-impact-awards-ceremony .
1. Challenging Tradition
Through PEEP, online practice-based placement
learning was demonstrated as a viable, credible,
researched process to replace some of the face
to face in-situ practice-based placements. Impact
was first on the front-facing staff seeking to
enable student progression, as a quick response
for pandemic challenges as well as meeting the
professional bodies standards for placements.
Then, a cascade was created, and PEEP sought
to enable growth and quality assurance of the
placements that were ‘recovered’. Following
delivery, case examples were developed to
provide understanding and support for rapid
and effective adaption and adoption of the
PEEP model, and the subsequent acceptability
and learning achievement of students on PEEP
placement. PEEP provided a credible option
for staff who were hesitant to pivot to digital
placements. Through our work with them,
they were able to see the advantages and
application for themselves. There is currently
much discussion across higher education
worldwide of the need to move from ‘emergency
teaching’ to quality online student experience
and sustainability across disciplines. PEEP has
provided a powerful successful example of this.
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Example feedback:
“I have been through a journey of learning through
the PEEP acquisition experience. Threshold points
have been a powerful part of my reflection on
education. I now want to take my students through
that journey too, with their own PEEP.”
PEEP acquisition experience participant
“PEEP …. offered an evidence-based intervention at
a time of national crisis, enabling students across
professions who otherwise would be delayed
graduating, to …access placement activity in a novel
and equally impactful way….transferability and
adaptability of academic design has also offered UKwide transformation in driving simulated placement
…unimagined pre-COVID-19. The evidence base for
{this} work is enabling us to challenge professions to
embrace new ways of delivering clinical learning - this
will transform national and potentially international
professional education standards over time.”
Allied Health Professions Lead, NHS Health
Education England
“Lisa’s work on sharing the PEEP model had gained
strategic support within Scotland as an approach
to maintain student placement provision during
COVID-19 restrictions. It has also gained support as
an operational model for diversifying and sustaining
student practice education in Scotland longer
term. Following completion of the PEEP acquisition
package, programme leads from diverse professions
have changed their perspectives about how student
placements can be delivered. This change in
perspective is enabling different ideas and solutions
to placement provision not considered before here
in Scotland.”
Allied Health Professions Practice Education
Lead, NHS Education for Scotland
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Examples of acceptability and
dissemination:

• National webinars for Health Education England
and NHS Education for Scotland

• National and international conference
presentations

• Publications on Health Education England,

Advance HE, Viral Stories and Inside Government
websites

• Please see examples www.e-placements.net
Equity and Access
Student feedback indicates that with quality
design, students understand and benefit
from this online approach. Furthermore, PEEP
promotes rich in depth learning in three key
areas: clinical and professional reasoning, peer
learning and digital literacy. The professional
standards and placement learning outcomes are
at the heart of the PEEP, and Salmon’s seminal
5 stage model provides an evidence-based
online pedagogical framework to assure quality
in its delivery. The Universities’ virtual learning
environments were deployed thus using existing
digital resources and providing familiarity,
security and technical support to staff and
students.
Example student feedback:
“Embeds knowledge fundamental to practice”
“Learning around varied and complex different
areas”
“Developed my confidence in professional
reasoning”
“I have gained more confidence with the technology
aspect”
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“Because the way that the peer groups work together,
improves our knowledge and collaboration”
“Helped me gain a deeper understanding of what’s
required & allowed me to reflect on my professional
reasoning”
“I felt like it has really grounded my learning…will be
second nature when working with patients face to
face”
“I learned insightful information that I had not
thought of from other groups”
“I found it useful to watch my peers doing
assessments with actual patients.”
“I could put the theory to work & models to create
info gathering & interventions into practice”
Placement Capacity.
We have collaborated with others in the sector
through the delivery of the PEEP acquisition
experience for 63 placement teams across
the UK and over 13600 weeks of potential
placements have been created for students,
facilitating progression in their studies and
increased preparation for future employment.
Costs were low since the existing resource of
the university virtual learning environment was
deployed, suggesting better deployment of
existing resources and ongoing scalability.
Example feedback:
“Without PEEP, students would have had to defer
their learning which would delay completion of their
degree and impact negatively on NHS workforce
demands. The Royal College of Occupational
Therapists approved PEEP for meeting their
standards of practice and UEA was recognized
as a trailblazer for innovative placements.” UEA
Professional Lead for Occupational Therapy
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“PEEP has enabled …preregistration students to
continue on their course of study uninterrupted
within the normal time frame.” AHP Placement Lead
– University of Teesside
“The PEEP has been significantly important
in raising the profile of enhancing placement
capacity. Lisa was invited to present at a national
webinar with …700 attendees, raising the profile of
excellence.” National Project Lead for Technology
Enhanced Learning
We have also been commissioned by Health
Education England to work with the Operating
Department Practitioner (ODP) profession for a
national roll out. This work has involved working
with all corners of the ODP world from students,
practitioners, educators and the president of the
College of ODPs, to contextualize the PEEP to support
the future aspirations for the ODP profession.
Example feedback:
“The PEEP for Student Operating Department
Practitioners has been extremely beneficial at
relieving pressures due to the non-availability of
clinical placements and will continue as a valuable
tool after the COVID-19 pandemic has been
controlled”
“The PEEP offers ODPs the opportunity as a
profession to explore some emerging areas of
practice” Chair of the Learning and Standards
Committee College of ODP
Digital health care and employability
Each profession has a professional body which
quality assures the education provision of
students. The Royal College of Occupational
Therapists and The College of ODPs have
endorsed PEEP. The adaptability has enabled
other professions to work within their own
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profession’s standards for practice placements.
The national bodies supporting health education
in England and Scotland have also supported
the PEEP model, recognizing the benefits to
students’ learning and preparing them for future
digital workplaces. The wider employability
gains related to peer learning, including working
in communities of practice, and confidence
and competence in clinical and professional
reasoning, directly impact on work readiness for
health and social care students.
Example feedback:
“Based on her work with PEEP, the National
Technology Enhanced Learning Team is
extremely grateful to Lisa for agreeing to teamup to develop an evaluation framework for
system-wide interventions using simulations
which will be extremely important – particularly
post COVID and the desire to implement
new technologies.” National Project Lead for
Technology Enhanced Learning
Examples of presentations and publications
at:
www.e-placements.net
www.educationalchemists.com/placements
www.gillysalmon.com
www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/allied-healthprofessions/occupational-therapy-virtualpractice-placement

Evaluation and next steps
The PEEP model and development is a unique
collaboration between an Associate Professor
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in Occupational Therapy and Associate Dean for
Employability – with clinical and employability
expertise, and a professor with seminal expertise
in digital learning innovation. We combined our
contributions and experiences to develop a quality
learning experience with applicability and reach
across the higher education sector, working with
many colleagues across multiple professions.
Together we enabled a Covid emergency response
to develop into a sustainable, valuable and
acceptable innovation, deploying the best principles
of online learning.
We are currently bidding to undertake a wider
action research project to further explore student
and staff impact, sustainability, transformation, and
the evidence base. There are three parts to the
project. The first will confirm and better understand
the learning for staff who have completed a PEEP
acquisition experience. The second part will focus
on the students’ experiences on a PEEP placement.
The third part will explore wider impact of the PEEP
acquisition experience on broader transformations
and scaling.
Through our work, we have been invited onto
national advisory groups within the health and
social care sector and the wider higher education
sector, exploring pivoting to online and creating
equivalence, and influencing strategic directions,
policy, and resourcing.

We are planning exploratory work with occupational
therapy placement teams in Africa to establish
the contextual application of the model to other
cultures and international contexts.

London Southbank University

Within the University of East Anglia, the PEEP has
been embedded in the university employability
and placement strategy to provide an accessible
placement opportunity for students across all
disciplines.

Sheffield Hallam University

We provide advisory PEEP work for universities and
organisations to build on relationships developed
(listed below) and to establish new working
relationships across the higher education sector.

Queen Margaret University

External PEEP relationships built to date:
NHS Health Education England

University of Nottingham
Sheffield Teaching Hospital NHS
Plymouth University
Teesside University
Robert Gordon University
University of West of Scotland
Glasgow Caledonian University
University of Stirling

NHS Education for Scotland
University of Bedfordshire
Birmingham City University
University of Bolton
Brighton University
Buckinghamshire New University
University of East Anglia
Frimley Health NHS Foundation
University of Huddersfield
Kingston & St. Georges University

References:
Salmon, G (2011). E-moderating: The key to online learning 3rd Edition Routledge Taylor and Francis Group.
Topping, K, Buchs, C, Duran, D, Van Keer, H (2017). Effective Peer Learning. From Principles to Practical Implementation. Routledge Taylor and Francis Group.
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Shortlisted: Most innovative hybrid or
blended learning project
On-Line Livestream Cabaret

While these challenges may seem to be course
specific, I believe that not only do they apply to all
practical arts-based subjects, but they also reflect
issues that have had to be addressed across
the HE sector. Indeed, in many ways this project
encapsulates the challenges involved in transitioning
and adapting to on-line teaching, while maintaining
student engagement and a sense of community.

University of Lincoln
Robert Dean

Challenge or rationale for
your project
First and foremost, the key challenge to overcome
in this project was working out which on-line tools
could be adapted to enable the remote delivery of
an entirely practical module which culminated in
a piece of live theatre - in this case a cabaret style
variety show.
While the module also features a series of lectures,
the majority of the teaching usually takes place in
group workshops delivered in specially equipped
theatre studio spaces. It is in these workshops that
the students develop and hone the solo and group
performance skills that they are assessed on in the
final show. In this module their work ranges from
comic sketches and stand-up to beat poetry, and
satirical songs (with many more in-between). At
the end of the module, the students then present
the material they have created as a live cabaret
performance with a public audience.
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generate the same kind of energy online that occurs
organically when working together in person. I also
had to make sure I chose an online platform that
the students could engage with creatively.

In previous years this has proved to be a very
successful module and in many ways its popularity
has been due to the creative freedom the students
have on it and the interactive nature of how they
work together. However, when planning this
module in the summer of 2020 it was clear that it
had to either be cancelled, or an alternative way
of delivering it online needed to be figured out. I
decided to take a step into the unknown and began
to explore how to go about delivering the entire
module online. In addition, I decided to keep the live
assessment (rather than swap it to a written piece
of work) and made plans to produce a live stream
cabaret performed over two evenings.
From the outset, I knew that there would be
considerable challenges to overcome. These
included, getting students to be enthusiastic about
working remotely, ensuring that they engaged
creatively with the online platform and developing
teaching approaches to facilitate creative
collaboration. Other challenges I faced were how
to go about helping students feel more confident
about working in this way and finding ways to
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Implementation approach
The first factor I had to resolve was identifying
the most suitable online platform for this project.
During the first lockdown in 2020 I attended a wide
range of online theatre productions and while the
quality of these was somewhat mixed, it was clear
that Zoom was the most suitable platform for this
type of work. However, the University I work at was
committed to using only Blackboard Collaborate or
Microsoft Teams for teaching. This was problematic
as neither of these platforms had the functionality
or flexibility needed to develop and produce a
creative project like this. Therefore, I subscribed
to a professional Zoom package myself and spent
the summer experimenting with the platform and
familiarizing myself with all of its functions.
Having this experience meant that I could help the
students get to grips with platform in the first few
workshops. However, rather than approaching this
like an IT training session, I developed creative tasks
linked to the module’s subject area. This involved
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the students experimenting with the platform and
incorporating its functions into short performance
pieces. For instance, they experimented with
the mis-en-scene by trying out unusual camera
positions and alternative lighting set-ups in the
rooms they were working in. Another early task I set
was to get the students to try out the green screen
function and move through three backdrop images:
one showing what they had planned to do over the
summer of 2020, another showing what they were
actually doing over the summer of 2020, and finally
a backdrop showing where they would rather be
right now. The tasks I set were designed to teach
the students about how to use this new on-line
medium in ways that required them to draw on
their creativity, imagination and performance skills.
Adopting this approach meant that within just a
few weeks the students knew how to do things
like change between green screens, create a
variety of mis-en-scenes in one space, seamlessly
share videos and audio, present split screen
performances, and spotlight audience members.
Not only did this get them used to the on-line
platform, it also revealed its potential and enabled
them to begin producing work that was tailored
to the medium. Indeed, as the module continued
the students began to discover new possibilities
for themselves and also started introducing other
platforms such as Tik-Tok. Finally, as the live stream
show approached, I coordinated technical runs to
iron out the glitches this way of working created by.
Another decision I made to help to give the
students more confidence about working with this
technology was to use the technology myself in the
lecture series. Therefore, rather than just sharing
a PowerPoint screen in Blackboard Collaborate or
Teams, I used Zoom and tailored my slides to work
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with the green screen function. This meant that the
students got to see that their lecturer was physically
present, rather than just a tiny talking head next to a
PowerPoint in the corner of their screen. It was also
novel for students to see their lecturer standing in
front of, and appearing to be part of, the historical
images used. Anecdotally, one lecture featured a
backdrop of the Spice Girls Brit awards performance
from the 1990s and having their lecturer appearing
to be stood on stage with the band prompted much
‘emoji expressed’ hilarity and certainly confirmed that
the students were engaged with the lecture.

Impact
The live stream shows went extremely well and
were greatly enjoyed by the staff, students and their
families who joined the audience. Indeed, due to
COVID 19 and the associated restrictions it had led
to, students had not been able to share any of their
practical work with friends or family since March.
Therefore, these on-line performances helped to
re-establish this important connection. Indeed, after
the show some students commented on how much
they appreciated being able to perform for family
members and friends they’d not seen for months
due to travelling restrictions and social distancing.
The material the students produced for the show
was (for the most part) of a very high-quality and
demonstrated considerable creativity, imagination,
and innovation. This was also reflected in the
grades they received. To evidence this, I have
included four samples from the show, as well as
one clip from a lecture I gave. Overall, the approach
I adopted to this project contributed greatly to the
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student learning experience at what was, for many
of them, a very difficult time. Moreover, in addition
to meeting the learning outcomes for this module,
I also developed the students’ skills in using on-line
technology which they were then able to apply in
other areas of their degree (i.e., in delivering on-line
workshops of their own). Further evidence of the
module’s success if that as a result of my work on it
I have been nominated by the students for the SU’s
On-line Teaching award.

Evaluation and next steps
The lessons learned in this project which ran from
Oct. to Dec. 2020 have been applied in the delivery
of another performance project running from
Feb. to May 2021. In this instance, the module
culminates in the performance of a 75-minute
devised show incorporating acting, dance, music
and song. In order to comply with social distancing
rules much of the teaching and creative work in
this module was completed on-line. However, it
has slowly shifted from an on-line environment
to face-to-face as restrictions have been lifted.
Nevertheless, the show will not have a live audience.
Instead, it will be captured on multiple cameras,
mixed live and then streamed.
As such the students’ experience of working with
cameras (as opposed to live audiences) will be
essential.
This work could be enhanced with other HE
colleagues by exchanging examples of good
practice which exemplify the range of approaches
that have proved successful in getting students to
engage creatively with on-line environments.

Most impactful
use of Pearson
digital courseware
or services
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most impactful use of Pearson digital courseware or services
Nathalie Morris

Dr Agnieszka Herdan

Director of Product Management,
Pearson Higher Education UK

Associate Professor, University of Greenwich

I’m Nathalie Morris, I lead our Product Development team in the UK for
Pearson’s Higher Education division. I’m delighted to be part of the judging
panel for the HE Innovate Award for most impactful use of Pearson digital
courseware or services.
Here at Pearson, our purpose is to help everyone achieve their potential
through learning. To do that we design and build our products to impact
outcomes – we want to help more learners to move successfully to the next
stage of their life journey. Our 2021 Global Learner Survey shows that 68%
of higher education students see more value in their education than ever
before and there is an expectation that a university degree will open up
new opportunities as well as offer an enriching experience. Local research
commissioned by us earlier this year with over 500 students revealed that
the biggest barriers to success are strongly linked to students’ struggling with
motivation and concentration.
That’s why this award is so important to us. It’s all about how our products,
which have been designed intentionally based on evidence of what works,
can be used by educators to support innovative teaching, which in turn
helps students to achieve a greater level of engagement and success in their
learning.
And, because our focus is always on helping people to achieve what
matters most to them, I was so pleased to have the opportunity to read the
submissions for this category and to hear how educators have used our
products to design their teaching for the greatest impact on learning.

The pandemic and lockdown forced higher education institutions to go fully online
and embed digital products to support student’s engagement and learning. However,
many HE Institutions have been using Pearson digital products with great success for
a number of years. Lecturers across various disciplines submitted their reflections on
how to embed different digital product in their modules and programmes. Tools such
Revel, various MyLabs, or ebooks have been used to enhance student experience and
learning.
In all submissions module leaders showed enthusiasm and a willingness to use online
resources. They described the factors that prompted them to search for online
solutions for their modules and programmes. In the majority of cases this was related
to moving fully online, as well as increased cohort sizes, growing student expectation
for more up to date feedback, and the diversity of student cohorts.
There were a number of challenges that the module and programme leaders had to
overcome to make the projects successful. Understanding the equipment/devices that
students had access to - (as not all had their own laptop), and in some cases students’
internet connection was not strong, or very stable. If a digital tool was used not only
as a part of the learning journey, but as part of assessment compliance with university
quality assurance this too could create additional challenges.
Only modules/programmes that started using Pearson digital products prior to the
pandemic were able to demonstrate the direct and long-term impact on student
performance. However, all projects demonstrated the increased engagement of
students, as well as improvements in students experience. The submissions for this
award provide a good overview on how other institutions, programmes and modules
can benefit from these digital solutions.
All projects were of a very good standard and were very interesting to review. It should
be recognised that many of the lecturers involved can be considered pioneers when it
comes to embedding digital tools in their institutions.
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Award Supporter and Judges
Most impactful use of Pearson digital courseware or services
Luke Rabbidge
Head of Customer Success, Pearson Higher Education UK

Also on the judging panel
Dr. Louise Beard

What’s really impressive, is how these teaching teams have built in digital
resources to serve their students first. It’s not just about what a digital
resource does, or the content it provides, it’s about how it features as
a crucial part of the learning journey, supporting the teaching team to
deliver exceptional student experiences. The top submissions were able to
additionally harness multiple data points to prove the impact they are having
and are setting new standards for blended and online delivery.
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Senior Lecturer,
University of Essex
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Winner: Most impactful use of Pearson
digital courseware or services
Engaging Students and Supporting Learning on a
Non-specialist Accounting Module (ACC1002)
Queen’s University Belfast
Dr Danielle McConville

Challenge or rationale
ACC1002 Accounting is a year one, first semester
module taken by non-accounting students. I took
over the course in 2018/19, delivering it as in
previous years and identified a number of (interrelated) challenges, and made changes across
academic years 2019/20 and 2020/21.
1. Cohort size - Reflecting wider trends, increasing
cohort size is one of the biggest challenges
faced. There were 360 students on the course in
2020/21 (up from 200 less than 5 years ago): the
students don’t fit in a single lecture theatre and I
can’t timetable small-group tutorials. Traditional
paper-based class tests are difficult to facilitate
(in terms of room availability and invigilation) and
very time consuming to mark (an activity with
almost no added value).
2. Demand for feedback - Student feedback in
2018/19 echoed that of previous years in calling
for feedback on their work. In 2018/19, students
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completed simple weekly homework on MyLab
Accounting (MLA) with feedback available, but
engagement was patchy. They received marks
but no other feedback on their 3 class tests
approximately 2 weeks after completion and did
not engage much with offered meetings.
3. Varied preparedness for university study
- Specific to the course, this is a first year, first
semester module, and students show significant
variation in their preparedness for the less
structured approach to learning at university.
Some struggle with ability, but also confidence to
learn independently, especially if they have come
from very structured learning environments, or
indeed if they have received intensive 1:1 tuition.
This is often the case for home students (approx.
80% of the cohort, mostly Northern Irish). Also,
reflecting wider trends, we have seen an increase
in students with English as a second or other
language, these now represent approximately
20% of the cohort and growing, and are mostly
from The People’s Republic of China. While this
diversity brings substantial benefits, there are also
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some specific support challenges around English
language skills. Educational background also
affects willingness to approach the lecturer with
questions.
4. Interest, motivation and engagement
- Also specific to the course, this is a nonspecialist module meaning accounting is not
their main degree subject. Many didn’t expect
to be studying accounting: there is a potential
need for additional motivation because of a
lack of interest in the subject. It is common to
hear students express concerns about having
struggled with maths in the past.
Accordingly, my initial objectives in this
project were to:
1. Meet the logistical challenges of a large cohort
while adding value to the student experience.
2. Improve feedback as a means of engagement
and improvement.
3. Build student confidence to study
independently.
4. Increase motivation and engagement with the
course.
Of course, reflecting wider trends, we had to
move to entirely online teaching and assessment
in 2020/21. While the changes made in the
previous year meant that this module was in a
good starting position, I was keen to ensure that
students felt supported rather than ‘abandoned’,
to build in more flexibility in their engagement
reflecting the circumstances, and to have robust
online assessment. I added further objectives to:
5. Maintain motivation and engagement in an
online setting.
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6. Increase flexibility for students to engage with
the module teaching.
7. Ensure online assessment was robust.

Implementation approach
From 2019/20 I began to make changes to the
module, beginning with weekly homework.
1. 2019/20: Increased weight of weekly MLA
homework from 10% to 20%, adding more,
and more challenging, questions
As noted above, weekly MLA homework
previously had patchy engagement and was
worth 10% of the module marks. Rust (2002)
cites accountancy as a subject which benefits
from regular assessment tasks, provided the
students are incentivised to complete them (and
in a first year, first semester module encouraging
early engagement is particularly important),
and Rust highlights the importance of regular
formative feedback.
From 2019/20 to promote engagement assessed
homework contributed to 20% of the module
mark, and was strongly signposted in teaching
time. Homework requirements are highly
structured and begin in week 2: by Thursday
they complete practice homework with access to
all MLA help tools, and by Friday they complete
an assessed homework where these tools are
disabled. Students cannot complete assessed
homework without attempting the practice.
Questions deliberately ranged significantly in
difficulty (building confidence) and students
had immediate, automatic feedback. Efficient,
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accurate assessment freed up time to identify
struggling students, while analytics allowed me to
have better informed conversations with them.
Students were also advised how to follow up on
their feedback and source additional questions –
encouraging independent work to improve their
understanding, and at their own pace.
This change continued into 2020/21 with some
refinement of questions. No significant hurdles
were experienced with this change. Colleagues
were informed of these changes as part of
our module review process at the end of the
previous year (formal documentation and group
discussion), and the change in module weighting
was approved through a formal University
process without issue.
2. 2019/20: Reduced tests from 3 paper-based
tests (30% each) to 1 mid-term test via MLA
(30%) and a final paper-based test (50%).
From 2019/20, I reduced the number of tests
from 3 to 2 and increased the weighting of these
2 tests. The mid-term class test using MLA was
delivered in computer lab classes and invigilated.
To eliminate issues associated with students
taking the test at different times questions are
pooled and randomised, and many numerical
questions are algorithmic so that all students
sit a different test. I used a mix of questions
that were previously available and unavailable
to students, and adjusted question scores for
difficulty (informed by MLA metrics such as
average time spent). All the MLA in-question help
tools were disabled.
Conducting the mid-term test on MLA had a
number of significant advantages. Logistically,
conducting tests in class time eradicated the
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need for exam hall availability. Time spent
setting up the test was equivalent to writing a
paper-based test, while time for marking and
communicating scores (substantial for 320
scripts in 2019/20) was eradicated. I also believe
that for marking of this type, which is primarily
numerical/categorical, system marking is also
more effective, especially at scale. Students
received immediate feedback, including detailed
feedback per question, which remained available
to the students for their revision: this also drove
quality engagement with me in office hours as
students came with specific questions. Students
appreciated consistency in assessment style:
they are familiar with this type of assessment
having done the weekly homework. Finally, the
opportunity for cheating (copying) decreased:
because a student is very unlikely to be sat next
to someone doing exactly the same test as them.
This change continued into 2020/21 albeit that
students took these tests at home. Questions
were changed to reduce the risk that a student
with books, notes or web sources in front of
them could answer questions directly from
these – but it is hoped that these will revert to
invigilated tests in class time ASAP.
No significant hurdles were experienced with
this change. Minor technical questions were
addressed with Pearson representatives, who
also reviewed the set-up of the exam prior to the
first sitting. As before, colleagues were informed
as part of our module review process and the
change in module weighting was approved
through a formal University process without
issue. The external examiner approved the
change. We discovered one student cheating in
the test by using a web browser: going forward
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the IT team will lock browsers in the room during
test time.
3. 2020/21: Moved final class test (50%) to MLA
– 100% of assessment now via MLA
In 2020/21, as had been planned but hastened
by the pandemic, the final class test was also
delivered via MLA. The alternative would have
been to deliver a test akin to the previous paperbased test via our Virtual Learning Environment,
but I had confidence from previous changes
that delivering via MLA would have significant
advantages. Firstly, in a messy year, it gave
students consistency in assessment format with
homework and mid-term class test. Secondly,
the ability to set pooled, complex questions had
the benefit of reducing cheating possibilities –
that students would collude on their answers,
or answer directly from books or web sources.
Finally, the logistical benefits – again set up time
was akin to writing a paper-based test, I was
able to share a sample test with the external
examiner for their approval, and then the
eradication of marking time.
Some minor hurdles were experienced. The
process of extracting marks from MLA via Excel
into our QUB systems is overly manual and
required time and manual checking. Being able to
share student scripts with our external examiner
was also problematic, although a work-around
was found – this was raised with Pearson reps
who are looking into this. As before, colleagues
were informed as part of our module review
process and the change to online assessment was
approved through a formal University process
without issue. The external examiner approved
the change and was satisfied with the outcomes.
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4. 2020/21: Further integrated MLA into
teaching: recorded worked examples
as ‘tutorials’ and feedback on weekly
homework
I was keen to make stronger links between the
textbook, MLA and my teaching. Particularly in
this year, and with a first year, first semester
cohort, this structuring is important in giving
clarity around expectations, reducing anxieties
and building confidence and engagement.
Firstly, I replaced computer lab time with short
block recordings closely linked to textbook and
MLA – these were available online for students
to access in their own time immediately after
the Monday lecture. Every Monday, I provided
recorded feedback on the previous week’s
homework, including class averages and
working through questions commonly answered
incorrectly or queried. Queries were raised
through new weekly discussion forums on our
virtual learning environment, giving me the
opportunity to respond quickly to all students on
simple questions and/or identify more complex
issues that could be addressed in the weekly
feedback recording. Students were given a
‘workplan’ at the start of the module.
Key benefits included increasing clarity around
structure and expectations, building upon
previous changes – this helped to minimise
student anxieties when learning at a distance
and to maintain engagement. The model
of block-sized recordings allowed students
flexibility to manage their own time while the
weekly deadlines helped to keep them on track.
Discussion forums offered an opportunity for
rapid access to support as these became a type
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of ‘FAQ’ for each week and also minimised the
potential administrative burden of individual
student emails with a large cohort. It also meant I
was aware of common issues despite missing the
traditional end of class questions in person.
No significant hurdles were experienced with this
change, and there was no need to formally inform
colleagues or go through University process.
Summary – in what ways is the project
innovative?

• The move to 100% module assessment via a

third-party technology is innovative and even
controversial – yet it has delivered significant
benefits for staff and students.

• Full integration, structuring and signposting of

MLA into assessment and teaching is innovative in
comparison to other similar modules which seem
to use MLA as an optional add-on for students,
with limited engagement.

• The substantial engagement with MLA that results
allows me to be innovative in how I engage with
students: analytics allow me to identify students
not engaging, I can contact non-submitting
students/students with low marks early in the
course (started in week 3 this year!), and in
conversation with students I have access to their
whole portfolio of work to offer targeted support.

Impact
Pearson representatives contacted me to undertake
and publish a Case Study on how I embedded
MLA after the 2019/20 year including a survey of
43 students. This is attached to this application
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and was presented with Gail Capper (Pearson) at
the Chartered Association of Business Schools’ Online
Festival of Learning Teaching and Student Experience,
September 2020.
Quantifying student engagement, the case
study identified the following:

•

100% responded that they used MLA at least
once a week.

•

95% thought the structured integration of MLA
homework and tests into the module supported
their engagement with the subject

Quantifying the usefulness of feedback,
and development of confidence to learn
independently, the case study identified the
following:

• 86% found MLA very helpful or helpful in building
their confidence in the subject.

• 79% of students strongly agreed or agreed that

the feedback from MLA homework improved my
understanding of the subject.

about getting answers wrong and really built my
confidence in this module”.
“It helped me to have a better understanding of
what content I learned and what I should pay more
attention to”.
“Very helpful to see progress in the subject as the
semester went on”.
The case study supported my belief that
international students placed particular value on
MLA, including for structure, preparing for class and
re-capping understanding:

• 86% found MLA Very helpful or helpful to recap
their understanding of the subject.

• 86% found MLA Very helpful or helpful in feeling
prepared for class.

• 85% found the structure of having homework and
a call test helpful in engaging with the subject.

In addition, students’ general comments on MLA
were strongly positive, including 93% strongly
agreeing or agreeing with the statement: MLA helped
me to make better progress on this module than I
would have done without it.

some extent from student results. While it is difficult
to disaggregate various effects on student marks,
I was pleased to see the fail rate decrease between
2019/20 (4.9%) and 2020/21 (3.5%). I believe this is
linked to the fact that the vast majority of students
kept up with the weekly homework – picking up
weekly marks but also preparing continuously for
tests. Perhaps relatedly, the average mark increased
slightly from 61.8% to 63.5% - again I was pleased
to see an increase, but relieved this wasn’t too large,
which might have indicated a lack of robustness
in the online assessment. This reflected good
engagement from students: with homework, test
attendance rates, and use of discussion fora and
scheduled appointments with me, especially after
the class tests.
Module evaluation in 2020/21 (after all changes
were implemented) was very positive, with the
overall module scoring 4.5 out of a possible 5 (PY
4.2/5). This also reflected positive conversations I
had with students across the term.

“I think my accounting lab worked well in this module
because it was numbers based and (automatically)
generated more questions (for practice)”.

• 72% strongly agree or agreed with the statement

Strongly positive evaluations were seen across
all areas of the evaluation, including on learning
resources, such as MLA (4.6/5 (PY 4.4/5)) and that the
module was stimulating and challenging (4.5/5 (PY
4.5/5)). Most scores in relation to feedback were
extremely high in comparison to other modules
– students felt that assessment instructions were
clear (4.6/5 (PY4.1/5)) fair (4.6/5 (PY4.3/5)) and
feedback prompt (4.7/5 (PY4.3/5)). However, scores
were lower on receiving helpful comments on
their work (4.2/5) (PY 3.4/5), perhaps reflecting
the automated nature of feedback vs. personal
feedback in other modules.

“I really enjoyed the module and felt that it was a safe
place to challenge myself without feeling embarrassed

In addition to the Case Study, additional evidence
of impact comes from module evaluations and to

Comments in evaluations were much improved
on previous years – in particular there were very
favourable comments on the recorded ‘tutorials’

• 77% of students strongly agreed or agreed that

the feedback from MLA class tests improved my
understanding of the subject.

Student comments:
“I found it the most helpful revision method I’ve used
during my education career and I think it greatly
improved how well I understood the subject and made
it much easier to learn painlessly”.
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• 97% of students agreed that MLA was easy to
access.

• 95% said they would recommend MLA to other
students.

• 93% said they would like similar resources on
other modules.

“i enjoyed the class more.”
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(change 4) which many students said they engaged
with, sometimes multiple times. Interestingly,
there were notably fewer calls for more teaching
time versus previous years. Comments reflected
that MLA was particularly popular this year – they
like structured requirements, feedback to show
progress, the trove of additional questions, and
immediate feedback.

there is a requirement to deliver a live tutorial in the
computer lab rather than the recorded ‘tutorials’ of
2020/21. If this is required, then I intend to take the
best of the recorded tutorials to deliver a 90-minute
interactive session that follows a similar approach
of showing a worked example, students trying an
example with opportunities to ask questions live,
and then working through the solution.

Summary – were the objectives achieved?

A further adaptation would be to develop new
algorithmic questions, particularly for the final class
test. In 2020/21 I completed training with our
Pearson reps on the technicalities of how to do
this, but in that messy year it was not possible to
implement these and I hope to pick this up going
forward. In QUB I mentor another staff member who
teaches non-specialist accounting at Masters level to
integrate MLA into her course, and I would also be
interested to collaborate with others external to QUB
who teach large cohorts about building engagement
and structuring MLA content into teaching.

• Meet logistical challenges of large cohort while
adding value to the student experience - yes

• Improve feedback as a means of engagement and
improvement - yes

• Build student confidence to study independently
– yes

• Increase motivation and engagement with the
course - yes

• Maintain motivation and engagement in an online
setting – yes

• Increase flexibility for students to engage with the
module teaching - yes

• Ensure online assessment was robust – a

qualified yes, with hope to return to invigilated
settings but retain MLA tests.

Evaluation and next steps
It’s not yet clear how much delivery and assessment
will be face-to-face/on campus in 2021/22. As noted
previously, while retaining the online MLA class
tests, I would prefer to deliver the two class tests in
invigilated lab conditions if possible. It may be that
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Quick links
Second place
Revel for MSc Management,
Swansea University. View.
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Third place
Integrating Online Onboarding (Revel) with Active
and Inclusive Learning, Assessment, and Feedback via
Simulation (MMX) for PG Marketing Students,
Nottingham Trent University. View.
127
Pearson Digital Courseware Complementing
the Strategic Management Experiential
Learning Journey,
Regent’s University London. View.
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Transformational Upskilling: Supporting
the Service Sector During Covid 19,
University of Limerick. View.
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Second place: Most impactful use of Pearson
digital courseware or services
Embedding Revel into an MSc Management Programme: Impact
on Student Academic Attainment,Satisfaction and Engagement
Swansea University
Dr Samantha Burvill and Ms Sarah Owens (Joint lead)
Dr Kate Organ (part of the research team)

Challenge or rationale
One of the biggest challenges that universities
are currently facing is the internationalisation of
their student population (Knight, 2012; Brauss et
al, 2015; OECD, 2012; Norton, 2018; Sablina et al,
2018; Holloway et al, 2012; Sidu et al, 2011). The
MSc Management at Swansea University consists
of mainly international students (75%) meaning the
students can be difficult to engage and they can
often find lectures and seminars difficult to follow
due to English not being their first language. With
regards to assessment and exam scores students
tend to score quite poorly on these. These are
issues that are faced not just by Swansea University
but by higher education institutions throughout
the UK and beyond. These issues have been
further accentuated by the covid-19 pandemic
which has meant students, especially international
students, having to learn remotely and to self-direct
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their learning. As such one of the biggest aims of
this pedagogic project was to increase student
performance on their core modules by increasing
engagement and critical thinking skills. The current
covid-19 pandemic shows the importance of
resources such as Revel to the development of an
easily accessible learning experience for students
which also enables student-lecturer interaction.
From an academic perspective extensive research
has focussed on the use of blended and flipped
learning as tools to improve achievement with
mixed results (Johnson et al, 2016; Dziuban,
Graham and Moskal, 2018; Boelans, Wever and
Voet, 2017; Herodotou et al. 2018). However, there
is a lack of studies focusing on the use of digital
interactive e-books, with the majority focussing on
digital textbooks with no interactivity (Junco and
Clem, 2015; Ju Joo, Park and Shin, 2017; Smith
and Carlin, 2012), and very often a lack of focus
on the UK in comparison to the US. As such this is
something that this project aimed to remedy.
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Implementation approach
This project was implemented through the use
of Revel on the two core modules that students
are required to take on the MSc Management
programme. Revel is an interactive online textbook
platform whereby students not only read the
textbook online but actively engage with it as well.
It presents each chapter in small chunks making it
easier for students to read and engage with and
each chapter is broken up with different types of
exercises. This was done as research has shown
that this increases student retention of knowledge
and engagement with material (Cheon et al, 2014).
The types of exercises are numerous and include
case studies, short answer sections, longer answer
sections, videos, drag and drop exercises, multiple
choice and more. Students receive scores for
these exercises through a dashboard that the
lecturer was able to view. This enabled the us to
be able to see how each student was scoring and
therefore which areas they were struggling with.
The dashboard also enabled us to see time spent
by each student. The dashboard is interactive and
allowed us to leave notes for students, and we were
able to pick and choose with chapters or sections
they wanted students to complete. This enabled the
course to be tailored far more adequately than is
normally the case.
In this teaching innovation we referred to Revel
within lectures and at times showed students the
dashboards. It was found that this elicited more
motivation from students to perform better.
Another benefit of Revel is that it was used for
revision purposes. The lecturers set multiple
chapters for students to recap and students could
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use the exercises for revision purposes. Primary
research was undertaken on the use of Revel within
the modules over the course of two academic years.
Revel has since continued to be used but no further
data collection has taken place.
A sample size of 399 Swansea University master’s
students was used throughout the duration of
the primary research. The students were from
two cohorts, across two consecutive academic
years (2017-2018 and 2018-2019). 92.5% of the
2017-2018 students were international, and a
similar figure of 87% was seen for 2018-2019. Two
modules, which took place during both academic
years, incorporated the interactive e-book into the
learning process. Data was obtained from students
from both modules, across both academic years,
resulting in data from four modules. In 2017-2018,
adoption of the e-book was optional, with no
marks awarded for its use. During 2018-2019, the
interactive e-book was made a compulsory element
for both modules, with up to 20% of the total
module marks made available to students. Marks
were awarded based on tasks students undertook
and their achievement. The research involved
data obtained from the interactive e-book, online
questionnaires used during each semester and a
focus group.
The two module coordinators for the core modules
were involved in the utilisation of Revel throughout
this project. However professional services staff
were also involved especially when the Revel marks
were built into the overall module marks. We also
worked very closely with Pearson throughout the
duration of the project. Pearson led the focus
groups and also amended certain aspects of Revel
based on our feedback.
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The main hurdles faced during this project other
than securing funds were technical in nature such
as ensuring students used the correct browser and
cleared their cookies for Revel to run. Occasionally
students reported differences between the mobile
application and their main operating device, as
well as doing the quizzes offline in which case the
scores are not recorded. Support received from the
Pearson technical team helped resolve these.
Overall, this project is innovative for a number
of reasons:

• There was close collaboration between the

lecturers, students and Pearson, enabling the
project to develop over time and enabling the
technology to be adjusted based on feedback.

• This project utilized a truly interactive e-book as
opposed to a static online textbook.

• The project was able to demonstrate significant
impact on student academic attainment,
satisfaction and engagement.

• The project has continued past the data

collection phase and Revel has now been shown
to be critical to student engagement during the
pandemic. Many students have commented on its
effectiveness in maintaining their motivation and
engagement in an online learning environment.

• The project offered students an innovative

and creative assessment method not utilised
elsewhere on the programme and many students
reported higher engagement through learning
at their own pace with the ability to check their
understanding of key learning outcomes.
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Impact
In the first year of the study (2017-2018), Revel was
optional for students and did not directly contribute
to their overall module mark. Overall, 163 out of
225 students (72.4%) enrolled on the first module
used Revel. However, the uptake was much
lower for second module, with just 46.2% using
it. Although uptake levels differed, independent
samples t-tests revealed that, for both modules,
the marks of those students who used Revel were
significantly higher than for those who did not.
As summarised in Table 1, the average overall
mark of those students who used Revel in the first
module of 2017-2018 was 53.1%, whereas the mark
of those who did not use it was 46.8% (p=.001).
Similarly, for the second module, the average overall
mark of those students who used Revel was 63.6%
compared to 52.9% for those who did not use it
(p=.006).
Both modules consisted of coursework and
examination, Revel showed a significant impact on
both elements of assessment, for both modules.
Table 1 also shows that the average mark of Revel
users for the examination of the first module was
46.7%, significantly higher than the average mark
of 42.7% for non-users (p=.049). Similarly, for the
coursework, the average mark for non-users was
significantly lower at 51.2%, compared to 62.6%
for those who used Revel (p=.000). For the second
module, the examination and coursework marks for
the Revel users were 67.1% and 60.1% respectively,
whereas the non-users had significantly lower
marks of 58.3% for the examination (p=.000) and
47.6% for the coursework (p=.000).
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Looking in more depth at the points achieved
on Revel activities, and the impact on student
performance, Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed
significant relationships. For the second module of
2017-2018, a significant positive correlation between
the number of points achieved on Revel and the
examination mark was found (p=.006, r=0.39).
Similarly, although slightly weaker, a significant
positive correlation was found to exist between
the number of points achieved on Revel and the
overall module mark (p=.003, r=0.32). However, no
significant correlation was found to exist in terms of
the coursework mark and Revel points.
In the second year of the study (2018-2019), the
use of Revel was compulsory for both modules.
Consequently, it was not possible to conduct
independent t-tests to compare users versus nonusers. However, as shown in Table 2, Pearson’s
correlation analysis revealed significant positive
correlations in terms of points achieved on the
platform and students’ marks. For the first module,
a moderate positive correlation was found between
Revel points and examination marks (p=0.000,
r=0.46). In addition, a strong and significant positive
correlation existed between Revel scores and the
overall module marks (p=0.000, r=0.62). The second
module was coursework based, but the same
pattern was demonstrated. A very strong positive
and significant correlation was found between the
amount of points gained in Revel and the group
coursework mark (p=0.000, r=0.76), as well as the
individual coursework mark (p=0.000, r=0.81).
Comparing the module results across the years,
Revel appears to have had a positive impact. Of
particular interest, the pass rate rose from 65%
when Revel was adopted as a formative element of
the course, to 71% when it was incorporated as a
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summative element. Likewise, the average mark for
the module increased to 55.6% in 2018-2019, from
51.7% in 2017-2018. Examining marks before the
introduction of Revel also reveals that adoption of
the e-book (as a form of summative or formative
assessment), has led to an increase in average
marks (from 60% prior to adoption to 62% after).
Aside from the promising statistical analysis of
the positive impact of Revel on student marks,
the research confirms that students have a very
positive view of Revel. 257 (64.4%) of the students
completed an online survey about their experiences.
This revealed that 87.2% agreed that it was helpful
in aiding their learning of the module content
throughout the duration of the course. One of the
important features of the platform is the ability to
provide students with immediate feedback, and for
the lecturer to be able to respond immediately to
gaps in knowledge. Overall, 90% found this feature
useful. In addition, by engaging with the platform,
73.8% claimed it had given them more confidence
in participating in lectures and seminars. Further
supporting students’ positive views, almost 9 out of
10 said they would be either extremely likely (31.5%)
or somewhat likely (57.2%) to recommend it.
This innovation increases student support
mechanisms as students were able to repeatedly
engage with activities surrounding their learning that
the lecturer was then able to provide feedback on
(albeit on a large scale). The fact that Revel was also
used for revision purposes further increased student
support available, as did the immediate feedback
available. The innovation also taps into learning
science by reducing cognitive load and boosting
active and constructive engagement.
Overall, this innovation utilises technology to
enhance flexible learning opportunities as students
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were able to access the reading and exercises
anywhere with no need for a hard copy of a
textbook. Many of the students stated that the
interactive digital technology was beneficial to
them due to English being their second language,
and therefore they were able to take their time
going through the material repeating sections and
exercises. The digital technology enabled students to
access additional materials easily during the current
covid-19 situation. Students were able to access the
online resources to assist with their learning.

• “I loved the Revel online aspect. I found it really

useful and it supplemented the work extremely
well. Very beneficial”

• “Revel learning was fun”
• “Revel was so useful for my learning experience
on this module”

• “The use of REVEL is so amazing! It offers us a
huge amount of reading relevant to this course”

• “I really like Revel as it really motivates me to engage
with the reading and be prepared by next lecture”

• “Revel was one of my favourite tools used by the
lecturer”

• “I really the use of revel as it ensures we keep up with
at least the ‘basic’ reading required”

• “Revel is one of the best practices of learning that i
enjoy. Its loaded but very helpful”

• ‘I’ve been working for years and to be a student again
is quite difficult for me, especially is that I couldn’t
concentrate on books, but by using the Revel it can
help you to be concentrate on the text by videos and
quizzes and something, it’s quite helpful.’

• ‘...I think it’s a very structured way for our revision
to form, and the incentives of our quizzes, it kind
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of keeps you going and motivated throughout as
opposed to just reading a normal textbook, you
don’t have that after each chapter.’

• ‘I did enjoy using the quizzes at the end of it, and

going, and the text was quite easy to read, it was
nice, whereas you find with eBooks, it can be, they
look like they’ve just copied and pasted the screen,
well the pages of what you see, whereas the Revel
was a lot more interactive, easy to scroll down,
wasn’t sticky like eBooks can be online’

• ‘For me I’m not a person who reads books a lot,

so Revel really helps me to, to review my lectures,
and one of the things that I really like is because it’s
interactive, and it asks us questions, especially the
open questions, I really like them, because it makes
me critique the information I get, so we don’t, we just
not only receive information, we also give information,
so I think this is a really good method to learn.’

I have to read it once or twice a week but when I
finally get to the exam it’s like I just want to revise it
because it’s already there, it’s just staying in my head
cause I already read it and I love it’

• ‘I think it does give you more of a sense of

accomplishment using Revel than a normal textbook.
Even just things like when you get to the end and is
says complete, it’s like woo!’

Evaluation and next steps

at the end of this chapter, I should really make
something like that for myself in order to revise, but
it doesn’t end up happening. With Revel it’s there, you
do it, it’s perfect.’

The implications of this paper for academic practice
are that the use of digital learning technologies
are to be encouraged and supported. The findings
suggest that the digitally native generation engage
with this type of learning resource, and therefore it
should be encouraged across the higher education
curriculum. The influence on student academic
achievement is significant, particularly when it is
mandatory. This suggests that higher education
strategic thought needs to move towards the
adoption of interactive e-books for summative
assessment, in order to overcome issues
universities are facing with students completing
basic reading and engagement. The strategic
direction of higher education needs to move
towards the use of differing forms of assessment
and must embrace digital technology that students
are learning within. This is even more critical given
the impact of macro-environmental events such as
COVID-19. The results of this paper propose that
digital interactive e-books could play a crucial role in
the future of higher education online pedagogy.

it prepared me, prepared me for the exam, actually

Going forward with this project we plan to
collaborate with other institutions to develop

• ‘I use it before the lectures, because I sometimes,

as she said our first language is not English, so I
understand what is in the module before I go to the
lecture so I can understand what I necessarily want
to say in the marketing.’

• ‘I think it’s, on a laptop does make it far more

convenient than carrying a textbook around all the
time. And the fact that it’s ours to annotate as we
please, rather than say borrowed from the library,
it makes it much easier. And it stores it more safely I
guess, if we’re doing those notes online it’s all there.’

• ‘looking at a normal textbook I say to myself I’m

• ‘To be honest with you, what I love about Revel is like
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our research further. This will involve a cross
comparative analysis of the impact of Revel on
student engagement, satisfaction and module
marks across multiple universities. We also
anticipate being able to undertake new research as
to the benefits of Revel in a learning environment
that is wholly or partially online (due to the
coronavirus pandemic). This will add further
knowledge as to how to best engage students who
very often find online learning and self-directed
learning quite difficult. These collaborations are
anticipated to lead to conference and journal article
publications.
We also hope to be able to work with Pearson on
the continual improvement of the Revel interface.
For instance, we have found that late submissions
are an issue as is the use of personal emails. We
also feel that the Strategy Revel book in particular
could benefit from the inclusion of a greater
number of mini case studies, multiple choice
questions and interactive exercises.
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Third place: Most impactful use of Pearson
digital courseware or services
Integrating Online Onboarding (Revel) with Active and
Inclusive Learning, Assessment, and Feedback via Simulation
(MMX) for PG Marketing Students
Nottingham Trent University
Sharon-Marie Gillooley, David Cook and Kai Zhu

Challenge or rationale
There is acknowledgement of the importance of
effective onboarding, that is the introduction of precourse material to support students from a range
of backgrounds to be able to access the curriculum,
and Generation Z’s (in particular) expectations (e.g.,
Chillakuri, 2020; Iwu et al. Brace-Govan, Luxton and
Wagstraff, 2001). In addition, Moradi et al. (2018)
find evidence that supplementary instructional
modules in mathematics and physics have a
positive impact on student attainment and student
engagement in engineering students. We decided
to implement this onboarding module approach for
our Marketing students.
Principles of Marketing is the first module of
the growing level-7 MSc Marketing portfolio of
‘conversion’ programmes, with a diverse student
cohort. Taught intensively over four weeks, it
sets the context for other areas of marketing
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studied on the programme (digital, branding and
communications). The first core modules provide a
basis for the study of marketing at a sophisticated
and integrated level and offer an entry to
contemporary marketing principles and practice.
The module is delivered twice during the academic
year, to the September and January cohorts.
Furthermore, the emerging challenges brought
to the sector by Covid-19, required the need
for adaptable contingencies and two further
transformations to our first iteration of our
innovative use of Peason digital courseware
and services, where we integrated a virtual
learning environment (Revel) for onboarding with
gamification using the simulation of My Marketing
Experience (MMX) to create an active and inclusive
learning environment of this first module. There
were several initial key challenges and motivations
to strategically implement within the first iteration:
*Lack of marketing knowledge
As a conversion course, a large proportion of
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students are recruited on to the MSc Marketing
programme with very little or no exposure to
marketing models, concepts and theories (MCTs).
We wanted to implement a resource that could
bring students up to speed and level the playing
field among the cohort – and embed the holistic
nature of marketing, rather than learning about the
Marketing Mix (7Ps) in silo.
*Intensive calendar and wide curriculum
The programme is structured around a sequential
delivery pattern where one module starts and
is completed before the next begins - with an
experiential element offered at the end. Principles
of Marketing combines an inclusive onboarding
approach using a virtual learning environment
(Revel) with active and inclusive learning,
assessment, and feedback via simulation (MMX)
delivered over a four-week period, with teaching
delivered in three weeks and the fourth week left
clear for assessment work. The rationale behind a
sequential delivery pattern is derived from several
guiding principles; Firstly, the requirements of the
international student. If international students, due
to language and cultural reasons, find adjusting
to study in the UK difficult, a programme where
many different modules operate concurrently
may only exacerbate this situation. Furthermore,
this sequential approach is the accepted delivery
pattern for many part-time master programmes in
the UK; the reason is that part-time UK students
have to balance work, study and home life and
hence find it easier to focus on one subject at
a time. It has been suggested that international
students share many similarities with part-time
students although their balance tends to be
environmental adjustment, study, and home life.
Secondly, a sequential delivery allows students
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the ability to benefit from a staggered set of
assessments, with early opportunities for feedback
and related early counselling and targeted
additional support. Thirdly, there are staff benefits
in the blocking of delivery: the freeing up of time
throughout the academic year to focus on research,
and enhanced possibilities for engaging visiting and
adjunct faculty. However, this 4-week sequential
pattern also means there is a lot of ground to cover
in a short space of time. For a large majority of
students English is not their native language. This
means that for some, trying to read and digest the
recommended texts at pace can be a challenge.
*Lack of engagement with reading and theory
Lecturers on the module were previously unable
to measure how well students were engaging
with independent study of Essentials of Marketing
(Brassington and Pettit, 2012) during this crucial
first term, but it was clear that they were not
demonstrating application of theory in workshop
discussions or justifying their decisions and
recommendations in their assessed work.
*Scalable agility
The need for a scalable approach to accommodate
the growing numbers of students, which still had a
3:1 September/January student ratio. These were
supplemented by the additional challenges arising
in the sector from Covid-19, for September 2020,
*Many (predominantly international) latestarters
With a largely international cohort, there are many
late-starters, exasperated by the shifting Covid-19
quarantine requirements.
*Blended approach – ‘Transformation 1’
NTU committed to offering a blended rather
than 100% online approach. This required the
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development of bespoke asynchronous online
learning materials blended with on-campus
workshops, with the aim of applying an active
blended learning approach to engage students in
the online and classroom environment.

that students could access and engage with before
and after the MMX simulation workshops. It was
the view that they would be better prepared to
contribute in workshops where they would be
working in groups with MMX.

*Fully online approach – ‘Transformation 2’
Then, in January 21, following the Government
announcement of the second UK national lockdown
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there was a further
challenge when we were forced to urgently
implement a fully online environment for our
January 21 starters. This first cohort had never been
on campus.

The course and module leader identified suitable
content to assign in an appropriate sequence within
Revel as onboarding tasks, and then scheduled to
align with the first Principles of Marketing module
content and activities within the MMX simulation,
so that students could make better decisions and
understand the reasons why they made them.

Implementation approach
Implementation involved the integration of
onboarding using Revel, which teaches the
foundations of the marketing mix in a clear, and
structured manner, with gamification using the
MMX simulation, of the ‘live’ marketing scenario
of launching a brand into the globally recognised
jeanswear industry. This made designing learning
activities in line with the simulation very userfriendly and straightforward.
Iteration 1- Flipped learning
Students were asked to complete the onboarding
pre-learning Revel module before arrival. Details
to enrol on the Revel resource were sent to all
students along with Nottingham Trent University
joining instructions. The Revel pre-learning was
designed to take 10-15 hours of learning effort.
The intention was for Revel to provide both concise,
relevant pre-reading for the module and content
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To monitor student engagement and understanding
of the Revel material, module leaders used the
performance dashboard on a regular basis,
assigning point-scoring activities such as quizzes,
end of chapter questions and writing tasks within
Revel. Furthermore, students were expected to
evidence understanding of theory in the ‘explain
and justify your decisions’ free text field in the MMX
simulation. This provided a basis for the students’
critical decisions of their MMX team marketing plans
and facilitated their reflections on the impact of
their decisions. Meanwhile, it enabled tutors to see
how well students were engaging with the theory
and their ability to develop solutions in practice.
The simulation was used as a formative assessment,
the summative assessment was an individual
marketing plan with reflection.
Transformation 1 – blended learning
(September 2020)
Considering the government Covid-19 restrictions,
a ‘blended’ delivery approach was adopted for
September 2020, whereby pre-recorded online
lectures and other asynchronous material (such
as welcome messages and assessment briefings)
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were provided alongside on-campus workshops.
This approach also involved the university’s blended
learning working group (of which both MLs were key
contributors) and the university’s ‘flex team’, who
were able to approve and sign-off VLE (NTU ‘NOW’
learning room) plans and ensure consistency with
other courses/modules to ensure the quality of the
NTU offering.

“It got them to engage with the theory over and above
the lectures. Students used theory more effectively in
sessions.”

“Really like the practical approach of teaching on an
online platform – MMX. It makes us compete in real
situations and take decisions practically.”

Tutor

The impact was a more interesting, informative, and
enjoyable seminar that contributed to students’
understandings of marketing theories, application
processes, and evaluation.

Transformation 2 – fully online (January 2021)
In January 2021, due to the news of the further
Covid-19 national lockdown measures introduced
by the government, this integration of Revel and
MMX was quickly adapted, within 2 weeks, from a
blended delivery to a fully online delivery. For online
delivery of MMX, the module leaders created MS
Teams channels and allocated group members
accordingly. This was particularly innovative as it
seamlessly allowed students to collaborate verbally,
visually and via file sharing in a purely online
environment. It also provided a more structured
and reliable means for the group work component
of the module.

Student

Impact
These integrated initiatives of Revel and MMX
built student relationships at an early stage,
reinforcing the purchase decision, and supported
student learning. The online onboarding using
Revel brought all students up to speed, reducing
the barriers to learning on the module and
the programme. Students developed a level of
understanding of marketing, prior to the first
module. There were observed improvements in
student preparedness and contribution in class.
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“It helped changed my behaviour in terms of reading.I
have more comprehensive marketing knowledge and
practices from simulation.”

Tracking progress was extremely useful for both
tutors and students. For tutors in the fully online
delivery, where other student cues of on campus
attendance and class participation were not visible,
tutors could personalise teaching and learning
to students, signposting additional materials and
highlighting key takeaways and focusing on learning
outcomes. For students tracking their own progress,
this encouraged self-reflection and accountability.
“It was actually very helpful for freshers like me, who is
from a non-marketing or business background.”
MSc Conversion student
The use of Revel and MMX produced a more
interesting, informative, and enjoyable experience
which contributed to the students’ understanding
of the context. This enriched and extended the
student learning journey as evidenced in their
inspiration to learn; with the result that the students
independently utilised these resources, evidenced
in their Summative Assessment.
For example, students emphasised:
“I enjoyed MMX. It was a great way to understand
what I am learning and it was also a great way
to know some of my classmates. I really value the
workshop sessions due to the interaction with the
tutors and students.”
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From the lecturers’ perspective, Revel and MMX also
impact the ways of developing learning activities,
organising seminars, and checking students’
performance. It makes it a productive dialogue
between tutors and students when discussing
questions they found when using MMX. This
allows students to express their opinions within a
solid, real and meaningful context, which makes
teaching sessions more inclusive and diverse. In
the assignment of the group presentation on their
MMX experience, many students were taking the
opportunity to ‘story-tell’ with a solid theoretical
foundation, which connected the whole MMX
working team, and their audiences together to
appreciate their journeys in MMX. They were
confident and open to sharing their experiences,
and it is an effective way for the teaching team to
evaluate their performance.
Seminar tutors professed:
“It got them to engage with the theory over and
above the lectures. Whether it was before or after,
I think it supported the lectures and it helped them
to remember, I think overall, they used theory more
effectively in sessions.”
“Students feel very confident asking me questions
about theories and models now. It was really helpful sometimes the questions and answers are using MMX
as the background.”
The learning experience
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In all three delivery adaptations (flipped, blended
and fully online) the integrated use of Revel and
MMX transformed students to think critically
and strategically about developing a jeanswear
brand and make informed, strategic and tactical
decisions, in different areas of the marketing mix.
Each quarter of the two-year simulation, MMX
provided an opportunity to students to apply MCTs
to newly discovered issues and reflecting on their
performance of the previous quarters.
The use of Revel and MMX is producing impacts
that are consistent with Falchikov’s (2001) findings
that innovations in which students support each
other’s learning improved the quality of learning,
by providing opportunities that students are
working in a team environment to form their social
experience, especially during their first module,
and particularly for the January cohort who had
only virtually met online.
There were no complaints regarding teamwork.
Students provided positive feedback about their
teamwork and enjoyed themselves throughout the
teaching period of the module, recognised for its
positive impact on the student’s social experience,
to quote student feedback:
“Starting off the year with group work has worked well
to incorporate everyone on the course.”
“The MMX simulation is very engaging. The group work
for the first module is a very good idea as we get to
know each other better and feel less stressed about the
course itself.”
The use of digital simulation and gamification in the
module strengthened students’ understanding of
marketing theories taught in Revel, the application
process, and their awareness of the practicalities
in MMX. It also raised their confidence in using
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marketing language to communicate to construct
transformative experiences. Finally, it encouraged
risk-taking initiative, as well as reflective points that
students felt rewarded for making some welleducated, risky decisions to remain competitive
in the simulation. Students recognised the
transformation MMX and Revel had on their
performance:
“I like the MMX game because it helps to put theory I
have read (in Revel) into practice.”
“I was then able to put the theory into practice with the
MMX.”
“I like the simulation MMX, this gives students the
opportunity to apply the learning to real-life situations.”
Students were passionate about this first module,
receiving a positive learning experience, and
admitted their excitement to present their
assignments. Amongst the many positive feedback
comments were:
“I value the layout of the module as a whole, especially
the use of the MMX simulation as a way of introducing
the essential basics of Marketing. As a student that
does not come from a marketing background, I
thought the first module would be based around
learning terms and definitions. I think the use of the
MMX simulation was a far more engaging format to
introduce marketing.”
“Interesting ways of learning, such as the MMX
simulation. Well-structured and good examples used
within lectures. All staff are friendly and open to
questions and explain things very well.”
“The module is well–organised and very creative. I really
love the MMX experience with my team, it plays a very
important role in enhancing my capacity to work in
teams and improve my expertise in marketing as well.”
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With Revel and MMX, the module developed
self-assessment and helped learners identify how
to progress and develop study skills, argument
formation and ‘authentic learning’ (Herrington et al.,
2010) for their following modules and life beyond
NTU. For example, students mentioned:
“I enjoyed the MMX experience. I didn’t like working with
others but that is a personal opinion, however I do
understand the importance of working with others.”
“Compared to my undergrad degree I can clearly see
how this module links to my future and what a career
in marketing would be like. The MMX simulation is an
excellent way to prepare students for life after university.”
The impact has also improved the learning outcomes
of students from an academic performance point
of view. For the first incarnation, the percentage
of students who achieved quality grades of
Commendation and above improved from 60% to
over 85% since using Revel and MMX. Furthermore,
students maintained a strong performance
despite the challenges presented by the Covid-19
delivery changes. With the September 2020 cohort
(Transformation 1 – blended) achieving a pass rate of
98%, with 70% gaining a commendation and above;
and the January 2021 cohort (Transformation 2 –
fully online) achieving a pass rate of 97% and 85%
gained a commendation and above, and a higher
level of attendance, reaching 100%.

Evaluation and next steps
We will be adapting MMX to offer both a top-andtail approach to the Marketing Portfolio.
For September 2021, delivery will be kept
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flexible and be adapted to navigate the changing
requirements of the students impacted by the ‘red,
amber and green list rules for entering England’.
Current planning is to provide for one cohort online
alongside three cohorts blended to navigate the
changing requirements of COVID-19 quarantine
regulations, for students starting in September
2021. Revel and will provide online onboarding
and MMX will be used to provide the agility of a
simultaneous blended and fully online approach to
the first module.
Also, in September 2021, a new advanced course
of Strategic Marketing Leadership will be added to
the MSc Marketing Portfolio. The course has already
been accredited to the Chartered Institute of
Marketing Level 7. This advanced course is targeted
at students from across the globe who hold a good
first degree in marketing or a degree which includes
a substantive amount of marketing content. It is
anticipated that these students will come from a
wide range of international locations and in the
main be ‘pre-experienced’ in terms of their working
life. This advanced course will utilise MMX as the
final ‘tail’ module, to synthesise the learning from
the previous modules in a competitive marketing
place, within a simulated business environment.
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Shortlisted: Most impactful use of Pearson
digital courseware or services
Sharing Moments - Pearson Digital Courseware
Complementing the Strategic Management Experiential
Learning Journey – Spring 2021
Regent’s University London

Challenges (key points)

• Timeframe
• To provide an innovative, fun, learning experience
via simulation

• Content preparation and creation of all course
materials for online, needed also to satisfy
internal teaching, learning and assessment
procedures

• Number of stakeholders’ approval required

Dr Eric CK Chan

including external examiner to implement
alternative assessment initiative via a simulation

Challenge or rationale

exam component linked to the module. The initial
assessment briefs were

Due to the nature of this write up, the content will
focus mainly on the innovative nature of using/
adopting and running the MyStrategyExperience v4
simulation rather than the online webinars content
theory for the module. List of module learning
outcomes (MLOs) – see Appendix 1..
Background intel
In January 2021, I was tasked at the last minute to
lead a Level 6 – STG601 – Strategic Management
module in the BA Liberal Arts Programme at
Regent’s University for 24 students. This became a
major challenge due to the timing of the request.
I was new to the module (but luckily not to its
content) and had a timeframe of two weeks to have
everything ready prior to the start of undergraduate
(UG) semester. Reviewing its content and
assessment brief, I noticed that there was an
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One 100% assessment divided into 2 parts i.e.

• Assessment 1 (A1): 1-hour exam - 50% - Mid-

term 60-minutes exam based on theory and case
studies.

• Assessment 1 (A2): Team Assignment - 50% - A

full strategic analysis of a company consisting of a

• 20-minute group presentation plus 1,500 word
supporting paper.

Due to COVID19 pandemic, all exam components
needed to be reviewed, prepared and an approved
alternative assessments form needed to be
completed and submitted to the learning, teaching,
assessment office for consideration. In addition, I
had to meet with Pearson representative request
for simulation licensing codes prior to the funding
being approved internally. This is alongside
preparing 12-weeks online materials for uploading
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• Budget
• Expertise to deliver process and outcome
• Time zone and student team’s management
Rationale
Proposed the learning, reinforce, application and
practice concept (LRAP) to satisfy the MLOs via
simulation. The simulation challenge would provide
the students with an innovative/fun way to learning
and appreciating/understanding with a practical
aspect which will increase students’ awareness
of the complexity of operating an international
company from a strategic management perspective.
Reinforcing, applying and practicing on exploring
strategy and its theories and frameworks via an
experiential process. Students will also have an
appreciation of evaluating and preparing/evaluating
strategic reports and working in teams. Activities
link to the strategic approaches covered in the
webinar sessions. Students will also have fun in
learning.
My alternative assessment proposal

• A1– An individual reflective report via allocated
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simulation questions template linking to the
Strategic simulation experience – 50% - MLOs-A1
met – A10, A12, B11, B12, C13, C14, C15, D10,
D11, D12

• A2– A team based - Recordings/Reports i.e.,

Team to complete recording of own’s team
performance/then record/evaluate allocated
teams’ performance peer review – 50% (30%
team performance report and 20% peer review
evaluating performance) - MLOs-A2 met – A10,
A12, C11, C13, C14, D10, D11, D12

Specific skills and competencies students
developed/revisit from the module/simulation –
(which incorporate the following nine business and
life essential underlying skills i.e., self-awareness,
problem solving, enterprising, team player,
commercial awareness, decision-judgement,
communication (oral/written), technology
appreciation and self-management).

• Analytical skills- an ability to use qualitative and

quantitative methods to analyse business issues
and to generate and evaluate logical solutions to
complex problems.

• Decision-making skills- an ability to present and
defend strategic recommendations.

• To think creatively and strategically (critical

thinking and problem solving) – develop
competencies for identifying solutions to business
problems.

• Presentation skills- an ability to present ideas,
both orally and in writing.

• Teamwork- Team participation and group
management skills through module work
assignments.
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• Research techniques- an ability to identify sources
of information and their use in a discriminating
manner as well as handle complex information.

Implementation approach
How did you implement your project?
The LRAP concept– Foundation theories and
discussions on strategy, team work, and selfassessment featured heavily in the first 4 weeks of
the semester. Subsequently, strategic management
topics discussion points were taught in webinars. In
addition, provided an open opt/in series of 1-hour
weekly simulation surgery hours (2 times weekly
due to time zones) alongside the weekly webinars
provision. The students were able to stay behind
after each week’s webinar to review/discuss on the
content, and the simulation.
The team’s Managing Director was responsible
to make ad-hoc arrangement/connect on the
simulation and assessments with tutor if needed.
Webinars provided theoretical content and
analytical discussions, as a means of framing
theory in the practical context. The webinars also
provided context, application and understanding
based on the content from the students’ own
research and reading. Students then applied the
theory and convert the information to knowledge
using a mix of both theoretical and practical skills
via the team-based simulation. They developed
and practiced skills in strategic analysis, choice
and design, decision-making, and implementation,
using appropriate tools, theories and methods in
the context of reinforcing, applying and practicing
their strategy and decision making via the exploring
strategy framework of strategic position, strategic
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choices and strategic actions.
Steps in making it work
Starting point and debriefs to students on the
module webinars and the simulation. Providing
them with a roadmap - a slide deck that introduced
the simulation, expectations, its alignment to
employability skills, content/challenges of strategic
management and assessments. This introduced
the simulation and its significant/expectations and
linking it to the MLOs and skills development.
Step 1- Highlighted the Whittington et. el.
(2020). Exploring Strategy 12th edition textbook
as reference point and foundation reading for
knowledge/understanding. Weekly chapters
assigned for readings from, Whittington et. el.
(2020), Exploring Strategy 12th edition. Pearson
Education. Weekly chapters were allocated for
reading, with weekly webinars presentation pdf file
provided in the weekly folder. Hence integrating
and preparing lesson plans with the text. Ensuring
weekly strategic themes related to text and current
news discussions and follow up on questions and
doubts.
Step 2 - A 12-weeks’ timeline of webinar sessions
covering the theories, with readings from the text
and discussions on current news on strategic issues
highlighted/identified weekly and the timeline of
their LRAP and simulation activities was shared.
Step 3 - Debrief on the usage of padlet - web app
that lets users post notes on a digital wall; the
students were given some activities/examples to
learn, understand and familiarize on how to use
padlet effectively
Step 4 - Set out padlet boards for the various tasks/
phases,
Pre-phase and Tasks 1-4
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• Teams formation - Students to self-choose team

members to form 3 people team and to create/
assign team roles for the simulation business.
Here tutorial on the Lencioni, P., Dysfunctional
team were discussed, alongside the pyramid of
success by Wooden, J. and Covey, S. – 8 habits of
highly effective people. Task 1.

• Teams was then provided with introduction to

the simulation and guidance/materials for their
individual online registration and understanding
the content and navigation on the mystrategy
online platform.

• Students completing Psychometric tests e.g.,

high 5 strengths, Edward De Bono 6 thinking
hats, personal values. MBTI, DISC and resilience
indicator (see sample of padlet below, results of
tests).

• Task 2 – Organically created and designed (not

copy pasted from an existing image) - team logo
design around the WRSX word and team’s WRSX
Company tag line/motto identification.

• Task 3 – Creation/identification of team’s WRSX

Organisational 5 core values, students needed to
incorporate at least two of the Adinkra symbols
(these symbols were provided to the students on
Blackboard) to the company values.

• Task 4 – Create/redesign WRSX Company’s Vision
and Mission statements – to align with strategic
horizon/future for the company.

Step 5 - Phase 1 – Strategic position - Task 5 –
Instructions to read and be familiarise with the
Business and industry via the various reports
from the simulation – Group report, advertising
industry etc.

• The students were also introduced to various

templates to assist them in phase 1 and reminded
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to complete their learning journal log after each
phase to help them with their reflection of their
learning, understanding and development.
Step 6- Once phase 1 was uploaded to the
respective padlet, there were open discussions
and review of each teams strategic analysis in the
webinar. These discussions were recorded for
future references or sharing as required by the
students.
Step 7- Teams then need to complete Tasks 6
and 7 for phase 2 – Strategic choices. Various
templates were introduced to assist them including
the business plan template. Students reminded to
complete their learning journal log.
Step 8 - Once phase 2 were uploaded to the
respective padlet, there were open discussions
and review of each team strategic choices in the
webinar. These discussions were recorded for
future references or sharing as required by the
students.
Step 9- Teams were than given Task 8 to prepare
for phase 3 – Strategic Actions. The students were
also introduced to the board meetings and process
of selecting agenda choices and its application on
the online platform. Various templates to assist
them in phase 3 and weekly reminder to complete
their learning journal log.
Step 10- Once each board meeting decisions
were completed; teams have the opportunity to
discuss with their teams and if need be connect
with the tutor prior to moving onwards their next
board meetings. Some of these discussions were
highlighted in the weekly webinars.
Step 11- On completion of all the board meetings,
the teams were tasked (task 9) to complete a
recording of their team performance/then record
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their allocated teams’ performance peer review.
Teams need to record an 8 minutes narrative
report/max 500 words (30%) of their team strategic
performance to stakeholders i.e. (Reflecting on the
effectiveness of teamwork, management, success
and failures).

• It should set out strategic mission or objectives

with evidence the strategic performance by
reviewing how your team has delivered value to
shareholders and other stakeholders through your
team decision making and its impact on Financial
and Non-Financial performance measures.

• Teams to include what was learnt in the

simulation – highs and lows moments - What
key complexity challenge was experienced in the
process and how did the team overcome/address
it? What evidence to support this?

• Based criteria for performance report structure/
content: Organisation and Communication
(20%), Critical Analysis (40%) and Deployment of
knowledge (40%).

Step 12 - Once these performance reports were
uploaded to the respective Padlet, the team’s peer
reviewed the performance report another team’s
report, allocated by the module leader. Teams
need to complete a 3 minutes/500 words max peer
review narrative recording (20%). The team then
need to upload this to the same padlet space.

• Based criteria for peer review report:

Organisation and Communication (20%), Critical
Analysis (40%) and Deployment of knowledge
(40%) including comments on the best thing(s)
about this report is/are, the one of two ways this
report could be improved is/are, Other ways the
report communication could be improved and an
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indicated mark with justification remark.
Step 13 - On completion the students need to
complete an individual reflective template based on
the simulation.
Step 14 - The top teams were evaluated and
assessed by the following criteria Team Activities
and Tasks
1. Overall market share
2. Team work
3. Team tasks completion and input in padlet
4. Conceptual understanding of applying strategic
mgmt. tools and strategies including finance and
non-financial aspect of the business.
5. Performance overview to stakeholders
The top teams were awarded with e-Oscars as
they role played their part in the simulation. Most
valuable player award in teams and special awards
were also given to individuals for their contribution,
learning and development progression.
Step 15 - After each board meeting, opportunities
were provided to reflect/discuss the outcomes of
decisions. At the end of the simulation - webinar
sessions to review/reflect on what was learnt,
experienced, in strategy decision-making and
insight to the best fit agenda options and too how
the module learning outcomes comes together.
Step 16 - Students who completed the module
were presented with a personalised ‘e-upcoming
strategist beaver memento-image’ – a reminder to
work hard, constantly, conscientiously, in becoming
an efficient strategist. Also, to remind them of their
Strategic Management SP2021 experience, as they
have worked hard in these challenging times. They
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Figure 1 – Sample display of e-certificate of achievement on their innovative learning journey

were reminded to submit their individual reflective
experience via a template

accessed 21 June 2021.

Step 17 - Finally, once they module marks were
confirmed at the boards, the students were issued
with a e-certificate of achievement

Impact

Source for all padlet figures: 2020.1.STG601.R_T2 Strategic Management Blackboard Weekly learning tab,
WRSX Simulation padlet - Regent’s University London,

The impact was progressive, as there were evidence
of students’ knowledge and understanding on
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key strategic concepts. The higher students’
marks were achieved when they produced their
performance report, provided key data, narratives
to support their strategic intention and linking
towards their team’s strategic direction. The
peer report narratives provided the students
perspectives to evaluate and communicate their
comments/feedback on the challenges/perspectives
of implemented strategies. The simulation
helped the student learnt in an innovative and
experiential way. From the assessed work/webinars
discussions, there is evidence to demonstrate the
module learning outcomes have been met. The
development/enhancing of employability skills were
also evident. In a parallel module which I deliver at
PG level, the students were tasked with creating
their team’s profile dashboard to enable them to
have a snapshot view of the teams’ talent profile
configuration.
Feedback extracted from external examiner
on STG601
‘Dear Eric, It was a pleasure review your fantastic work.
You care very much about your students and that was
evident in your work. Dr JW (EE for STG601 – June 2021)’.
Comments and feedback – Samples extracted
from the individual reflective work of students
– STG601
Overall experience
1. Provide examples of things that you
learnt about yourself in this experiential
simulation experience.
‘Throughout the experience of the simulation, I
learnt more than I thought I would before the class
began at the beginning of the semester. Not only
academically, regarding frameworks or theories and
the application of these but mostly personally. I learnt
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that I could struggle with things and that it is fine to
do so, that it doesn´t denote anything but interest in
learning, something that I tend to struggle doing’.

can lead to success or can ruin you. Understanding
all of this parameter helps to create a strategy and
overcome challenges in what we are doing’.

‘I tend to struggle with time management and
find myself stressing over deadlines and work
overloads. However, the interest that was triggered
within me through this simulation experience, also
subconsciously allowed me to structure a schedule
for myself, to distribute the work evenly over time’.

‘Leading by example is effective but takes a lot of
effort. For example, I put a lot of work into analysing
the first board meeting decisions, because I wanted
to set the standard of quality for both my team
mates in the board meetings’.

‘I learned that I do not always volunteer to take
risks as I fear uncertainty, and I would rather be
safe than sorry. However, through this simulation
experience, I have realized that risk-taking is not
always negative. This is due to my belief that if we
were to have taken more risks and not be as careful,
we would have improved our overall stance in terms
of share price and value’.
2. Please describe what key learning you will
take away from the simulation challenge
experience?
‘This class and its simulation enabled me
to acknowledge the importance of strategic
management and planning in our everyday life,
in order to ensure profitability, through the best
outcome. This implies anticipating proficient
decisions whilst recognize the current stance and
strategic position’.
‘Realising the importance of tolerance within
managing a business. In fact, such attribute is used
on a daily basis when it comes to interacting with
others, whether it is for team work, or for how face
to face encounters progress. Patience and tolerance
are the key to success’.
‘The SWOT and PESTEL analysis and other strategic
frameworks - helped me to understand factors that
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‘I will be taking away two things from the
simulation experience; communication is key
and understanding your team-mates is essential.
Also, I think that efficiently working in groups is so
important and also inevitable (in the workplace). By
completing our personality psychometric profiles,
I was not only able to understand myself but also
the other teammates. By understanding this, we are
able to work smart and efficiently’.
‘I must be ready to be challenged by differing
opinions when making decisions as a team. I also
learned how to better communicate with team
members during difficult circumstances, such as
during a pandemic when we must study from
home and work with each other from a distance
and online’.
‘I also learned that the outcome will not always
turn out as expected. As individuals in a company,
we can only forecast future expectations through
past experiences, however, future situations will not
always correlate with those of the past’.
‘One of the key things I’ve learnt from this simulation
challenge that will definitely be useful for me in
future is the idea of how a business works. It was
a very realistic simulation which gave us an insight
into the real life, not just textbook case study.
Secondly, it was a good lesson for me that to be
successful sometimes you need to step back and
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wait. This knowledge will certainly stay with me and
I’ll start applying to different aspects of my life. Just
wanted to say that I feel very lucky to have you (Eric)
as my module leader and supervisor tutor! Thank
you very much, I really appreciate it! You are very
loved by your students!’.
‘From this simulation I would highlight two things
mainly. The first one, that in life, I will encounter
many situations which can be challenging. However,
with work, willingness, a positive attitude, and
communication things are bound to go a good
way. And the second one, I am definitely taking my
teammates. It is quite shocking how well we worked
and connected with people I haven´t met physically,
only across a screen. If it hadn´t been because of this
project I would not have coincided with two girls that
are great So, I am thankful for that. Thank you, Eric
for being a great professor and teaching us so well’.
3. From the reflective question - What was your
team’s biggest challenge in the simulation
and describe how you overcome this..
‘Our team encountered not one, but a few
challenges at the beginning and throughout
the simulation. The first one was the timings
for meetings. The team members were based in
different time zones. The solution adjusting to
time periods that we agreed on. Another challenge
that we found was that we all came from different
backgrounds and had different ways of thinking.
Our way to tackle this was through listening and
respect, justifying our reasoning behind thoughts
and points of view and being open minded’.

advanced, the decisions became more complex.
Therefore, we decided to have a more linear strategy
throughout all the rounds. Our strategy was also
marked by those options that did not involve a
complete restructuring of the management, as a
new board of directors we didn’t want to change
the whole system from top to bottom and bring too
drastic changes dismantling the previous structure.
Our ethical stance of strategy played a vital role in
our decision-making strategy’.
Marks outcomes from the 24 students, many of the
students achieved between 60-70% and a few had
80%+ for their module mark.

Evaluation and next steps
I shall review and think of ways for additional creative
tools to complement the sim-learning process and
continue to support the Pearson education sales
team in sharing insights on the mystrategylab for UG
and PG programmes to other new users/adopters
from academia and the global community when
requested. Through these initiatives, the opportunity
increases to learn more from peers/colleagues
in other sectors. E.g. I hope to share more to the
Pearson International Digital Advisory Community to
enable co-creation/collaboration.
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The module learning outcomes:Knowledge and Understanding

• A10. To demonstrate a thorough and critical
understanding of the strategic aspects
of business in its global context and the
implications for operational effectiveness.

• A12. To critically analyse contemporary

theories and developments across the range
of business disciplines in understanding the
dimensions of contemporary international and
global business.

Cognitive Skills

• B11. To integrate and evaluate complex

information and data from a variety of sources.

• B12. To provide solutions to a range of

complex and/or unpredictable problems based
on critical evaluation through appropriate
analytical frameworks.

People and professional skills

• C13. To manage group dynamics in conflict
situations in a result-oriented manner.

• C14. To be able to use the target language(s)
competently and effectively as a medium
for understanding, expression and
communication in professional and social
situations, demonstrating confidence in the
use of receptive (reading and listening) and
productive (speaking and writing) skills.

‘We encountered some difficulties regarding the
board meetings decisions. We were aware of the fact
that our decisions were going to make an impact
on our results, profits and losses. As the questions
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• C15. To demonstrate research skills and

discrimination in the selection of sources,
particularly with regard to academic journals
and databases.

Key Transferable Skills

• D10. To present evidence of personal growth
processes in teamwork and leadership roles.

• D11. To demonstrate a sophisticated awareness
of ethical, political, organizational and
psychological issues.

• D12. To demonstrate sensitivity towards people
with a different cultural background.
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Shortlisted: Most impactful use of Pearson
digital courseware or services
Transformational Upskilling: Supporting the Service Sector
During Covid 19
University of Limerick, Kemmy Business School, Management Development Unit
Yvonne Delaney

• Collaboration with Pearson to develop a compiled
text of Certificate Students – those on Cert for
Business Services.

• Collaboration with Pearson to provide electronic
access to core texts.

• Liaising with VitalSource to explore the process

of providing access to compiled text and core
texts via the UL LMS Virtual Learning Environment
(Moodle).

• Series of meetings with technical team exploring
technical integration of Vital Source via LTI tool.

Challenge or rationale
The onset of Covid-19 in early 2020 affected global
populations, industries, business, and government
sectors to an unprecedented scale. Normal ways
of working, conducting business and of living lives
were no longer possible, leaving many entities and
people struggling to adapt to new ways of learning,
working and operations. University of Limerick,
Kemmy Business School (KBS) quickly identified
the academic challenges that would be created for
both participants and teaching staff by the changing
structure of lectures, workshops and resources
delivered in this new “virtual” normal replacing the
tried-and-true on campus-based experience. While
these challenges could be considered universal in
most educational settings globally, KBS developed
a certificate focused solely on the hard-hit Service/
Hospitality Industry so that participants would be
able to develop agility skillsets to adapt to a changing
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world. Working with industry partners and networks,
KBS developed a 6 module, fully accredited certificate
(NFQ level 6) to be delivered wholly through a virtual
environment. Due to Covid restrictions, students
were required to use a blend of traditional learning
techniques such as self-directed research and as
well as to use a variety of technologies to interact
with their instructors and peers as well as accessing
textbook content and simulations.

Implementation approach
Working with Pearsons, KBS was able to follow a
multiple stage process to ensure that all students,
lecturers and administration staff were able to
access Pearson textbooks and simulations through
the Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle
used by KBS. Steps to implementation included
through Vital Source Integration included:
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From a participant perspective, many students
were unfamiliar with the tertiary educational
system as well as lacking the relevant technology or
technological experience to adapt to an academic
and wholly virtual experience such as:

• Lack of familiarity with basic productivity suites (ie
Microsoft Office, Google, etc)

• Lack of access to microphones/headsets
• Understanding of citation and referencing
• Researching, comparing sources and fact
checking

• Understanding of academic writing style
• Keeping reflective and skills-based journals to
document the participant journey

• Understanding and implementation of

communication and negotiation skills tools

• Interaction with peers, colleagues and customers
through virtual platforms

The KBS has always been at the forefront of
innovative and effective management courses and
certificates. This programme was designed from
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the beginning to address the transformation of
industries and individuals in the service industry
and took a “ground-view” up approach from
industry, participants, and academics to design a
series of skill set competencies that are adaptable,
fit for purpose and widely applicable in a rapidly
changing global context. By helping participants
along the journey of academic discovery, selfdevelopment, professional reflection and project
management, participants are strategically placed
to adapt to rapidly changing norms as well as
to utilize the most up to date technologies and
research methodologies.

Impact
With over 25 participants, this new programme
has provided a pronounced success in uptake
and completion. The overall experience of the
students was extremely positive, with the vast
majority responding that they felt more confidence
in returning to the workplace and to advancing
their careers despite the impact of Covid 19 and
changing legislation on their workplace operations.
Participants also reported a significant uptake in
learning and applying new technologies, such as
PowerPoint, Google Slides, Zoom and Microsoft
Teams for both their personal and business
communications. Throughout the program,
participants were required to actively participate
in developing their academic writing and research
methodologies, which further developed their
critical thinking and writing skills. All participants
were required to create a work-based project and
to develop an implementation plan and roadmap
for the rollout of the project.
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Participants in this project felt that the development
of business communication skills were especially
transformational. During this module they were
immersed in a variety of multi-media and virtual
sessions where they were required to critically
assess communication styles (both verbal and nonverbal) and to post interactively their assessments
with peers in the course. These assessments
created a space for discussion as well as sharing
of insights and critical feedback. Participants were
actively encouraged to discuss and debate ideas
and concepts, and to create networks for support
and future innovation.
All participants were required to keep a reflective
learning journal throughout their course to help
encourage and develop better management
and leadership styles and transform the way
participants approach self-management and
development, as well as the management and
development of others. The reflective learning
journal could be submitted through a variety of
media including presentation, recording and written
submission. This flexibility and the documentation
of the participant’s journey throughout the program
provided a rich and multifaceted resource for
participants to document their progress and to
create roadmaps for future development.

Evaluation and next steps
University of Limerick operates a continuous
improvement framework. All programs, modules
and short courses are assessed yearly for
improvements, adaptations and to incorporate
feedback from students, lecturers, policy makers,
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and other relevant interested entities. This is even
more important in quickly changing global events.
The rollout of this program was very successful,
we will be further developing some supports for
students including:

• Additional 1:1 coaching hours for students based
on assignment feedback

• Additional Induction modules regarding
navigating online resources

• Additional student virtual workshops for IT skills
UL will continue to work with our industry partners,
skillnets, professional bodies, and relevant
agencies to identify and address skills gaps and
innovation opportunities. UL will also continue
their collaboration with Academic colleagues and
other industries in the HE sector and will actively
engage with them to share innovations, learnings
and insights.

HE Innovate offers educators a platform to share good practice,
learn from peers and collaborate on projects.
If you are looking for ideas on how to embed technology into your teaching, engage your
students, or make the most out of digital resources, you can post a question to our community
or join one of our Interest Groups. As a member you’ll also be the first to find out about our
regular webinars with sector experts covering assessment, student support and more.

Join the community

www.pearson.com

